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Legislature.

was

finally passed.

Maxwell of Androscoggin, presented an
order that the commissioners of the Eastern
Maine Insane hospital deliver to the committee on Eastern Maine Insane hospital all
books and papers in relation to the hospital.
Merrill of Somerset, took the resolve appropriating $40,(XX) for inland fisheries and
He cautioned the sengame from the table.
ate to go slow in appropriating money. On
his motion the amendment cutting the appropriation to >20,0(H) was struck out and
the resolve for >25,000 passed to be eugrossAt the opening of the session of the house
Speaker Larrabee read the following telegram from Belfast:
“Representative W. L.
Littlefield, whom the papers have hail as
dead, is up travelling around the house. He
is now
sitting at Ins window enjoying him-

self, and wishes to be remembered to all."
news was received with applause.
Later a telegram of congratulation to Mr.
Littlefield of Belfast, expressing delight and
congratulation on his improved health and
prospective recovery was read by the speaker and the house authorized that it be forwarded to him.
vThe telegram was publish- j
ed in Tin Journal last week )
Goodrich of Maxfield took the sea and |
shore fisheries resolve from the table ami j
moved to reduce from $15,000 to $8,000. This
was objected
to and speeches were made
against the reduction by Sewall of Bath,
Rodick of Eden, and Fogler of Rockland.
Both amendments were killed and the bill
as reported "was given its second reading.
A large number of anti-cigarette petitions
The

were presented.
Dickey of Fort Kent presented a resolve
asking for an additional >1,OX)for the Madawaska Training school.
Pattngaall of Maehias presented an act
to amend section 11, chapter Go, Revised
Statutes, allowing women to administer

oaths.
edding Celebration.
Passed to be engrosed:
An act to amend sections4 andG, of chapter
■»r
The Journal: Mon-,
•Xio, of the special Laws of 1850, relating to
Feb. 22d, Mr. and Mrs. An- the election of city assessors of the city of I
•
f Frankfort, Me., celebrated Belfast.
Resolve in favor of the Children's Aid
ersary of their marriage. Sil- Society of Maine.
are not so uncommon as they
On motion of Mr. Fogler of Rockland
this resolve was laid on the table pending
Respite the gloomy croak ings its
second reading for printing statement of
cist. they are occurring every facts.
the length and breadth of our
The first time of the winter for a committee to make two reports on a measure comes
w
W

r

1

..

The Maine

What Ik Sal«l and Done at Augusta.
Feb. 24. In the senate Weeks of Penobscot
moved to non-concur with the house in indefinitely postponing the Eastern Maine Insane hospital bill and it was referred to committee.
Billings of Waldo took the Coombs resolve
from the table and thought it rather rough
for the State to have to pay $14,000 for plaus
for hospital. Senator Savage argued for the

<

Simonton

as

master of

cere-

with

the bill to create the office of

a

State

and tact put every- j commissioner of highways. The judiciary
This added much to the sue- committee could not agree on the matter
and Senator Drummond will present the rening, since occasions of this j port ought to pass,' and Mr. Hamilton the
too infrequent and there is
report “ought not to pass.’’ The good roads
people will fight hard for such a commisliis skill

constraint.

rated

The house

the occasion

for

was

with

plants and dowers, and

j.

the

their friends in a cozy bouand daughter acted as ushers

d

hundred people were received. After The reception was

rendered, conby tdie entire
rigiual poem by Mrs. Belle
Frankfort; reading by Rose
kfort; duet by 1‘. O. Hopkins
was

program

gmg

-"id

America

Frankfort; origHopkins
Mrs. T. Dorr of Frankfort;
of

Hopkins of FrankCooper -f Frankfort;

Anna
Mand
Mrs.

Ella M.

Littietield of

by Augustiua Nichols
by Mrs. Maud Hopkins

ig

ung

by Mrs

.f

Hattie Avcrill

poem by Dr, O. S.
reading by Gertrude
!o!t
reading by Mrs. Maud
nkfort.
.Miss Maud Hop-

rigiual

at

tbc

trgan.

After the pru-

ige iTrcinoiiy was performB. Simonton, who made a few
to the couple and their
losing with an invitation to
oiue forward and greet the
'in.
This agreeable duty per-

marks

lourned
m*

to

ms were

the (lining

served.

The

and beautiful and

room

pres-

were as

basket and cake knife from
•y of Frankfort; 1 doz. silver
the Ladies* Aid Society of
d
silver desert spoons from
D K. Drake of Frankfort; a
ladle from Dr. and Mrs. U. S.
r iukfort; a cracker jar from Mr.
••d Parks of Frankfort; a fruit
Mr. and Mrs. ('has. Drake of
fruit dish from Mr. aud Mrs.
onl family of Frankfort: a silver
tad butter knife from Mr. and
B'ethen of Frankfort; silver
Mrs. L Pierce and Miss S. L
•nkfort; a water set from Mr.
Layette Hopkins of Frankfort;
from Mr. and Mrs. Elden
Frankfort; 1-2 doz. silver fruit
Gertie ltuwe of Frankfort; 1-2
nt picks from Mr. and Mrs. J.
*
Frankfort; 1 silver hoot but-

o

••

m

oi
1i uois
rrauKiori;
from Mr. and Mrs. Henry
mkfort; 1-2 doz. silver knives
lid Mrs. E. Mason of Frankfort;
ver forks, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred
f
Frankfort; 1-2 doz. silver
and Mrs. W. Clark of Frankfort;
r forks, Mr. and Mrs. W. Heagan
ri
1 silver cake knife, Mr. and
Hopkins and Mr. Smart of Franktowels, Mrs. Frank Head of
1 pin ball, Mrs. H. Morse of
1 silver berry spoon, Mr. and Mrs.
'"-rn of Charlestown, Mass.; 1
spoon, Miss Minnie E. Kelbert
Me.; 1 sugar shell, Mrs. Upton
hester, Mass.; 1 silver fish fork,
Mrs. Frank Halston, Medford,
’*k stand, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis,
Mass.; 1-2 doz. silver fruit
H. H
Libby, Prospect, Me.;
i from Mr. ami Mrs. John F.
'Spect, Me.; 1 souvenir spoon
>*id Mrs. Chas. H. Littlefield,
M'1 souvenir spoon from Mr.
Duval, Satiroy, Cal.; 1 souvenir
Miss Lisa Arey, Camden, Me.;
■■■:*. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dorr,
1 pair towels from Mr. and
ii
Hadley, Waldo, Me ; 1 pair
n
Mr. ami
Mrs. Frank Heal,
M«*. ; 1 pair towels from Mr. and
Harriett, Waldo, Me ; sofa pil•»uss

■:mves

<

Mabel Bartlett, Lubec, a picLena Mason, Lewiston, 2
'•'*d's, Mrs. and Willie Nason,
1 banjo,
Mr. and Mrs.
Chas.
Albans; pipe ami tobacco, Dorr
•St. Aibans; 2 silver spoons, Mrs.
ot.bs, Belfast, Me.; table scarf, Mr.
• has.
Leach, St. Albans; bon bon
Hadley, Waldo, Me.
i Mrs.
Hopkins were deeply touchkindness, of their friends and beg
their sincere thanks for their
n the occasion, as well as for the
steem and consideration bestowed.
1
will be cherished as reminders of a
''"
iit much more precious than the
■l'
w
gifts themselves, and they feel
w
In y can
begin a second quarter of a
"I)®'!!-, .f wedded life stronger to face its
and trials, because of the friendly
;Um1 a<’ts °*
evening- Mr. and
M
mHopkins are hale and hearty, and barOccidents give promise of celebrating
■*r
wedding; and that they may
for many years to come is the
^l8‘‘Tanml
of tmeir numerous friends.
Ella M. Littlefield.
u
1
aspect, Sr
■

<

gulden

Feb. 25. There was a short and quiet sesboth branches of the Legislature this
morning. Very little new business was offered, but much routine work was done.
The House concurred with the Senate in
sending the resolve for the eastern Maine
Insane Asylum back to the committee. The
pressed lmy bill was indefinitely postponed,
riit- common >al feeding stuff bill was sent
The
back to the agricultural committee.

sion of

committee on **ducatioii reported resolves
for many academics, marly all of which
were cut down from tin- sum asked for. The
bill adding two aids to tin* governor’s staff
tin*
w «s
parsed to be cm; -ted. In :.!•
following House bill was read and assigned:
of chapter
An act to amend sections 4 and
of the Sp< cial I.nws of js5n, relating to
Tin- election of city assessors of the city of

Belfast,

Jurist11
bill

A
dirt

was presented
requiring that on
roads, tires three inches wide shall be
used, when drawn by one horse; five inches
wide on those drawn by four horses or
more.
The fane is §10 for violation of this law.
The Legislature adjourned to
at

10

Tuesday

a. m.

Tin* committee < u tin* State college voted
m executive session. Thursday, to recommend an appropriation for the college for 10
years of nne-t.weift,h of a mill on the valuaThe original resolve
tion of the state
>■ tl led tor A-"*" lM"* annual
ly for lo years. Onet wei 11h ot a mill on the present State valuaThe
tion means about -27,51)0 annually.
committee took in> actiun in regard to the
res >l\c for an appropriation for a new building, this year, and it is not likely that any
will lie recommended. The matter of changing the name of the institution to the University <•* Maine was re-assigned fora later

heaiang.
The bi.uoo petitioners for the anti-cigarette law have won the first point in their
light, and the committee on temperance
will report “ought to pass" on the bill which
prohibits totally tbe manufacture, sale or
gift of cigarettes in Maine. This decision
was reached in executive session, Thursday
afternoon, and the friends of the hill claim
it will pass the Legislature as easily as it
did the committee. The committee on temperance will hold another hearing, next
m., on the bill relating to
Tuesday at 4
liquor agencies and other matters.

The committee on banks and banking in
executive session, Thursday afternoon, continued its consideration of the bill reducing
the tax on savings banks, and finally voted
unanimously to report ought to pass. The
bill reduces the rate substantially 1-8 per
cent., and the law is not to go into effect
until 18‘.»8.
The bill providing two additional aids for
Gov. Powers’ staff finally passed on Thursday and the governor promptly announced
the appointment of Col. I. lv. Stetson of
Bangor, and Henry A. Wing of Lewiston,
as the new aids and these two gentlemen

kept busy receiving congratulations,
during the day, from their many friends at
were

the capitol. Col. Stetson was an aid on the
Gov. Cleaves. Mr. Wing, a former
Bangor newspaper man, as former editor of
Boston
Lewiston Sun, and the present
Herald representative for central Maine, is
Both
liked.
known
and
everywhere
widely
are gentlemeu of exceptional ability and
fine persoual qualities.

staff of

Feb. 26.
The session of the Legislature
was only one hour long, hut considerable business was transacted in that time.
In the Senate Mr. Savage of Androscoggin, presented an act relating to corporations
that before incorporation they shall prepare
a certificate setting forth the name and residence of the clerk in addition to the other
information required by law.
An act was presented to place the management of roads under control of the
State hoard of agriculture to some extent.
The hoard may disseminate knowledge of
the best known methods of building and

to-day

information to the county
commissioners of
street,
cities, and selectmen of towns by means of
shall
maps, etc. The secretary of the hoard
hold two institutes in each county annually
to discuss road questions and may issue
bulletins ami employ experts to lecture.
a secretary for
The hoard shall
impart the

appoint

shall publish annually

a

clerk.

pends

if the fairs cannot agree on dates they shall
he heard before the Governor and Council,
who shall fix the dates. If such officers refuse to comply with the decision of the Governor and Council, aid from the State shall

be withheld.
A

petition

was

presented from Washington

order; M. P. Woodcock

Judge George

and

E.

the caucuses, and

ing
citizens.

B.

Ii.

Co nan t.

Johnson addressed

present as
He voiced the sentiment of all the

Republicans present

were

now

when lie said that he

the best men obtainable nombusiness-like administration of
city affairs. He moved that Dr. John M.
Fletcher be nominated for mayor by acclamation, and the motion was seconded and
carried unanimously. The caucus then adjourned for wards 1, 2, and 8 to hold their
caucuses.
These were harmonious and
wanted to

inated,

see

and

a

unanimous,

with the

exception

of

a

contest

the school committee man in ward 1.
A. C. Sibley, Esq., bad served one term and
was
John R.
nominated for re-election.

over

Dunton, Esq., was also jut in nomination,
and was elected on the first ballot by a vote
28 to 22 for Mr. Sibley. This was somewhat
of

surprise,

a

nized

as

a

who

one

as

Mr.

Sibley

is not

only

recog-

very public spirited citizen, but
has shown great interest in the

schools ami devoted much valuable time to
the committee work. Mr. Dunton has been
a successful teacher and school superintendent

ami

was

put

m

nomination

uv

ms

friends because of his undoubted qualificaposition. Mr. Dunton declined
to run, however, and it devolved upon the
city committee to till the vacancy. They
endeavored to get Mr. Sibley to accept, but
he positively declined, and suggested Rev.

tions for the

Geo. S. Mills, pastor of the Congregational
church. Mr. Mills accepted and will be a
very valuable man on the board. Following
is the result of the nominations in the ward
caucus:
FOR

ALDERMEN.

Ward 1, Clarence O. Poor.
2, Lendal T. Shales.
3, James F. McKeen.
4, Robert F. Russ.
5, Elmer I. Rankin.
FOR

<’OUNCILMKN.

Ward 1, William K. Keen.
Charles W. Frederick.
2, Frank R. Wiggin.
William K. Ford.
3, Amos Clement.
Cyrus E. Tibbetts.
4, Richard W. Woodbury,

George F. May hew.
5, Emery O. Pendleton.
Fred E. Ellis.

FOR

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

Ward 1, Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
2, Charles A. Pilsbury.
3, Herbert T. Field.
4, Walter G. Hatch.
5, Roscoe Black.
FOR

Ward

Mr.

of Belfast was passed to be engrossed.
In the House the resolve in favor of the
Bangor Children’s Home was put upon its
passAge on motion of Mr. Pearl of Bangor.
On motion of Mr. Murray of Pembroke
the resolve in favor of the Eastern Maine
General Hospital was put upon its passage.
The Committee on Temperance reported
favorably on on the hill prohibiting the
manufacture and sale of cigaretts.
Mr. Fernald of Levant introduced a resolve
that it is not for the interest of the State
that the two Maine fairs drawing State stihold their fair at the same time; that

to

chairman

briefly, stating that the city
committee had performed their duty in call-

report.

Billings of Waldo presented a resolve
in favor of Freedom Academy.
An act to amend sections 4 and 6 of chapter 363 of the Special Laws of 1850 relating
to the election of city assessors in the city

Good

Citizenship.

City

The second public meeting in the interest
of good citizenship was held in Belfast Opera

CONSTABLES.

1, George W. Frisbee,
2, John W. Knowlfon.
3, Alexander D. Smalley.
4, William H. Skinner.
5, George E. Michaels.
FOR WARDENS-

Ward 1, Robert Waterman.
2, William H. Wight.
3, Charles H. Waterman.
4, Ephraim W. Wiley.
5, Syreno P. Gilmore.
FOR WARD CLERKS.

Ward 1, Percy R. Follett.
2. James D. Tucker.
3, Henry H. Cobbett.
4, Willis S. Hatch.
5, Edward F. Carrow.
J. K. Barter and wife of Isle au Haut,
in town Monday to attend the Poverty
Ball at Greens' Landing Monday evening.
[Deer Isle Gazette.
were

“The Keeley Institute of the East” for the
of the Liquor and Morphine habit3, is
located at North Conway, N. H. We have
13w9.
no branch Institute.

cure

NUMBER 9.
What has been done in matters of administration and in additions and circulation is
sufficiently described in the accompanying
report of the Librarian. Particular attention
is called to the increase in the number of
books used, exceeding by 1,141 that of any
previous year, and to the accession of 130
more volumes than we added in 1895 6.
The
suggestion in regard to supplying pupils who
attend school away from the city proper deserves careful consideration.
The financial
statement which forms a part of this report
shows a full account of receipts aud expenditures for the library during the past municipal year. The income from all sources was
$1,854 48, and the disbursements $1,809 51.
In the latter sum is included $01.85 advance
payment on magazines and periodicals for
1897, aud $27.50 for coal bought in 1895; the
account not having been presented in season
for the last report. The accumulated income
of $885 98 reported by the Treasurer a
year
ago remains unexpended.
A portion of this
sum, derived from fines, has been set apart
for procuring a portrait of the late Nathaniel Wilson, and the amount is now sufficient
for that purpose.
Belfast Free Library, (
March 1, 1897.
j
To the Board of Trustees:
GentlemenOn the title page of every
Library book is stamped in raised letters
“Belfast Free Library. Founded 1887.” And
although the books were not ready for circulation until early in the spring of 1888, this
present year completes our first decade.
We are glad to report the same
steady increase. in the use of the
Library as shown in
previous reports. It is constantly growing
in the esteem of the people, school children
more and more come to it for
study aud
amusement, and it is fulfilling its mission as
an educator.
The following figures show the condition
of the Library and the use our patrons have
made of its privileges during the past year.

Government.

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening, with one absent
from each board.
The roll of accounts
was passed, including only routine business.
The reports of the City Solicitor, City
Marshal, Board of Health, City Physician
and the Trustees and Librarian of the Free
Library were presented and placed on file.
A summary of the reports is published below.
The Committee on Finance reported a
settlement with H. F. Mason, Collector of
Taxes for 1890, on discounts for that year,
and recommended that the Treasurer be
authorized to settle with said Mason with
$1,001 94 discount allowed.
Letter from the officers of the Maine Industrial School for Girls in relation to the
support of four girls and bill for same
amounting to $107 were referred to the next
City Government.
Claim of \Ym. S. Wentworth for $100 on
account of injuries to his horse and the destruction of lus sleigh, Feb. 22d, was read m
the Board of Municipal officers and referred

House Sunday evening, and was largely attended. All the clergymen in the city were
present except Rev. G. G. Winslow, who
was in Waterville in exchange with Rev. W.
F. Berry, the speaker of the evening. The
meeting opened with the selection, “Praise

to the next Board of Municipal officers.
Resignation of Norman Wardwell as member of the School Committee was referred
to the next City Council.
II. F. Mason, Collector of Taxes, reported
collected on taxes of 18iH>, $40,654 62.
Voted to allow to H. F. Masou, Collector
for 1895, $11.70, on account of taxes assessed
as follows: $9 against Mrs. Mary J. Davis,
and $2 70 on taxes on “stock in trade” of
Walter M. Gray.
Voted that $18 be refunded to Josiah S.
Paul, on taxes of 1895, he having paid a tax
on the same property to the town of Burnham.
The sum of $500 of the salary of Superintendent of Schools was transferred on the
Treasurer’s books from the school fund to
the contingent fund.
Petition of H. L. Woodcock for permission to cut down two trees on Peach street
was referred to the next City Council.
Resignation of M. C. Mureh as night
watch was read and laid on the table by the
Board of Aldermen.

was

January.

meeting closed with “America" by
audience, and the benediction by Rev.
Leo. S. Mills.
;
The

|

An invitation was extended to all interi
ested to remain after the close of the meeting to take measures to form a Civic League. j
A large number remained. The objects of j
the League were briefly explained by Mr.
Berry, who stated that it is an organized
elf rt in behalf of the enforcement of all
The League does not attempt to enthe law, hut to bring to bear on the ofti.-ers whose duty it is to enforce law such a
laws.

force

pressure, through organization,
them to do their full duty.

as

will

cause

Remarks were made by A. C. Sibley, F.
S. Brick, C. F. Ginn, Rev C. H. Wells and
E ll Haney. The pastors of the city churches
were made a committee to solicit membership, and there will be a meeting for those !
interested, at the Methodist vestry, next
j
Wednesday evening, March 10th at 7 o’clock, j
for the purpose of organizing a Civic League

Monday’s ilunicipal
The

clean

Elections.

Portland city election resulted in a
sweep for the Republican ticket.

|

Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 3, 1807: Charles
C. Brown, Liberty, to Althea C. Perkins,
Howard, R I.; land and buildings in Liberty. Percy C. Peirce, Belfast, to Leola A.
Peirce, do.; land in Belfast. Persis J. Seaver, et

als., Cambridge, Mass.,

to

W.

3

assault.

burglary. 2
conveying liquor to prisoners. 2
keeping gambling house. 1
vagrancy.10
Total arrested and tried.01
71
Lodgings furnished to....

Alberta

M. Carver, Lincolnville; land and buildings
in Lincolnville. Joseph Young, Freedom,
to Ida M. Young et al., do.; land and buildings in Freedom. Alice M. Park,Searsport,
to Mark Ward, do.; land in Searsport. Gurney A. Stevens, Unity, to Wm. H. J. Moulton. do.; land and buildings in Uuity. H.
5. Hobbs, Rockland, to Georgia E. Stairs,
Frankfort; land in Stockton. Alice M.Hunt,
Pittsfield, to Walter H. Hunt, Burnham;
land in Burnham. Sarah F. Clement, Waterville, to Edgar B. Bean, Montville; land in
Montville.

sold to

Total.132
L.

W. Hammons, Secretary of the Board
that he has attended to 12
than last year.

Health, reports

more cases

CITY

PHYSICIAN.

L. W. Hammons, City Physician, reports
the amount of medicine furnished from office and while calling, $32.70.
THE FREE LIBRARY.

Joseph Williamson,
as

chairman of the

the Belfast Free Library, reportfollows: ..

Trustees of

ed

as

Blanche Freeman of Cannlen visit
and Mrs. W. A. Arnold last week.

—

1.

Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Rogers were in BosLynn a fewjdays the past week.
R. E. Reed of Skowhegau was a guest of

ton and

Wells, Jr., a few day the past week.
Henry W. Dunton left Tuesday for K !
stone, N. H., where be lias work in the stone

B. F.

sheds.
A. A.
to

Hurd went to New York last Thursconsult specialists in regard to his

health.

up”

Mrs. Carrie E. Peirce went to Everett,
to visit her sister, Mrs.
Childs.

Mass., Monday

Miss Nellie Trussell was in town Friday
and Saturday last visiting her brother, Geo.
C. Trussell.

Mrs. L. E. Webb of

father, Capt. John

in

FINDING.

C.

I'nity visited her
a few days

Condon,

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts went to Waterville
last Friday to attend the funeral of Rev. B
F. Shaw, D I).
Leander Baker of Chenoa, 111., left for
home Tuesday morning, from a visit to relatives in Belfast.

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley left Monday for

Washington,

summer

RECEIPTS.

Fines. .50 ‘*0
Cards.28.15
Book sold.5.27

Carter arrived home ast week
her brothers in Nashua, N
IT., and Chelsea, Mass.

his

LATION.

Fiction.14.593
Juvenile.5.008
Historv.
Periodicals.

490
5P5

Religion, Philosophy ami S« ••iology.

3N7

house

new

(h

on

W.

o.

land Momiav to

Seavey.

which he

day

afternoon

will

case

Hairy

'f Mrs.
F.

1

t

:r
-a

lately bought

I

j

Ann

T

rn

•n,--st

M. Frern h-1

>

f

Horne, representative

Lillian Tucker

Total. 25,092

Pattershall went
take command ; >

Dunton, Esq., went, to An
as attorney in the

K. F.

General Literature. 1

Cedar street.

Fred Taylor of Colby VDiversity sum:
Smulay with Ins mother, Mrs. Ain.a
at A. J. ilamman's.
j lor, who is visiting

1,403

Biography.

Science and Art.

Littlefield, traveling salesman f. :
Dodge, has moved from Winterport To

A.

Capt

718
072

Travel'.

visit to

a

Miss Lilian Page of Bridgewater. Mass
j Normal school, spent Suuday with her sis.
j ter, Mrs. J. M. Leighton.

Total.PS 02
The sun. received for ever tine nooks is

CIRCE

spend inauguration

to

Mrs. W. W.

from

S.

nearly the same from one \ ear te another,
varying sometimes less and sometimes a
tri fie more than 50 dollars.

C.,

D.

week with friends.

H. O.

<

is

in

tow

the advance i,.ten-sis of tl

the
ft.**

king

n

it

p.

pally.

■:
N
Mrs. Hugh Anderson
Ficsp.aiding a few weeks with ti n ;d« m
The Lihrarv has been
er has
fast whi
open to the public every dav in the week,
Sundays ami holidays excepted, suite the | ter In tel in Southern Flori la.
For the tirst thm in its hisfirst of April.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Mathews wpe,tory it was closed because of a gn at stt t in
Tin* eir- ! from Bermmla the tirst of the w-< k
Thursday evening, Jan. 28.
filiation of more than 25.0(H) h. eks, large i
v
they were ha mg a delightful trip. 'I
as
the number is, is not so great as it
a d
are now on their way to Barbadoes
would be if the more distant parts of !
:
last
our
city could be regularly supplied. pect to reach New V<>rk the
The country schools need the books the
month.
most
We couid easily give them the hemS
J
Mrs
Division President L. A. S
tit of our abundant stores if somt systematic
u
In
G H. Walker of Farmington, w ..s isit.
plan for distribution were arranged
conclusion 1 suggest that this tenth year of
a
ed by Mr. ami Mrs. K T. A alko. m
our Library’s history he made a notable one
iMtli. Mrs. Waikei is miking a '■ o
by planning for future needs anti by tie- ot- Feh.
iug a generous sum for interior imprt ce- among the different Ladies' Aid Stm:
ment. More shelves are n eessary in the
her Division and lilids them in go,..1 work ug
Book-Room, the worn floor in eds a covering
condition.
ami most of all the soiled and cracked walls
need paint. A glance, toward the future
B -u i:
At the reunion and banquet >1 t!
shows how soott the Library will need more
tinof the .Mimic state Collegi
spacious rooms, not so much for its books as alumni
for the convenient use of them
Our ReadParker House, Boston. .:mt 1 hu -cl:.; mg:.!.
ing-Room is often too crowd* d for the com- C. S. Bickford, 'v_\ of Beltast. >aid i 1 •'!•
fort, of those wlit) wish to read quietly, free
that next year tin aliinin: w •:
from the restlessness of the children.
We
ami W i.‘ 1'
wish these crowds of eager children might,
the I’nivcrsity of Maim
have a spacious room fur theii own pleasure
!
to\S2, of Belfast made an eloquent p.«
where they would be free to enjoy their
Mil
books without disturbing their elders. We support of college athletic* b> the
wish there were a quiet study room for the
Friday evening Messrs. Howard an I I*
use of students.
ford attemled the reunion of tin- B. v. Cl.*
Resj»ect,fu11 y submi11i 1,
Pi, at the Exchange Club
PL M. Pond.
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Tramps

in

The Boston Globe says that at the lirst enaid of the Second Church

tertainment in

Monroe.

While the number of tramps who were
given food and provided with lodging by the
town of Monroe the past year greatly exceeded that of any previous year, it would
appear from the large number of tramps
who are this year almost daily accepting
the hospitality of the town that before the
season ends a small army of them w ill have

[

registered on the book which otlieer Jerry
Bowen keeps for the. autographs of those
classified as tramps. The town allows inicer Bowen pay for the food he at rves to each
tramp, and the large number q»4) who were
supplied by him during the year would
indicate that the food is of the best quality.
It. is often asked by the residents of Monwhy is it that so many tianqs conic to
this town? Why is it that after they have
served time in jail at Belfast they w ill walk
roe,

from there to Monroe for the purpose of being carried back? The only answer is that
there must lie

ought to

that

he

a

string hitched to them, and

somebody

\s business to

set*

that

Why a small town
from a railroad, should

string is broken.

like this,

seven

miles

sixty four tiamps call for
food and twenty-three to he carried to jail as
Monroe has no lockvagrants is a mystery.
up and the alms-house in this town is where
have in

the

year

are given lodgings.
But Monroe
perfectly willing to continue to care

tramps

seems

for

one

the tramps, and the tramps show their
a regular stop-

appreciation by making this
ping place. [Com.

BOARD OF HEALTH.

of

siting

Miss
Mr.

day

visitors and persons
residing here for a short season. It often
that
summer
visitors desire so
happens
many of the popular books, our regular
patrons are debarred from the first, use of
these books themselves, therefore, 1 suggest
that the price of a “temporary card” be raised to 25 cents.
were

it

CITY MARSHAL.

Hammons, City Marshal, reports
the business of his department in detail.
We make the following summary.
Tried for drunkenness.43
L.

Mrs. S. E. Pieree of this city is
West Medford, Mass.

friends in

Catalogues.14.30

The case of Mason Collector, vs. the Belfast Hotel Co., for real estate tax of 1894, referred to in my funner report, was argued at
the June term of the Law Court, 1890, at
Bangor. The rescript from the Law Court
lias been received in favor of the plaintiff,
and execution issued against the defendant
corporation and the land described in the
writ.
I'pon this execution the lain! was advertised and sold at Sheriff's sale and was
hid in by me for the amount f the tax and
accrued costs.
Suit was again brought
against the Belfast Hotel Co. in favor ol 11.
F. Mason, Collector, for the real estate tax
of 1895. This action was entered at t he October term, .IS-'O, and tried at the Januaiy
term, 1897. The presiding justice ruled that
the plaintiff had made out his rase, whereupon the defendant took except ions and the
ease goes t( the Law Couit for its determination.
An action for personal property tax of
1895 was brought against Ralph C. Johnson,
returnable to the October term, 1890
This
action was in order for trial at the January
term, 1897, but the presiding justice granted
a continuance to the defendant's counsel.
The case will be in order for trial at the
April term, 1897.
The City of Belfast has been defendant in
but one ease during my term of office, viz.:
Harrison Hayford vs. Inhabitants of Belfast,
referred to in my first report.
This ease
was ar ued at the June term of the Law
at
The rescript was in
Bangor
Court, 1890,
favor of the plaintiff. Another ease referred
to in my first report was City of Belfast vs.
Mrs. A. 1). McKeen. This matter was, by
agreement of counsel, referred to the Court,
at the January term, 1897.
The Court has
The ease of
not yet rendered its decision
John G. Brooks et ah, executors, vs. the
City of Belfast and heirs of Mary E. Southworth, was argued at the June term of Law
Court, 1890, and is still pending. At tin*
April term of S. J. Court, 1899, Charles li.
Waterman petitioned,“as in equity,” against

Legislature bearing.

a

Leroy Condon of Carson, Iowa, is visiting
relatives in Belfast anil 1’nitv.

The whole number of persons now bolding
book-cards is 1903, of these 195 were registered during the past year. 25 temporary cards

Ward well, Esq., City Solicitor,
follows:

Orchard, etc.,

“turn

Augusta

to

C. Sibley went to Augusta yesterday to

A.

attend

REGISTRATION.

j

Old

probably

in

was

the past week.

the

school.

unmngnam, wno mm necn acCharles H. Randall, Republican, was elect- iMigar iYi.
ed mayor over E. B. Winslow, Democrat, by ; dared by the City Council to have been
as Councilman from Ward 3,
elected
duly
in
a
total vote of (>53(>.
380 majority over all
The Republicans carried six wards out of said petition setting forth his claim to the
office
of
Councilman, in said Ward for
seven, electing six aldermen out of seven, ;
and 18 common councilmen out of 21.
Ward which office lie had been a candidate at
4, usually Democratic, went. Republican. the March election. The case was reportThe school committee will be seven Re- ed to the Law Court and argued at the
June term. 1890. Tne Court sustained the
publicans and one Democrat.
The lien
Deering elected Henry J. Davis, Republi- position of the City Council.
law of 1893, relating to the collection
can, mayor, there being no opposing candiof taxes on real estate has been enforced in
date. The Republicans also have a majority
all cases whereat has been found necessary
of the city council.
In Westbrook Francis A. Cloudman, Re- and practical, and the results obtained have
shown the wisdom of the policy. Of these
with
was
elected
278
mamayor
publican,
jority over William Lyons,Democrat. There the following are now pending: Mason vs.
are
three Democrats on the board of 13 Brewster and Mason vs. Harris. Iu conclusion I would earnestly recommend a change
aldermen.
In Lewiston. F. L. Noble, Rep., was re- in the Ordinance by which the salary of the
a
of
about
elected mayor by
350. City Solicitor is fixed. As I am about to he
majority
relieved of the duties which the office imThere is no choice in Wards. The Republicans carry five out of seven wards, with poses I feel that I can make such a recommendation without fear of the charge of beno choice for alderman in Ward 7.
In Auburn, N. W. Harris, Rep., was re- ing actuated by mercenary motives. The
Ordinance fixing the Solicitor’s salary reads
elected mayor by about 500 majority.
Lu Waterville Redington, Democrat, was as follows: “The City Solicitor shall receive
elected Mayor by 210 majority over Good- an annual salary of thirty dollars iu full for
ridge, Republican. Five of the seven wards his services as law ageut of this city.” This
elected Republican tickets. The general Re- lias never been construed to mean the trial
publican ticket was elected by 208 majority. of causes either at nisi prius or in the Law
In Rockland Albert W. Butler, Republi- Court, and in consequence an additional hill
lias each year to he presented by the Solicitcan, for mayor, had 522 votes and Edwin O.
Heald, Democratic, 155. Both branches of or for services rendered in the trial of causes
outside the amount allowed to him as “law
the city council will be Republican.
Ellsworth elected Henry E. Davis, Rep., agent.” The city cannot expect to receive
the services of a competent attorney withmayor, by 173 majority over Robert Carry,
him in return a due equivaDem-Pop. The board of Aldermen will out rendering
lent, and it is the opinion of our Bar that the
stand three Republicans, two Democratof Belfast would he benefited by allowCity
Populists.
ing the City Solicitor a salary which would
In Eastport the Republicans elected W. F.
Cleveland mayor by 04 majority and six he commensurate with the services it re!
quires of him.
the
over
citizens’ ticket.
aldermen of

eight
Brunswick, Hallowed,
went Republican.

W. II. MeLellan, Esq., went
yesterday on law business.

Books rebound in Bangor.120
New books bound. 3
Periodicals bound. 44
Worn books repaired at the Library.1)08

150

<

the

will

KK FAIRING AND

CITY SOLICITOR.

as

They

time.

was voted to L. W, Hamfor services as chairman of the Board
of Health.
The order relating to establishing a police
alarm system which was laid on the table by
the Common Council at the February meeting was taken from the table and again laid
on the table until next regular meeting.
An order to allow Alderman Shiite $20 as
compensation for his services as chairman
of the Committee on Highways passed the
Board of Aldermen but was laid on the table
by the Common Council.
Both boards adjourned to Monday evening, Mar. 8th at 7 o’clock.

Norman

Hon. E. F. Webb of Waterville
Belfast Monday on business.

out or stored in the basement; 75 books
the withdrawal register were discarded
during the past year. Two books taken
without leave from the case in the ReadingRoom have been missing since the middle of

mons

reports

Mrs. S. L. Hauseom of Tbomastou visited
friends in Belfast last week.

on

550
700

appropriated for

Frank H. Colley Esq. of Portland visited
friends in Belfast last week.

worn

475

Total.$14,900
The sum of $10
of the special
The sum of $50

Capt. John W. Ferguson arrived from New
York Saturday evening.

Total.(>47
more books were added than during
the previous year. The accession book records 7,747; the withdrawal register, 375

200
Free Text Books.
?50
Permanent alterations and repairs on Brick school building, East Belfast. 1,300
On South Grammar school

use

Rev. Geo. W. Field, I). I)., spent Sunday
with friends in Belfast.

180

Contingent.

building.

Charles B. Hazeltine returned from Florida Saturday evening.

By purchase.522
By gift. 82
By binding periodicals.48

Instruction.$9,975
Transportation. 890
Janitors.
Fuel.
General repairs and supplies...

PERSONAL.
John It. Diinton went to Bangor Monday
on business.

ADDITIONS.

The School Committee recommended the
following appropriations for school purposes
for the year 1897-8:

ple

the convention

same

three years, who

caucus

chosen

was

maintaining highways and sidewalks, And

commissioners,

In the Interest of

An act in relation to political caucuses”
has been formulated by the
Judiciary Com- ye .the Father," by Gounod, by a specia
mittee. Among its provisions are the folchorus choir of twenty-five voices. Rev. C
That
lowing:
city, town and plantation
committees of a political party shall call bv H. Wells read a portion of the 52d chapter
written or printed notice, a caucus of their
of Isaiah, and Rev. J. M. Leighton offered
respective party on or before the first, day of
prayer. Mrs. E. P. Frost gave as a solo
May, 1808. The notice shall state the pur“Light and Darknes’s” by Cowan, after
pose for which the caucus is called and be
published in the local newspaper or posted j which Rev. J. F. Tilton introduced the
in three or more public places in such
city, I speaker of the evening, Rev. W. F. Berry of
town, or plantation, at least six days before j
Waterville.
the day of caucus.
i
The speaker opened by stating that he
At such caucus shall be elected a
party
committee and annually thereafter ou or beshould uot appeal to prejudice or passion,
fore the first day of May in accordance with
but to reason; that he should state facts as
the foregoing provisions. Committees shall
organize before the first of May and are they are, uot as they might be. The drink
authorized to fix the time and place of and question over-shadows every other question.
call all caucuses of their respective parties,
Even in the matter of expense, drink costs
fix the qualifications of voters and
adopt more per year than the whole expenses of
rules ami regulations governing the conduct
and proceedings of the same.
The total exNo business the national government.
shall he transacted thereat except such as
penses of the government are about £305,relates to objects specified in the call.
000,000 per year, while £1,080,000,000 are paid
The boards of registration and the selectmen shall, at. the request of the
committees, annually for strong drink. The bard times
furnish them with certified copies of the are made still harder by the drink habit.
checklist. Each committee shall appoint a He also
gave statistics showing the amount
sub-committee of not more than seven nor
of money paid directly for drink as comless than three who at least ten days preceding the caucus shall designate on the pared with that paid for various public purcheck list the names of voters entitled to
poses. The liquor interests are thoroughly
vote in the caucus. Such committee shall
organized everywhere and they must be
be in open session six days preceding the
met by just as thorough organization. Peocaucus to correct and revise the voting list.
Said check list shall be open to the in- ple ask, “Why don’t you do something for
of
voters
for
10
the
spection
days preceding
Armenia .”’
The drink traffic in our own
caucus.
The sub-committee shall certify
that said check list is correct and a copy country is working far greater ruin than is
shall be placed in the hands of the chairman
the sword of the Turk iu Armenia.
We
or secretary of
each caucus.
No voter
have a strong law in regard to the liquor
whose name is not on the list shall be entraffic, backed by the State constitution. The
titled to vote. No person shall cause his
three departments of the State government
name to appear on more than one check list
or vote in more
than one caucus under must be brought to work in harmony for this
penalty of §50.
cause.
The Legislature makes the laws ; the
Three reputable persons, entitled to vote
Judicial department interprets them, and
in a caucus, may challenge any voter and
the chairman may examine such voter and the Executive department enforces them.
put him under oath. He shall not be de- No one of these can
accomplish anything
prived of voting because of the challenge,
without the co-operation of the others. The
but he shall endorse his name ou the vote.
breaking of one law with impunity tends to
March 2. The tight of the day in the legisall law into disrepute. Eleven hunlature was in the Senate on the Gorham bring
Normal school appropriation of 888,000, dred persons, in taking out a U. S. license,
which was finally passed after quite a siege have sworn to violate the State laws, and on
of oratory. Nothing of importance came up
the basis that for each proprietor there is an
in the House.
Passed to be enacted:
average of two assistants, we have an army
An act to amend sections 1 and 2. of chapter 850, of the Public Laws of 1885, relating
of 3,3U0 persons in open violation of the State
to the salary of the treasurer of the county
laws. If these are to be allowed to violate
of Waldo.
one law, every other citizen has the same
An act to amend sections 4 and 0, of chapter 808, of the Special Laws of 1850, relating
right to violate the other laws. It is the
to the election of city assessors of the citv of
business of the Civic League uot to enforce
Belfast.
the laws, but to bring to bear on the officers
The Committee on Education met Tues- a force that shall oblige them to do their full
day afternoon to hear several matters. Sen- duty. This can be done by showing them
ator Billings appeared in behalf of the rethat their tenure of office depends on their
solve of 8500 for Freedom Academy.
The committee on Railroads met in exec- doing their duty iu regard to the liquor law.
utive session. On the petition of the Waldo
Mr. Berry asked, “What is the difference be& Somerset railroad, it was voted to renew tween the
liquor seller who is in the busithe old charter and reported “ought to pass"
ness'merely for what money there is in it,
iu a uew draft.
and the respectable citizen who permits the
traffic for fear "f the loss of patronage?”
Republican Caucuses.
If the officers should enforce this law, the
The Republicans of Belfast met in caucus rumsellers would make
evciy effort to deFriday evening at the Court House and feat them, lieuce it is the
duty of all law
nominated candidates for Mayer and city
abiding citizens to stand Pv Mich officials as
officers, with the exception of the ward are faithful t‘» their trusts. There should be
tickets in wards 4 and 5, where caucuses
more of the spirit which animated our peowere held Thursday evening.
Dr. Fletcher
m 18151.

called the

of

.nkfort:
1

sioner.

county that the lobster law be amended to
permit taking all lobsters not less than nine
eDgth between April 15th and

1897.

Belfast Company, U. Ii., K. of 1\, and Belfast Baud will go to Rockland to-day on
steamer Rockland, to attend the drill and
ball of the Rockland Knights. The Band
wrill give a concert and Sanborn’s Orchestra
will play for the dances.
The firemen of Belfast
have presented
Chief Engineer F. H. Welch with a handsome Chief Engineer’s badge, of gold.

am
branch of the Women’s National A
church parlor, Copley Square, Boss n
uisui
Miss Carolina Shillaher contributed

in the

erahly to the evening's pleasure hy a apttrating address, “A Partingtonian Evening,
which she prefaced with an entertaining
sketch of her father’s life, interspersed with
It will
many of his characteristic sayings.
he remembered that Miss Shillaher gave .t
similar

address her**, which

was

greatly

n-

joved.
At the annual hall of the Grocery am:
Provision Clerk's Associatmu, held ;n B
ton last month, the (fraud March w a-*
Boston
posed hy Mr. .1 W. Cunningham
w ho ct inducted tin- or chest a dm :i,g its pc
The

lormanee.

same

also

artist

gave

a

clarionet solo in the concert pro eding tin
bail. These were most highly spoken -d 1
the Boston press and en y •> ed
audience present. Mr. Cuumugha
a

special talent

in music for

"tn- im

experience. Hi is
last boy, the son of M r. and M

years and

ninghani,

w

ho

now

reside

in

inv
u

a
rs.

'Iimv.i
der

in

forumr Bel-

('"'my no
Square

But land

and Mrs. Edward Sihh > of Belfast anthe engagement ol their daughter.
Charlotte T., t" Henry Hoyt Hilton, formerly of Boston, now of Chicago. Miss Sibley
t
was graduated at W clleslcy and is one of he
most cultured and brilliant of Maine young
Mr.

nounce

writer and speaker she is
the limits of this State
Many friends in Bangor ami elsewhere will
hasten to extend their congratulations.
[Bangor Daily News.
women.

known

As

a

beyond

Mr. Hilton is a member of Gie great publishing firm of (linn & Co., Boston, which
has branches in New York, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco, New Orleans and London, and is the managing partner of the

Chicago branch.
mouth College,

He is

a

graduate

of Dart-

classmate and personal
friend of Rev. Geo. S. Mills of this city. Of
Miss Sibley nothing need he said other that
she will have the best wishes of all who
know

a

her personally

or

hy reputation.

Reminiscences of Old Prospect.
To

Epitch

|

of

is stormy to-day
of the changes that have

taken

there were three

place

The first

among the residents of the old eeutre
school distiiot in Prospect.
The original
reeoid book
limit

in 1*32,

the lumber lots

by

at the northwest corner of
1.3 east of the turnpike; thence
ea>t to Win. smith S. W. corner, including his lot: riience east to the N. W. corner of Samuel Grant’s lot; thence southerly to the V W. corner of Win. Staples’
lot: \ lienee easterly to the V E. corner of
said lot; thence south to the N. E. corner
of the Cliffoid and ( lowly lot; thence west
to the V E. corner of the Crawford Staples’ lot; thence south to the centre of
said lot; thence west through that and
the next lot, dividing them in the centre,
to the east line of Stanton Ellis; thence
smith to his S. E. corner; thence west to
the S. W. cornel of lot No. 5 west of the
turnpike line; thence north to the N. W.
corner of lots No. S and 10 of the turnpike; thence east to the turnpike; thence
N. W. to the hound first mentioned.

Id'ninniug

1832

of lots

more

solid

wore

there

tiers

two

were

growth,

keep

three

and

tv

<■;

“i

>spci

K’“ll w

wi

•*

nn

s.

k>

hov

olT.

wc

were

who settled

’population
We

charging.

suit-;,

(h-odelPs

;ii':

nhm n's
wt re

d

,u

cellar.
the

now

About all the money to invest weut someIn coming down to wholly
where else.

agricultural pursuits,

small profit
in the business, the drain continues.
In-

and taxes

\ : > r.i 111

"i

s*iu?-.

••••;■.

’s.

nee

!

\

lish laws.

Huberts

buildings

to

be given those who

for cold storage
suitable centres.

Kiilman’s

buildings,

railways leading

buildings,

rented

to

the time, (the Ste-

highway

as no

w

and all

came

leading west,

school across lots

to

the bridle road

first erected

was

road

or

in

the woods lead-

through

ing to Dickey's mills.
But a vote is refolded in 1n!*> that no scholars out of this
district imits should come to this school.

practically a chain
for the carriage of

provide adequate

buildings

for

An effort is to be made

the collection and

ensure

fruit at

carriage

of

Cold storage service is to be provided on
to the ocean shipping

Rufus Littlefield’s

When the schoolhou.se
'here

are

eggs in a fresh condition from the farms
in Canada to the shops in Great Britain.

■

phen George buildings formerly) making
in all il lost by lire.
Whole number 40
buildings, both great and small, that were
lost, by lire or taken down.

I

ports once a week. The cold* storage
chambers, with the latest and best machinery for mechanical refrigerators, are
to be
provided on ocean steamships to
carry butter, poultry, eggs, fruit, meats
and cheese in

their

products

to

and down

along

a

a

Uedghog hill. Then the residents
ki-v'.-. mills were set off in Is;',7. John
and the residents by his mill were

a

D

at

sclioolhouse between the two

sec-

is-m

into district No. 10 at the same
All in the Ellis and Lanplier settlements got to school on a bridle road at
one time.
My father lived in the nearest
house to the sclioolhouse and we have
.-**t

k

Liue

se« :i

many scholars blockaded in a blussnow-storm and obliged to
stay

as

tering

night

?

<

at

our

house

as

there

are

in

many of the schools now. I used to think
then it. was lots of fun to have so
many.
And besides in the big schools then there
was always
something that happened, and
they must run in a minute. Newly washed doors made uo difference.
They came
t
get drinks, needle and thread, medicine

t

the

headache,

tell tales of woe, had
We never heard of the
got hurt, etc.
trouble it made then.
I never knew- why
tb«* whole Ellis and Lanplier settlement
o

to

living

rural

200 scholars at

were

in that
are

territory.

ami there

are

oue

Now 50

time, probably,
or

i>0 is all there

three schoolhouses in the

territory.
There

are

:ls sets of

buildings

on

the old

and 4 abandoned

places—
Elisha Lanpher place, James Dickey’s
and the widow Levi Lanpher places, and
one old maid’s place.
Occasionally there
territory

now

camps in the woods where one man
and sometimes more camped the year
around. A man named Stubbs camped on
were

the proprietor’s land,so-called because the
owners lived in Boston, and for
permission to squat on the lot he was expected
to keep off plunderers.
His camp was
just over the line of my father’s lot and he
was

a

near

neighbor.

chopped cord

wood

At
and

one

time he

peeled

bark.

Several of the old cellars were where the
builder got permission to stay and clear
where the fire had

run.

Some

kept a cow
cut hay and

two aud cleared up and
raised burnt land crops.
A number of
these settlers were away off the highway

or

roads, located on some easy working burnt
land spots, and they would come through
the woods to visit the highway settlers on
such occasions
their

daughters.

the marriage of one of
Some good citizens have

as

sprung from those old settlers.
Nearly
all of the settlers where the 40 old cellars

them.

1

wo

i»t

Probate Court heldai Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. 1). 1897.
I rev ABBY LITTLEFIELD and CHARLES E.
LITTLEFIELD, the widow anil a son ot ED
WIN F. LITTLEFIELD, late of Winterport, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition playing that they may be appointed
administrators of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
till persons interested by causing a copy >f this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, primed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court., to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County. <m tin* second
Tuesday d .March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said pet ii ioners should not la* grantG EO. E. JOHNSON, J udge.
ed.
A true copy.
Attest:
Cn a>. P. Hazki.i ink, Register.
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Freeman Partridge.
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the

Small

curious fact few
small boat with

Boat.

seamen

facility.

can

This

applies chiefly to the crews of sailing!
as the large steamship corporations
long ago realized this failing among sail-

The Good Bark

Caro, from

a

water=color made

a divorce, which
much the fashion at the
In 1882 we removed to
present day.
Springfield and bought this house, and in
1883 I went my last voyage.
This was a
trip from Savannah to Genoa, Italy, where
I had been so many times before.”
Unlike the typical sea captain, whom
we read about in books and often meet at
summer resorts, Capt. Beals has no fund
of narrow, hair-breadth escapes and fish
stories to relate.
A short, thickset man,
with white hair aud beard, he looks the
sea captain and has the proverbial genial,
cordial manner of a seafaiing man. “But,”
said he, “I can’t tell y»»u any exciting
tales about my life, for there aren’t any
to tell. I have always been very fortunate
in going to sea, and never met with a serious accident.
Many’s the time I’ve set
sail on the same day and at the same hour
with other vessels that never came back.
I don’t know whether it wi.s good management or good luck, but here I am,
after all my years of hardship and danger.
I’ve cast my anchor in this pretty inland
city, a hundred miles from the sea. At
first it was a great change for an v>ld fellow' who had never lived anywhere except

thinking of applying for
seems

to

be

so

and instituted a series of boat drills
on their steamships that have been
productive of excelleut results.
Knowledge
of the workings of small boats is a requisite that every seam iu should possess, aud
young men intending to follow the sea
Two Flowers.
for a livelihood should acquire it before
they tread the decks of a vessel, as they Two flowers within a
garden grew,
will have but little opportunity after- A modest
rose and a pansy blue.
wards.
The wise forethought of steamship cor- They thrived until they bloomed, and then
A blight seized on both flower and stem.
porations in having their crews drilled
saved many lives at the wreck of the The pansy’s petals opened wide,
And the enemy was soon decried.
steamer Denmark, as something like 734
persons were transferred from her to the Eating away the tender part,
Missouri without a single accident in mid- Drawing the life blood from its heart.
I
ocean during a heavy swell.
It follows,
The foe was quickly brushed away,
therefore, that those who seek recreation And the pansy flourished day by day.
on the water would do well not to go in
so the rose, within its breast
any boat unless it is in charge of an ex- Not
It locked its secret of unrest.
perienced boatman, and is amply supplied
with life-preservers.
Boats ought to be We could not rend the vital part,
ballasted with fresh water in small casks, And tear the secret from its heart.
instead of stones or iron, so that, in the And
so, despite the utmost skill,
event of being capsized, the ballast may The
fading flower faded still.
help to keep them afloat. A youpg man ’Tis thus in life—tha
pansy healed
who may have been only a very few times
While the rose dies with its wound concealed.
in a boat, under favorable circumstances,
assumes he can manage one.
He mikes
Cold Storage at Pretty Marsh.
up a party, the wind freshens or a squall
ensues, he loses his head, a capsize takes
While fishing through the ice for eels in a
place, the boat sinks, and the chances are
that he and his companions will be salt water pond at Pretty Marsh, A. B. Bartlett found frozen into the ice several bushels
drowned.
Those who go boat-sailing of
deep-sea fish—hake, pollock, etc. The
ought to leave as little to chance as pos- wonder is how they came there, as there is
sible.
[Harper’s Round Table.
only a small stream that leads into the pond.
Some days later R. L. Smith found frozen
Are you a sufferer from that terrible into the ice in the same pond a good sized
ors,

plague, Itching Piles? Doan’s Ointment
will bring you instant relief and permanent

cure.

red fox.

Get it from your dealer.

Liver IPs,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
HOOD’S

PILLS

cure
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Deaf and Dumb Artist

at

Palermo.

mounted, shells, pictures, miniaboats, and nutmegs put up in jars as

birds
ture

are found growing like green peaches
in Sumatra.
Beautiful little pieces of
statuary from Palermo and Genoa keep
miniature cannon made
with
a
company
from the rock of Gibraltar, and a spear,
such as is used by the native of some faraway island, ornaments another corner.
One valuable relic is a piece of the Caro’s
keel, which shows the awful work of the
sea worm,and many a ship has gone down
by just this same devastation of the sea
worms which get
into their bottom and
bore large holes that let in water.
But
perhaps the most interesting thing in
Capt. Beals’ den is an old-fashioned quadrant, which has been with him on every
vogage and belonged to his brother before
him. who was lost at sea.
“Those days are all over now,” said
the captain smiling,” and I’ve settled
down to be a land lubber.
With a brewery, almshouse and church close by; witli
the Sailors’ Snug Harbor (Staten island)
under my lee, with a spare shot in the
locker, I can say,as sailors only can, ‘Blow,
ye winds and breezes, and take the
cook!’
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at

hereby gives public notice to all
rjUIE subscriberthat
he has been duly appointed
I concerned,
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
SEWELL BRAS BRIDGE, late of Winterport,
county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to

make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setJOHN W. HOBBS.
tlement to him.
subscriber hereby give public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

THE

LEVI

STAPLES, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per-

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setLYDIA M. STAPLES.
tlement to her.
sons

hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
subscriber

taken upon himself the trust of Administraof the estate of
D WID LANCASTER, late of Belfast,

County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; he
sons who are indebted

therefore request." all perto said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, ami those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for set
CHAS. W. LANCASTER.
tlement to him.
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TT7ALDOSS. in Court of Probate, held at Bel I
VY fast, on the second Tuesday of February
1897. ANSEL I.OTII HOP. Executor on the estate- ;
of ISA \C M. BECKETT, late of Belfast, in said
Comity, deceased, having presented lit" lirsi and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, ;
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of Ma’eh
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

THE
and

u

••

ONE YEAR

Belfast, within and lor
the second Tuesday of

Building,

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

“
le
Dust Fan. llalrnniz d.

Clothes S/iein h h rs.

•

;>’

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N. Y, Weekl

BelY\ fast, on the second Tuesdav of Februarv,
18<J7.
PHEBE J. C. FRENCH, Admiuistrati i.x
on the estate of MINOT
FRENCH, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, having pre
sented her first, and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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LARGE AND COMPLETE STOCK or TINAVARI
FROM TH!; CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

T7ALDO SS.—In Court, of Probate, held at BelVY
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
1897. HI IT'S B ELLINGYV<)()I), Administrator
on the estate of ESTHER A. ELLING WOOD, late
of Stockton Springs, in said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Prol ate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
Attest
A true copy.
Ciias. P. Ha/.kltink. Register.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Die.

Di/i/ters,

Handled
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OTIS, late

TT^AEDOSS -In Court of Probate, held

in the

CASTORIA.
fac-

by

17r.

Fails.

'i

Fie

T YD1A A. FLKM A NT, daughter of BESTl' RE S.
1j BABB1DGE, late of Wiuterport, in said Conn
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
tion praying that administration of the estate
said deceased may he granted to her.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interes ed by causing a eop\ of (his
order to he published three weeks successively in
tht Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that ;
the\ may appear at a Probate Conn to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of Maicli next, at ten of (lie j
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
I
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
( has. I*. Hazeltine. Register.

not

management in agricultural pursuits.

and

B.
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Full Size

peii-j
j

poorer, and the schools will be growing
less in the rural districts under the present

Sailors

EnERT

1 t->

"

Attest:

At a

riders and for the gay turn-outs of the
summer visitors.
But the roads will be
are

a

/

14

Mary

the great need of
with blit little to

the farms

tc lament ot

A true

on the roads,
and no way to raise
money to pay for them, it seems to me
the rural population wants a guardian.

as

will and

17 Quart Di li Fins Hitittiitil, '1'lr

copy.
and that the model which lie made for
(.'H AS. P II A/.KLT1NK, Register.
his work is now preserved in the South
At
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
This
fact
museum.
Kensington
might,
the County <d Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
on the other hand, lead one to think that
February A. D. 1897.
the painting wasa copy from the sculpture. I'M.EERY BOW
DEN. Administrator of the estate
Whether the paintings are by Angelo or JU of WILLARD O. TA INTER, late of Winterot
Waldo, deceased, havmerely copies from the original they are port. in said County
ing presented a petition praying for a license to
certainly worth a careful study as master- sell
at public or private sale and convey certain
pieces of coloring and rich tints.
real estate of said ceceasetl, described in said
The painting of the ship Caro, here- petition.
Ordered, That tin* said petitioner give notice to
with reproduced, is also very interesting,
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
having been drawn and painted by a deaf- order to be published three weeks successively in
and-dumb artist at Palermo. Capt. Beals the Republican Journal, printed at Iiellast, that
is very fond of this painting because it is they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
on the sec |
at Belfast, within and for said
such an excellent likeness of his favorite ond Tuesday of March next, atcounty,
ten ot the clock
vessel and recalls how, when they were before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
anchored off' Palermo at that time people why the prayer of said petitioner should not he
there were dying off with cholera at the granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
rate of 300 a day.
A true copy. Attest:
He escaped with the
Ciias. P. IlA/.KLTiNK, Register.
loss of only one man.
If one would learn more about Capt.
Beals and his voyages about the world, a At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
call at his pleasant home will furnish the
February, A 1). 18i)7.
best kind of entertainment.
Here are
j. smedburg, widow of .John s.
relics from every part of the globe, flying
SMEDBURG, late of Unity, in said County
fishes put up in alcohol, South A merican of Waldo, deceas'd, having presente* a petition
for an allowance out f the personal estate of said

haul

growing poorer

I

deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
(’has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

They don’t know enough now. Some aspiring official can make prosperity, good
schools, good roads and good everything
in the rural districts, if they could only have
a chance to tax the people high
enough.
They could start scholars over these blustering hills before daylight to attend a
a graded school in the village, and make
these hilly roads a paradise for bicycle

POWDKR.

Low Price Tinware.

ot Belfast, in said ( ounty (.1
Waldu, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested b
causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repub- ;
licaii Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be Held at Bel last,
witiiin and for said I'minty, on tin* second Tuesday <d March next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why tin*
same should not be proved, appr ved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

the

dolts,

a

A

ed his odd moments of leisure iu sketching a group of Samson slaying a Philistine with the jawbone of an ass, in 1.727.M
This fact lias led ( apt. Beals and some
local artists to believe more firmly than
ever that this picture was done by Angelo,
in a life of Angelo by Sweetser it is stated that the republican government ordered him to carve a group of Samson slav-

j

craft,

was employed seven weeks for
£7, ami that is all the extra help the teachers had.
Taking ail the original Ceutre
district territory as first formed, there

seized
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THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
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to

population

Farwell
assistant

J

tit to manage their own schools or make !
their own roads.
Now after the large

handle

an

j

the present time, and
farm for MS yea*:* lean remem-

on a

scimo! got up to 50 and 00 scholars at one
time, ami the old Centre had its full quota
for a mi in her of years after.
In lts4:;Eben
the school and that winter

,
!

ber back to almost the start and all the

w;uited to bt: set off and build their own
scliuolhouse ami manage their own
school,
hut there were no objections and that

kept

!

little of old times

champions of reforms insinuate that the

built

j

their customers.

Now 1 have shown

changes

t

i

safe condition from the

a

with the residents

mills and

j

DOST

I

producers to the consumers at low rates
of freights.
By such means the government undertakes to help the farmers
get

The Ge >rge settlement had no schoolh"use. hut sent some scholars who were
]et•;sivj a-lmittance, so the Georges united

by Dickey’s

captain John C. Beals.
the older hoys who were on coasting vessels would go to school in the winter
from December to March or April, but
those employed on the foreign trading
ships were gone all the year round.
“I took to the sea like a duck to water,
and at 14 was chief cook aboard a merchant vessel. Then 1 passed all the grades
—sailor, second mate, mate, to captain,
and in 1854, at 44 years of age, had command of a fine bark called the Brunette.
In those days we got paid according to
our ability; as cook a boy diew *s or *P a
month, while the captain was paid about
*100 a month or took the vessel on shares,
owning half the stock. I have traveled
the seas for 44 years and served as master
for 48 years, without a single accident.
There is not a principal port from Pictou,
N. S., to Vera Cruz, Mexico, but what 1
have sailed into.
1 have been all over
Europe and the Mediterranean several
times, and about the last of my going 1
made three voyages from New York to
Java. We carried oil outward, and coffee,
spices and sugar home. The last time out
I sold my ship and came home by steamer
via Suez canal, England and New York.
“My wife accompanied me on almost all
of my trips, and after sailing together for
45 years next June, we are neither of us

Ascold storage rooms at creameries.
sistance is to be given by the government

pike road, occupied at the time by other
parties. Jotliam Staples’ buildings, formerly Amos Lane's, formerly Eben Searcy's house, with sheds, etc., C. II. Partidge s,foimerly Benj. Partridge’s house,
P-eston Stinson's house, nearly new, Wm.
at

these

of cold storage service
perishable food products from the producers to the consumers.
Bonuses are

Daniel

the turn-

on

on

The Canadian Provinces

vide what will become

have been lost by lire are Paul Crockett's,
Walker’s, John Black’s buildings,
I.

are

doing more for the encouragement of
their ilairy products than any of t he States.
This is what the Canadian government is
doing; They are providing the necessary
cold storage accommodations on railways
and steamboats, and have decided to pro-

Levi

>

people

the

as

me,

for agricultural pursuits would benelit ten
where only one i> benefited by game and

1*1 a It e. K/.tkiel Emerson, making gt». The
iouso with barns or sheds attached that

tlu

All along the farmwith difficulties and

keep them there instead of protecting fish
ponds. The amount expended in protecting fish and game,if t xpended in protection

the

Giinningliam,

Lanplier,

high,

farms now, it would be the time to protect
and encourage agricultural pursuits and

William Minstall, Graham
the Chase house), Terrill

rlock. Oliver

wa

to

seem

’o'ijsr, .-wned once In Elan Seavey, 8tej *a-'i tt’ake, George Miller, Davey Smith,
Gi*di;«

as

;

paintings, The Fortune Teller and The !
Masquerade, are large canvasses, measuring 3 1 2 by 5 feet, while the smaller pietuic, Sams n slaying the Philistines, is
20 by 24 inches.
Capt. Beals bought the
pictures, believing that the nun was perhonest
in
all
that he said, and even
fectly
if the paintings are not by Angelo, lie says
he is sure the merchant bought they were.
In this connection it might be stated
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
that ('. C. Perkins, member of the French
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday <d
institute, in his histoiieal Handbook of
February, A. I). 1897.
Italian Sculpture says: ’‘Angelo employ\ certain instrument, purporting to be tin* last

risks in marketing his surplus crops that
really the State should protect. It would

Ll.ake,
Sewall Grant,

Charles

vinson,

1 "'-i

are

In the hull of ( apt. Beals’ cozy home
on the YYilbraliam road, haug paintings of two of his favorite vessels, the
Henry Darling and the Caro. Capt. Beals
superintended the building of both these
vessels at
Bucksport, and they were
launched from there in the ’(>0's.
lie
sailed the Henry Darling for four years,
going around Cape Horn with her the first
voyage, but for fear of losing her during
the war through the privateers, he sold
her to an English merchant, who put her
at once under the English flag.
The Caro was built in 1805, and had the
honor of both being named after Capt.
Beals’ only daughter and of bringing over
the famous paintings from Italy. On this
particular trip the Caro sailed from Philadelphia straight to Leghorn, where she
discharged her cargo of oil, and then
sailed for Palermo, Sicily, to load with
oranges for the return voyage. This was
in 1870, and w hile the vessel wTas lying off
Leghorn, ('apt. Beals went ashore to see
an old friend, an Italian merchant whom
he had come to know on his numerous
visits there. Finding the merchant’s shop
closed, he made inquiries about his friend
and learned that lie had failed and all his
goods had been confiscated by the oflicers.
Capt. Beals then hunted up the merchant’s
house and the result of his visit was the
purchase of the three paintings now exhibited in this city.
The merchant said
the pictures were the work of Micliud
Angelo and had been handed down in line
of liis family fur generations; as he was
the only one of the family living he wanted to get tl.pm out of the country before

i out

\

GOLD

The speed of the Baltimore clippers in
days gone by made history led mnd with
their exploits.
Every boy and girl has
read at some time or place of the piratical
long, low, rakish-looking schooners that
cruised the ocean ostensibly as privateers,
but chietiy as pirates, i
those days, and
have marvelled more or less at their astounding adventures. A good story is
told of the late Captain Augustine Heard,
that while in command of a tine ship richly laden, bound from China to New York,
he was overhauled by one of this kind, |
which came up under his lee, fir. d a shot 1
into his ship, and demanded in “good
English” that she should be hove to.
Capt. Heard watched a favorable opportunity, squared his yards, ran the privateer down, passed over her between the
m ists. and when well to leeward brought
his ship to the wind and resumed his
course. She had lost some of her head gear,
but sustained no damage in her hull.
Captain Heard left the “long, low, black
privateer,” or pirate, to her fate, and had
no doubt that all her crew
perished.
it was a dangerous thing to do, but
Heard relied upon the good timber in his
ship’s bows to withstand the shock, although his heart grew sad at the loss of
life.
Still, as he put it, “My honor and
life were at stake, so he had to go under.”
[Harper’s Round Table.
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The middle-men,
the steamers and the railroads must have
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with

higher, freights

is

surance

Ben-

Dickey,

commer-

pursuits and investments in bogus
patents took out some more. When the
the lumber was gone the mills went, and
that took more money and left nothing
but agricultural prospects for success.

atlin cellars, William Bassick,
(-• ugc i’>:issi'.k,
Ilenry Sparrow. Dennis
1
gt- e, William Blake. Isaac Ellis,
h.. .John ! arrahee, Levi Elds, John Lnn

nett

The failures in

Who is Capf. Beals? Where does he
live and how did he come into possession
of such valuable pictures? These or questions like them, are what, almost everyone
who has seen the rare old paintings at
Meekius, Packard A Wheat’s has been
asking, says a Springfield, Mass., paper.
By a happy chance the wiitcr was invited
to dine with Capt. Beals one day recently
and after dinner enjoyed an informal chat
with the old sea captain about his life and
“You
the above-mentioned paintings.
know I am quite an old resideutof Springfield, be began, “for I moved here over
1”) years ago from Searsport, Me., on ac1 was born
count of my wife’s health.
Aug. 28, 1829, at Dexter, Me., but when
1 was only two months old my father
moved to Searsport, a seaport town noted
for its many seafaring men and shipmastN > one knew anyers the world over.
thing but ship in that town. From the
small boys in knickerbockers to the whitehaired old men everybody talked ship.
All the boys went to the town school until
they were old enough to swing a teakettle,
and then they were off to sea. Some of

cial

1. M. Grant

Kohcrts' school h ouse. John

j

amount

back.

ever came

but

near

large

a

money went for passages and outfits for the California gold mines than

.Joseph

Carter's cellar

was

-*•

Of the

more

will start in with

old

half of them there

of money was lost
in the downfall of vessel property.
Much

Quite

will tell

slowly

insurance.

insurance and very much more has
been paid out than has ever come back,

and another GoodelLs cellar
what is

ii

]>i:o'e,

is

is
on

was no

or

Now

thing
by tire

houses lost

to parThe district reach-

the people

:

tic rural

Wiii

t

sot

the farms.
When we
much has been drawn

on

how

Oue

sum.

id original territory and left the
their old cellars.
It will show

in
i■ i:i

:f

people

over

from the old territory in tiie past 00 years
for this and that it will amount to a big

half miles in the very
before Searsport or

a

the

think

belonging

m

>

that;

me

worth to get the best ot it. then pull out
leave, is the way to prosperity. There
has been but little done in our State to

Waldo county.
til its limits without touching the boro"; o', m l.ei districts, a part of the
way
aimind an\ way: and the district was

tit

to

seen

\

and

of a portion of the western part.
Besides
then, were three propi ietor lots and several
“ther hundred-acre lots

Dickey,

the gradual changes from lumbering and I
working the virgin soil for all it was

the southern part that
and the same was true

across

Precious Paintings Hf Brought from
Italy, belli ytd to be the Work of
MUhuM Angelo.

the stream.

on

Daniel

Captain Heard’s Exploit.

on the salt water or
by it, not to be able
to talk sea or shipping to any one.
But I
got acquainted with (’apt. Hatch, who
died a few years ago, and we used to enjoy many a social chat about life on the

The Three

I.

Somehow it does not

lot No.

Now in

were

l; >bcrts mills, K >thman
Dodge, later Eben Scavey mills and John
Scavey mill. All have been gone for more
than twenty years.

follows:

as

mills

saw

owners

l iter the S.

have, and the boundary

we

established

was

CAPTAIN JOHN C. BEALS.

Some of the fam-

ilies, and many of the changes,are of not a
late date.
In the old district at oue time

Tin: Journal: It
and I will write of some

tuk

have seen.

are now we

at 25 cents per lb.
Nugatines. Ylontevidios, PePeppermints. Checkermints, Vanilla.
Strawberry and Coffee.

Consisting of
cans.

Thes goods are made each week fresh.
Remember they are not stale 4(»o goods
for 25c., bur fresh goods made, on the
premises every Wednesday.
COHE IN AND TRY

thc.i

d il l
Maile

/

wholly of
herbs.

IT.

O

roots, Intel

\o poison.

A Full Pint Bottle for 50 C

F G. MIXEH,
Church St., Belfast.
Journal Building,

POOR 6c SON,
A G ii'

E. W.

WILLIS,

Xo. 33 Main St., Belfast,
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OK I HAT.

FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANTIQUE

FURNITURE

REFINISHED.
HAIR MATTRESSES
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specialty,

30c. Tea 30c
Just received, direct
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Our customers1 say it is
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good

pay 50 cents tor elsevvh
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.lournev ing in Salvador,

|

noise

j

when he awoke from his

which

greeted Rip Van Winkle den by jealous nature in the heart of
the
long sleep in the hills; or rather, it would be
perfect, were
and finally, because it is the not Salvador the
Catskills;
,:!« natl to Che “I'lty of Our Savl.»r.”
most
|
revolutionary of all
volcano which has-been born on the these
revolution-cursed countries. Coffee
spoudeuce of The Journal.] ; only
i American continent since Columbus1 distrees, thickly covered with ripe red bereou, Salvador, Jan. 15th.
Its story is as follows:
For ries, crowd close to the roadside
covery.
on either
we passed in the Paeilic
more than a century, the place where the
hand; and high up the hills one catches
crtad, will long be remem- mountain
now stands had been a
profit* glimpses between the trees of white wallbeing out of the question able
plantation of coffee and indigo, in ed plantation-houses, which seem to
ianted hostelry, with the |
hang
possession of the Erazo family, by grant suspended in mid-air, or to
cling, like
ug of the near-by surf shakfrom the Spanish Crown.
to
The
latest
eagles nests,
some lonely
eyrie. The
imiudations of this small Ke- I
owner, Senor Don Balthazer Erazo, a gay view in front is terminated by the tower*1 the hours were passed in
-t
and wealthy hidalgo, was disporting him- ing cone of the volcano
called San SalvaBefore us to the horizon
self in Europe; when, in December of dor, at whose southern base
pestles Santa
western ocean, each w hi te1709, the peons on the hacienda were Tecla, the second city of the republic in
as
glistening under skies
frightened out of their wits by rumblings size and importance. It lies only 12 miles
than those of home; behind
under ground and violent tremblings of from the capital, and the two cities
j
are
iitains, rising tier above tier, i the
earth, which did not extend over the connected by a tramway, whose little
there a volcanic peak darkcountry like the earthquakes so common square cars, each drawn by four mules,
against the blue. There was in
Salvador, but were confined to that make the round trip four times every day.
blazing constellations cast a
particular locality. They fled from the Away up near the top of the volcano the
all—the Southern Cross, |
! place in terror; and returning after a week sharply outlined rims of two
gigantic
: g
to the zenith at mid
craters may be plainly seen from the road
or two, found all the buildings had been
at Bear, like that other
shaken down, trees uprooted and large below. One of them is under careful culi-;." appearing to hang dicraters opened in the fields where level
tivation, both inside and out, down to the
City of Our Savior, and earth had been before. A few brave
very bottom, which is covered by a small
familiar planets looking
The city of San Salvador stands
vaqneros, (cattle-herders,) remained near lake.
altered positions.
At 1
by to watch developments. On the 23rd upon a table-laud which is mostly made
that
the
mules
brought
of February, 1770, they were entertained up of scoria;, volcanic ashes and pum•ur journey to the capital
a
by
spectacle such as probably no ice, overlying to the depth of hundreds
'’ate was hastily served,
of feet the beds of lava which had
other mortal
have ever witnessed.
ihe (entral American

,.i

Republics.

Letter from

<
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as

hour

we were

Libertad,

L

miles

the

crow

its live

frisky

out

mules

volumes of smoke.
The
fell upon their faces, believing that
the last day of the world had come.
An

men

liara

hour

lie trip in eight hours—if
ver somewhere aloug the

such

at

l)o you
unearthly hour

an

and

cat

,..st

glare

the

of the sun;
showers

Balthazer

early

e

the

later, he

their bones to its tender

.st

returned, about

months

two

amazed to find his beautiful

exchanged,

without his knowl-

or

the

Nearing

Don

Capital,

volcano,

evidences of Sal-

them, we preferred the vador's
teeming population became more
selves, but consigned our and more
The whole Repubapparent.

Us::

iiligencia—all but the pretlie loss of which would be

lic is

carefully packed on
charge of a man who

in
side.

The rest of

averaging

im-

our

>
us little concern, for
travelers to be burdened

about 20

we

bundles,

'iif
as

rl'-

way led close along the
the hot moist breath of

\\;th the fragrance of tropi-wcrs; but presently turned
fl'lie road

a

rough

was

but of easy grade and wide
horsemen to ride abreast

lour

cacti and bushes
There

mids.

ia
v.

were

lgh the ha iking of
of cocks and the

■

mg

iid
iiiiian

bananas gave evihabitations.
But

1«>uely, for many

means

■•ming and going like ouru
f<1 ot, or in ox-hide cov
i

each

hailed
><

S,

/;

with

us

tl'ihls

//

larger

than

The
total debt of the United States has been
iucreased over $350,000,000 since 1893
under the free trade Democratic party,
and I notice by this month’s issue of the

are

boast.

The

the nations of

the southern continent.
Did you know that San Salvador once annexed itself to the United States of North

a

.^'01'"'

‘ming, ladies and gentle- America? When it lirst cut loose from
assed several bullock-trains, the
mother country, its patriots had the
mj*ed by the wayside during cordial co-operation of the liberal element
the

night, bound for the
freight from incoming

ip
h great, skin-covered

this region.
So yielding is it that the
channels of the stream have worn down to

great depths, scooping

out immense barThese barrancas on
rancas, or ravines.
all sides render approach to the town
very
difficult, except at the places where graded passages have been cut down, paved
with stone, and sometimes walled, to

keep
rainy

them from

washing

out

during

the

Some of these approaches

season.

that it is customary, when
entering them on horseback, to shout
loudly, so as to avoid encountering another horseman in the passage, for there

are so

places

are

increasing and

nor turn

where two could neither pass
The city of Our Saviour

back.

has more than once owed its
time of war to these natural

safety in
fortifications,

in

Nicaragua and Costa Rica; but the
ter were quickly suppressed by the

latIm-

cart

jIjearcaWdee

dark

f
f

more
broken Chagres river.
One year after the act of
higher altitudes; annexation to the United States was passoes on every hand, behind us
ed, the five provinces joined in one confedstretches of ocean, before us eracy—and have ever since been fighting
u
eriug volcanoes, Yzalco and eacli other in their own happy fashion, on
their heads still hidden in the question of boundaries, or some other

country grew
r

\

\
1

of mist anti cloud.

active,

e

or

vivos

Both these

(“alive”)

linns say, and none are
the face of the globe.

h

agniticent display

r'

I

steamers
ist

*

sailing

\

They interior,

the pasalong the

to

of Central America, or an*
harbor of La Libertad and

is

illumined

by

the flames

from their craters with the
It is impossible
grander spectacle than that
ith the morning sun behind it.
iock-w'ork.

■

}

1

j
|
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The best of Salvador is not found near
its edges.
As you advance toward the

more

Fiery streams of molteu lava
'illy Mowing down their sides,

|
l

pretext.

as

the

straw-thatched

little fields of

j

huts

and

sugar cane, corn, beans,

yams and bananas, give place to more
pretentious adobe structures roofed with
tile.
Bananas, breadfruit, orange and

j cocoanut

everywhere, friugthe
fields
and
half-hiding the
j iug
houses from view; but in the higliI

er

trees

altitudes

miles

miles
upon
as far as the eye can

of coffee, stretching
see.
There is only one town

on

the road

between La Libertad and Sin Salvador,
feet directly from the sea level viz.
;
Zaragosa, with its single long, paved
the coast, it is appropriately street lined with
We stoporange trees.
mo Del Salvador (the
liglit- ; ped at its /audita for a breakfast of coffee
Salvador,) for the immense and eggs, spread in the shade of an enorsmoke, waving above it like a mous mango tree in the rear of the house,
une, and the masses of Marne with the mules
their

■

1

iS:

thousand feet above it, are
out on the Pacific.
At its feet
a

*‘r
p

i>lautations, and beyond them,

1

or

half

way

up

the mountain
forests whose

nuial.

Above the forest is

lit red scorise; and above
ashes and lava, which the

8impenetrable

munching

meal within
ders.

Then

an

inch

we

or

two

morning

of

our

crossed the crest of the

Cordillera,

through a narrow,
canon, at the bottom of which a
ing stream dances on its way to
lantic.
From this point the road
and smooth and
among them

shoul-

some

wooded

if

the

is wide

many people,
ladies in a mediaeval-

we

met

mountains whose sides

are

orchard

neighbor

of

year.

Iowa is fast coming to the front

State,

and

now

700 creameries.

has

in

active

A famous New York doctor. Dr. W. C.

sight, in price. Iowa
of hogs in 1890, and

worth

with

2J,000,000 more
bushels of corn than in 1895 there is a large
surplus and it is consequently very low—
sells at 10 cents per bushel.
h l. m.
“if taken into the head by the nostrils two
three times a w’eek, Thomas' Eclectric
Oil will positively relieve the most offensive
case of catarrh
says Rev. E. F. Crime,
or

To go without them, is to
invite colds, bronchial trouble, catarrh, or

cultivated and

Operate

Are features

peculiar to

Hood’s Pills. Small in
As one man

size, tasteless, efficient, thorough.

Hood’s

said:
You never know you
have taken a pill till it is all
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co..
Proprietors, Lowell, Mass,
to take with

Hood> Sarsaparilla.
i

Clothing CHEAPER
Now

e.se.

we

Lamson & Hubbard

than vou
business.

mean

can

White Store;
81 Main St.,

out

and

my opinion there is

Chas. O’Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.

likelihood of

no

pneumonia.”
And every doctor says the same—“wear
rubbers.”

PKUPKIETOli.

see

our

farm-

Congress.
days ago

NO-TO-BAOc“SE°ED CURE @

1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures pr'-e its power to destroy thodosir** for tobacco in any
form. No-to-bac is t he greatest nervo-tood iti the world.
Many yam 10 pounds in 10da'-..ind it never
box.
.lust ti»
»mi w ill be defails to make the weak impotent man strong. vigorous and ntayn.
lighted. VVe expect you to believe wliat we say. for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists everywhere. Send tor our booklet “Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Away." writ ten guarantee ao !
York.
or
New
KEM£UY
AddressTULJB
»T£ULi.\U
CO..
tree sample.
Chicago

Over

Carpenters

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen.
Columbias,

••

liar!folds.

hall, sacred

quality—

the

birthplace

of the

••

»

na-

tion, I mark it as an epoch of my life to
tread the very iloor where the nation’s

are

the first.

as

fathers

*

they bore aloft the banner of
liberty, fraternity and equality among

j

as

men, and then shall we have
tional life and destiny,

a

But here I must close.

am

that

| and that
If you want the best of rubbers.
Get the rubbers stamped “Candee”
shoe store.

we are soon
a new

i and in the

near

to

have

order of
future

I

a new

things

we

nobler

reminded
will

begin,

may look for

a

revival of business in every department of
commerce.
Let the knell sound.
“Ring out tiie old, ring in the new!
Ring out the false, ring in the true!

GEO. W. BURGESS,

papers generally
“getting onto” the L. J.

JOB PRINTER,

Maine

to

seeui

be

The Bangor ladies did themselves proud
their Woman’s Paper issued last week.

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
letter heads,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

X'K

Ydf

X?X

Ydf
1

Zion’s Herald of Feb 17th was
number, with a handsome
and tine illustrations.

a

Nickeling.

< lu'cli

Worli

t»*

44 Main Street, Belfast.

Me.,

Winter port,

At wood,

Fred
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RATES.

Washing-

cover

Maine Central R. R.

page

The Metropolis, a daily evening paper of
Jacksonville, Florida, has entered its tenth
volume. It has been on our exchange list
from the start and we are glad to note its
evident prosperity, knowing that it is well

RESUMPTION

01

SERVICE

TI >1 E-TABLE.

AT

On and after Oft. 4, ISttii, trams connecting at,
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos-

REGULAR FARES.

deserved.

It is neat in its dress, newsy in
contents, public spirited and devoted to local

ton

wili

run

as

follows:
FROM

BELFAST.

interests.
M

A

and

of Legal Printing
promptly done. 7tf

novel method of presenting the newest
freshest Eastertide creations of Paris
milliners has been adopted by The Ladies’
Home Journal for March. In that magazine the new French hats and bonnets will
be pictured as they are worn. The unique
display is useful, therefore, in pointing out
clearly not only Fashion’s decree, but the
styles in headdress best suited to several

SUCCESSORS TO
STEVENS Al

contrasted types and faces.

KRNKINE,
A

•HARNESSES
_Ami

Dealers In-

Boots,

^•lioess,
Rubbers,

TlM»llliSi,

Belfast, depart.

remedies which never fail to cure. Women
should know that Dr. Greene can he consulted by mail free. Write the doctor. You
get his opinion and advice in re| can thus
! gard to your case free. Write now-^-it may
result in' your cure.
A Graceful

Robes,

Blankets,

Etc.

NEW STOCK Of

BOOTS, SHOES and ROBBERS.
Fine Goods.

Low

Prices.
(

Open
\ Evenings.

59 Main Street.
C- E. STEVENS.

it. I. STEVENS.

Compliment.

The Lewiston Journal rests from its ardulabors in stealing and printing undelivered speeches and then lying about them,
long enough to comment in its most charming manner upon the change of a letter which
made Clifton figure as Clinton in the Commercial. We are uuable to find words sufficiently expressive of our appreciation of
the compliment which the esteemed Journal
pays us by reading the Commercial so carefully. [Bangor Commercial.

ous

OASTOHIA.
is

oa

every

▼tapper.

( itvpoint
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox.
Thorndike.
..

Steamer Penobscot, ('apt. Marcus Pierce, having been throughly overhauled and put in first
class condition, will go on the route between
Boston and Bucksport. or as far as the ice will
permit, on luesda), Yiartli 2, 1M»T. and will
leave Boston at f> (>(> P. M. on that day ami on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Winterport
and intermediate landings
Returning from Bucksport, on Mondr ys and
Thursdays at 11.00 A. M.

Winter

Revelation for Weak Women.

Weak, nervous women who suffer from
female complaints, irregularities, discharges,
backache, etc., get no sympathy because
they “look well.” No one but the physician
knows what they suffer, and no one but a
great specialist in female diseases like I)r.
Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., the
most successful physician in curing these
complaints, has the knowledge, skill and

Whips,

HARNESS REPAIRING and (
1
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
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DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT ( IK REN I

Papers and Periodicals.
The
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GEO. T. READ,

Si'KINofi

F. W. Gowen.

e

WE KEEP HARRIS' SCOl REE IWALLABLL
FOR SCOl RING AM) POLISHING A LI ~l! IAI.S.

Ring

out a slowly-dying cause,
And ancient forms of party strife!
Ring in the nobler modes of life,
With sweeter manners, purer laws!”

a

Ii<

( lit I ii!<r

na-

President,

»

ell set of apparat us tor /’.V. i M l L ISi•
all
Bi-ycles, have made arranuvnients for re nick*-!'.
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
1 have

patriotic

our

*

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling

noblest aud greatest men have trod.
Let
j our national law-makers at Washington
be inspired with the same lofty patriotism
which thrilled the souls of

••

••

of his country will live forever and ever in
the hearts and minds of men. O historic

made by the oldest rubber makers in
the world. Every style--Boots, Shoes,
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of the stillness of death, and the binning words he uttered against the wrongs

RUBBERS

Any

Guaranteed by Rl( I1AKI) II. MOODY, Belfast, Me.

Sold and

1 visited

as

“CANDEE”

one

I want to

getting

Henry, the greatest orator
of modern times, slowly arose to address
the assembly, it is said a silence ensued

Bugs,

asy to

buy anywhere

when Patrick

Extension Cases,

Easy

We will sell you

opposed to retiring the

am

Hall, of historic memories. Here is where
the first American Congress assembled in
1774, and on the second day’s session,

like this.

Dunkirk, N. Y.

to Take

sales

our

_

any country

as

greenbacks, and putting
bearing bonds in their place

A few

dairy
operation over

*18,000,000

lost

I

one

halls of

as a

he president and know
whereof 1 speak) brought to our town last
Yet we
year the snug little sum of *10,000.
keenly feel the hard times, as produce is
very low ; but cows and calves are out of

money

better prices for their products, and our idle mills started up again
all over the country; aud purer politics
and more incorruptible statesmen iu the

Redfield (of which

Ours at

good

as

ing investment.

I have the honor to

populated almost to their summits, testifying to Salvadorian industry. It is Arcadia, pure and simple—a perfect picture
Way, sounding like the- , of rustic prosperity- and sylvan quiet, hid- i The only pills
Ik

yays be heard, its constant
^plosions being audible a

was all utilized.
A
raised 7,000 bushels this

We will guarantee all
money refunded.

or

It cost us
down secession

interest

ers

Phillips, was lecturing on health. It was a
bad night, and he began
How many of
you wore rubbers to-night? Hands up.
Not half of you. I thought so. Everyone
of you should have rubbers on a night

laud

mine

the At-

monsters’

tmg and with such perfect
ain, because its interior

have a better outthe country north
and west of us is not. a fruit couutry. Central and southern Iowa could furnish an almost unlimited suppy of apples and plums

fight

dence restored once again and the hundreds of millions of money now' idle seek-

What Doctors Say
About Wearing Rubbers

rollick-

mighty pulse looking carriage to which three mules
y seven minutes, livid yel- were harnessed abreast, the central mule
ejected and turning to sil- ridden by a postillion, while three mountIn many respects ed mozos
jy cool.
brought up the rear. The long
lost remarkable volcano on and narrow defile aforesaid
opened out
ucauso its discharges have into
a
smiling valley surrounded by
e

50 cents per bushel.
We
let than you in Maine, as

are

are

the crop is all disat from 25 to

selling

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.

Republican party pursuing such a
policy in Congress. I want to see confi-

best of health.”

us

city

the

tortillas, frijoles, chickens and lots of
other things that looked queer but tasted
good. We had dinners and parties given in

With

to

war-stained
iu

cluded

winter fruit

largest

issued?

For

unvaryingly

posed of,

get

ever

Arctics, Gaiters, but only

slow of sale.

This is a hard year to tir.d money, and we are
making
effort to please and satisfy you m
finding great
values in clothing from the
stock in the
of

an

I would like to know if the holders did

is

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Redfield, Iowa, Feb. 17, 1897. I see by
The Journal that apples have been very

j

your

of its civil war?

days

$2,000,000,000

not

ever

Iowa.

buy

!

$1,200,000,000 of the national debt; and

«T. C. Thompson has shown us a letter
from his sou, Wm. C. Thompson, written at
Portland, Oregon, from which we are permitted to take the following extracts: “We

Items from

place

to

CLOTHING!

slavery, and who does not know that
from 1879 up to 1893, under the wise management of the Republican party, we paid

iT^BOOTS

Mr.

view from

Is the

aud

RUBBER

Write for catalogue of choice premiums.

THE WHITE STORE

the
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GLASTONBURY. CONN.

n/TO-lli

Is not this the monetary policy
great party which won laurels
under the stars and stripes during the

Notes from Mexico and Pacific Coast.

the

T,HE J 8‘ ,W,! L,aM,!5 C®
-jUjOTilHama Famruq ohaving Sonns.

world.
of

■

;

ex-

Cleveland and his
Fresh air and plenty of pleasurable ex- control of the
government there has been
ercise are good for a woman. But una scarcity of money among the industrial
are not rich.
all
women
Most
fortunately
and agricultural classes, and business has
women have work to do—-duties to perform; duties that sometimes, wrongly, j been greatly interrupted and unsatisfacseem more important than her health.
What our working people want is
Nine women in ten have some trouble tory.
peculiar to their sex because they are an opportunity of earning their bread,
careless, because they have inherited and something more, and I thoroughly
weakness, because they nc ?lect little believe that after
McKinley shall have
:
symptoms that grow into health-wreck- been
inaugurated and the tariff law is
ing disorders.
Over 30 years ago Dr. R. V. Pierce, of passed, giving us reciprocity and ample
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
protection to the farmers and sufficient
of Bull
X. Y., saw the need of some
revenues to run the government,
treasury
certain
and
cure
for
so
simple,
ctive,
called "female complaint.”
He was that we will begin to see encouraging
then, as now, a specialist in the diseases signs in the business situation and an
of women, and the result of his study and
increase in the employment of labor.
experiments was the marvelously effecThe alleged views of Mr. Lyman J.
tive remedy known all over the civilized
world as Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescrip- Gage on the currency question
(who,
tion. It cures where doctors have failed.
it is said, will be Mr. McKinley’s SecreIt cures where medicines have been useless. It cures in a perfectly natural way tary of the Treasury) has been much
by purifying and strengthening the or- commented on in Philadelphia.
Many
gans involved. Its cure is permanent.
seem to think he will favor the retireIt leaves the whole body in better conment of
the $34(5,681,046 outstanding
dition than it ever was. It cures without
the local examinations and treatment so
greenbacks, but 1 believe that he will not
abhorrent to every modest woman.
favor anything of the kind. The RepubWhen the blood is impure any form of sickness
lican party has stood by the greenback
may gain a foothold. The organs and tissues
that draw their nourishment from an impure
and given its promise that every dollar of
of
blood
soon
become
with
effete
clogged
supply
our money, gold, silver or
material. Serious illness b the inevitable result.
paper, should
Impure blood is caused by constipation, and conbe maintained on the basis of the best
is
Dr.
cured
Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets.
stipation
by
money afloat anywhere in the civilized

Fannie Brigham Ward.

Salvador's
perial
power.
provisional our honor in the City of Mexico, and learned
Congress was driven from place to place; a good deal more than travellers usually
but it had the sympathy and; support of | learn about the family life of the Mexicans.
tied above the horns, con- the
people and delied the power of Spain. We heard nothing about hard times. One of
our dollars goes for about two dollars there.
•u
at by the
half-naked
Finally, as a last resort, the brave but I
prodded with long, iron- hard-pressed body, by a solemn act, pass- ! I sold oue man §1,300 worth (gold ) We
in Mexico about five weeks.
We also
1 lie society for tlie pre- ed on Dec. 2, 1822 —annexed their little were
| saw a good deal of Texas and Southern Calie cruelty to animals is not
province to the greater republic of the ifornia. Have been to Los
Angeles, San
vador, if anywhere in Span- North and appointed Ambassadors to pro- Diego, Riverside, Monterey, San
Francisco,
The first flush of dawn up- ceed to Washington and ask its incorporaStockton, Sacramento, etc. I sold one bill
lain tops-was heralded by a tion into “La Grande Republica de los of §1,500 in San Francisco and
begin to think
mcert, from tropical birds of Estadas Unidos del Norte Americano.” I am quite a salesman. The distances here
image, hooting, screaming, However, before the commissioners could , are awful. We sometimes are on the cars
at it must be confessed that
leave the country, the revolution against two or three days at a time, but it is not unas there is so much that is novel to
m can sing as sweetly as our
Spain became general throughout Cen- pleasant,
and we are both good travellers and in
Northern warblers.
The tral America, from the Rio Grande to the see,

that the expenditures
the month

of
Ever since Mr.
administration took

of defense to the inhabitants.

four animals, their poor
11 most to the earth
by heavy

EVERY PACKAGE.

January by $5,952,395.

which presented to an enemy insuperable
difficulties, while affording ready means

been before. We visited one farm that
sixty miles long, and the net income of
which is said to he §80,000 per year. The
owner has eleven other farms.
At breakfast they had fourteen courses, and the Mexican cooking was good.
The bill of fare in-

CAKE OF SUPERB TOiLET OOAP

ceeded the receipts for

narrow

more

•;

«■£

volcano

Sjcip it requires.

Mercantile and Financial Times, which is
before me, that the national deficit is still

State of

our

84 persons to the square mile—
times as many as any of the
can

formed
before this ejection.
The scoriaceous beds which cover Pompeii are almost exactly like the soil of
from the

energetic and in- were greatly disappointed to learn that Uncle
dustrious than other Central Americans, ! James (Hanley) was dead. Marion and I
and are engaged not only in agriculture, j called on his widow and step-daughter in
San Francisco. I also tried to find Dr.
but quite extensively in manufactures,
But though they work harder and gain j Moore’s family, but he is dead, and so is his
wealth rapidly, they arc no better off, for i son John. I saw his step-son, Charles Wesley
Locke. We have had an unusually fine trip,
frequent earthquakes and constantly
warm aud sunshiny
Flowers are
recurring political disturbances keep the in bloom in almostevery day.
every place we have
\\
lieu the towns are decountry poor;
been. 1 did not go to Havana, as some busistroyed by vulcanic eruptions, they are ness came up at New Orleans, and I was
not allowed to lie ini uius, as those of
obliged to go there. We went to about all the
the other countries, but the inhabitants large cities of Mexico and some of the small
at once clear away the rubbish and
begin ones, and saw many strange sights. It is
to rebuild.
The city of our Savior has said, you know, that Mexico is more foreign
been twice shakeu down and rebuilt since than any country in Europe. We went from
Leon was laid in rums, but tin debris of one end of the country to the other, stopping
at Monterey, San Louis Pntosi, the
the latter has never been disturbed.
City of
So,
M'-x n-o, \ era Cruz, Jala pa, Pile Ida, Guadalatoo, the Salvadorians have always taken
j ira, Silva, etc. 1 did a good business and we
the lead in political affairs in Central
had a great time socially. We visited
mines,
America.
This smallest division was the
farms, m fact everything worth seeing. We
lirst to throw oh the yoke of Spain and Went horseback
up a mountain 1,150 feet
uttered the first “grito” of liberty —as above the sea level, to a
city where but few
did Venezuela, one of the least among American men and perhaps no women have

stowed under

limbed the foot-hills t>>

little

Salvadorians

otherwise empty coach,
much as each person’s

jdiere.

a

neighboring republics

by

'tides; but the transports
••spected “telescopes’ and
sI

only

Connecticut, but is even more thickly inhabited than the laud of wooden nutmegs,
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when

consent, for a first-class
for which he had no use.

edge

but the natives know bet-
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and

higher,

was

hacienda

vermin

springless,

a

and

higher

i ansient visitors to Salvador
a

into the air; and sudthe surface of the earth shot up

great round cone. Masses
of lava and blistered stones, issuing constantly from this smoke-stack, built it up

night,

fall in the

another and

was

which

hurled

were

denly

heavy

to

sure

later there

explosion,

3,000 feet into

siesta

mid-day

is done at

traveling
avoid

tons

As elsewhere in

irney?

where the

sis.

two

shook and
startled the country for a hundred miles
around.
Rocks weighing thousands of

delay.

occasion

or

grander

partings of tlie lope-

ry
-s

the earth several hundred feet, and
of the cracks issued flames and lava

and immense

The

and one ahead for

east

of

by

iiey is an
alolent Salvadorians.

!

Early

only

the wagon
event of magn i

at ’S)
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“as

eyes
in the morning came a series of
terrific explosions which lifted the crust

the way.

on

Salvador lies

San
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1 he only kind th at in one and the same
package supplies
the Laundress and Liausekeeprr with ti e perfection of washing powders, and furnishes t,;e family with all the Toilet
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Philadelphia, Feb. 19, 1897.
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AGENTS in every town in this country,
where we are not already represented, to
handle a first-class line of custom samples
for suits to be made to order; to a competent salesman or dealer, who can give the
business a proper attention we w ill pay a
liberal commission, take all risks, pay all
express charges and guarantee satisfaction in every respect; we are pioneers in
this branch of the trade and experience;
this, together with the facts that we buy
our woolens direct from the mills and
have unequalled facilities for manufacturing, enables us to produce garments to order, with first-class work, in the most correct styles and proportions, at about the
price charged for good readv-made oh thFor further particulars address,
ing.
<iak Hall Clothing Co., 32-44
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3 40
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41
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Waterville

Servi

Steamer ROCKLAND. ('apt F. W. Cl'RTIS,
will leave Rockland, weather and ice permitting,
for Camden, Belfast, Searsport. Castine and
Bucksport, on Mondays, \V**dneMla\s and Fridays at 7 a. m
Returning from Buck.sport at H.4,r> a. m.. or
ii]ion arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for Castine, Searsport,
Belfast, Camden and Rockland.
FRED W. POTE. Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL.
(>
General Manager, Boston.

North St., Boston, Mass.
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Bt a noli.
Through tickets to all points Vest and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. K. Ckowley,
CiKOlh-E F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
(leneial Manager.
F. E. Boothbv, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1800.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself tin* trust of Executrix of
the last will and testament of

THE

SARAH

McCORMICK, late of Winterport.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
MARY A. McCORMICK.
3w8
I

Obituary.
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CHARLES A.
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Hersey, formerly

of

Nervous

Belfast,

died very suddenly of heart disease at his
home, No. (53 Parris s reet, Portland, Feb.
23d. He had been in feeble health for some
time and on the day of his death had been
at home reading. When he finished his book
he said lie would lie down a few mintues
and then go to the public library for another.
As lie remained in the bed-room longer
than usual his wife went in and found that
be was dead, having evidently died in liis

HU.FAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 4,1897.

an

S.

} BrsSlm”

People often wonder why their nerves are
so weak; why they get tired so
easily;
why they start at every slight but
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
naturally; why they have frequent
headaches, indigestion and

immigration

Cleveland

lias

bill.

long

characterizes it

In

a

lie

message
and un-Ameri-

narrow

as

the

vetoed

can.

This is March 4th, and to-day President
Cleveland will march forth from the
White House, to be succeeded by President McKinley.
-—-

I

The

gold and silver wings of the PortDemocracy are as harmonious as two
tied together by tlie tails and hung

land
cats

clothes-line.

a

over

The dates for the Eastern Maine Fair
for 1897 were named before the fair last
season had closed and now the Maine State
Fair has taken the

hardly

dates.

same

This is

fair.

1. C. Atkinson is the promoter of the
.sLackfoid’s Head Hotel Co., Eastport,
and says he “will have five hundred people at dinar at the new hotel on July 4th
Didn't Mr. Atkinson make some

next."

rather huge talk about
rmer resort at

alleged

an

sum-

Petit Manan?

It is said of the late

Joseph

1».

He contended that an editor should

lagh:

res] tutor of persons when the question was one <1 fidelity to the implied
no

mist

ic}

*

paper."

Mil in him by the patrons of his
That is a just exposition of a

responsibility

icw>pa] ti’s

fhe Boston Journal in

to

the

public.

publishing

an

apprt ciativc charactei sketch of the life of
Miss Fiances J. Dyer heads it “A Boston
In

Wi man."

lepublishing

it

we

change

i

“A Belfast Woman," for
is Mm Dyer's birthplace and home,

ait)

ugh Boston is thescene of her labors.

he

heading

without a struggle. Mr. Hersey was
born in Belfast in April, 1839, a sou of the
late Samuel S. Hersey, who for thirty-two
years prior to his death iu 1870 was engaged
in the stove ami tinware business iu this
city. Samuel S., Jr., the subject of the present notice, learned the trade in his father’s
shop and when lie became of age was admitted to partnership.
In 18(51 he was mustered into the United States service as corporal
of Co. K, 4th Maine Infantry, and served to
the end of the war. After the close of the
war he continued iu the tinware business
here until a few years after liis father’s
death aud then moved to Massachusetts,
aud thence to Portland. His wife, formerly
Ella Hallowed of this city, survives him,
with two daughters, Misses Ethel aud
Florence. Two brothers, George and Augustus, and one sister, Mrs. Abbie Perham,
survive him. all living in the West. He was
a member of the Masonic
fraternity aud of
the Grand Army of the Republic, and the
funeral, at Portland Friday forenoon, was
under the auspices of the Post. The interment will be in the family lot in Grove
Cemetery. Mrs. Hersey aud Samuel S.
Hersey of Auburn, cousin of the deceased,
accompanied the remains to Belfast Friday
afternoon.

in

1 he -ketch will be found on the 7th page.
was m. ! at the meeting of the Chant

of Monty ille

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

contest
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$150; Support of highways, $1,250, by surveyors, $250 by the Selectmeu. Resources
liabilities $2,571 89.
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Drug k Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston.
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Memoriam.
of Rev. R. F.

Sketch
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GEO.

E.

Shaw,

D. 1).

straight ticket mark a cross [X] in the
the party name at the head of the

Our Fourth Annual Mark Down Safe

over

It has been

custom for the past three years to hold a clearance sale
at t
'me
clear up all of the broken lots and sizes which have accumulated
during -s’
1 his year we are offering some SPECIAL BARGAINS IN
LADIES’ bOmwhich are not marked dowm on account of their being out of st\Ie and di
but because the sizes and widths are broken. We have divided them into
lot',

Ward One.

order to obtain means to
pursue his futuer studies, lie taught the Vassalboro Academy two years, and entered
the Newton Theological Institution in Sept.
1839, remaining one year. Again he taught
the Vassalboro Academy two years, during
which time he often preached for some of
the small neighboring churches. In 1843,
he accepted the pastorate of the Baptist
church at China, where he was ordaiued.
He remained there ten years, during which
time there were several extensive revivals,
and more than two hundred members added
ated in 1837.

nto
-."

to the church.
Owing to impaired health,
ami the failure of his voice, lie was
compelled to give up speaking in public.
At this
time he was offered ami accepted the position
of cashier of a bank at
Damariseotta, and
also as agent of a marine insurance
company.
He held these situations furseven years, ami
managed them with marked ability aud success.
During the latter part of this period
he regained his voice sutliciently to enable
him to preach
part of the time and
" henable, lie supplied the small churches at
Aina ami Damariseotta Mills. There were
extensive revivals in both places. As soon
as his health became
restored, he resigned
his lucrative positions at
Damariseotta, aud
accepted the pastorate of the little Baptist
church at Liberty, with a small salary. He
remained there live years, during which
time the meeting house was built aud
goodly numbers were added to the church. This
embraced the period of the civil war. His
next, pastorate was at Thomaston, where he
remained two and a half years. An extensive revival brought
numbers into the
church, many of whom were staunch business men.
Here his untiring and self-sacri-

large*

LOT A.

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.

Kid and Calf
all

For Alderman,
CLARENCE O. POOR.

ficing labors broke down his health again,
he was reluctantly compelled to take
year’s rest. He went to Waterville to reside. On recovering he accepted a call to
the pastorate of the Waterville
Baptist
church, which he served two and a half
years, adding a goodly number to the membership. Finding the work too heavy he
resigned, but continued to make the place
He

and

Goodgear

and

B, C,

toes, sizes 3

to

which were

100

nice

pairs
Shoes,

Ladies

common

and

opera

razor

of

Lo<f
„ni(j

needle

Oongola stock, si*es ? j 2
to 4, widths A to D,
regu.
lar price $1.50 to

4

1-2’s,
widths C to O,
regular
price $2.50 to $3.50,
closing out for only

$2,Sq

closing price,

our

$1.48

For Warden,
ROBERT WATERMAN.

continued

FOLLOWING ARE A FEW SPECIAL BARGAINS IN RUBBERS:
Ward Two.

REPUBLICAN.
For

Mavor,

Men's Storm

at other

places.

attended his miuistrv.
His splendid abilities, his refined taste, his
excellent tact and judgment, his genial nature and tender sympathy and warm
heart,
won a host of friends, and all who had the
privilege of knowing him best, loved him
most. As a preacher he ranked
among the
hrst in the Baptist ministry in Maine for
half a century.
He cared little for high or
lucrative positions, or for the applause of
men; lie only desired to till the position to
which God had appointed him.
He knew it
was not the position that honored the
man,
lc.it it was the man that honored the
posi- !
tion.
An unselfish devotion to
duty characterized his long and useful life.
To illustrate Ins iack of desire for personal promotion, I will mention one incident.
Mr. Shaw and Martin B. Anderson (who for
iiion* than thirty years was the
distinguished president of Rochester
University) were
fellow-students and intimate friends during
their courses of study, both in college and in
the Theological Seminary.Both men had gifts
sufficiently conspicuous to place them in positions in the larger cities of the land.
Oil
leaving Newton, Mr. Anderson was sought
for in the city of NewYork. Mr. Shaw chose
to locate in a noil-pretentious town in Maine.
During tile early part of his pastorate in

Bovs'
Men's

Short Rubbers,

sairi; “If

you will give us such sermons as
preached yesterday, our people will he
abundantly satisfied.’' These men, ou returning home, reported that Mr, Shaw, as
Mr. Anderson suggested, was just tile man
they wanted, but lie did not seem iucliuei
to accept.
Some correspondence
followed; and finally the church told Diui
that whenever his Dealth required
they

Women's

“

Misses'

“

“

Children's

“

“

Dis services, but lie
uniformly declined.
And for nearly half a
century a
number of tbe bumbler churches in his native State enjoyed Dis splendid
gifts. He
was a member of tile Board of Trustees of

Colby University since 1872
Owing to impaired health and severe bodily suffering he was unable to preach for
several years prior to liis decease.
During
the i>ast summer he, with Mrs.
Shaw, spent
four weeks at Islesboro,
visiting the writer
who supplies the Baptist church at that
place. His healtli was better than it had
been lor some time, and be was able to
give addresses at the social meetings in the
church on Wednesday, Friday and
Sunday
evenings. His remarkable gifts were greatly enjoyed, not only by the regular members
of the society, but also by many summer

visitors from other States.
His last illness was short, but bis sufferings at times were severe. His funeral,
which took place in the Baptist church at
Watervilleon Friday, Feb. 26th, was largely attended. Tbe bearers were Rev. Dr. A.
T. Dunn, Rev. N. T. Dutton, Rev. H. B.
Mitchell, and Rev. Geo. E. Tufts. The opening prayer was, offered by Rev. H. B. Mitchell. Scriptures read by Rev. N. T. Dutton.
The first address was by Rev. Dr W. H.
Spencer, pastor of the church. The second
address by Rev. Dr. Pepper, ex-president of
Colby University. The closing address was
by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts; concluding prayer
by Rev. Dr. Dunn, and benediction by Rev.
Dr. C. V. Hanson. The large attendance,
and the solemnity of the service bore witness to the esteem in which the deceased
was held.
He leaves a widow and three
children.
These children are Mrs. G. F.
Hunt of Newton, Mass., Mrs. Washburn of
Thomaston, and a son, who is a graduate of
Colby, a lawyer in Waterville.

Women's Common Rubbers.

2.00

Misses’ Common Rubbers.

...
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1.00

20c
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Children's Common Rubbers.
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B. C. DINSMORE, 33 Main St., Beifas

For Council men,
FRANK R. WHIG IN,

WILLIAM R. FORD.

There is

School Committee,
CHARLES A. PI LS BURY.
For

For

Constable,

J. WATSON KNOWLTON.

more

Catarrh in this section of the

j

j
j

Country than all other diseases put. together, and
until the last few years was supposed to be incur

able. For a great many years doctors pronounced j
it a local disease, and prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failing to cure with local treat

pronounced it incurable. Science ha* pro\ en
to be a constitutional disease, and there
fore, requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. .1. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, ().. is the only constitutional cure on
the market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They
ment.

catarrh

For Warden,
WILLIAM II. WIGHT.
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Clerk,

JAMES D. TUCKER.
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Alderman,

JAMES F. McKEEN.

For Council men,
AMOS CLEMENT,
CYRUS E. TIBBETTS.

For School Committee,
HERBERT T. FIELD.

For
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For Alderaian,
ROBERT F. RUSS.
For Council men,
RICHARD W. WOODBURY,
GEORGE F. MAYHEW.
For School Committee,
WALTER G. HATCH.
For Constable,
WILLIAM II. SKINNER.
For
EPHRAIM W.

Warden,

WILEY.

For Ward Clerk,
WILLIS S. HATCH.

Ward Five.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ami

V?

Republican sound-money

a

is

as

JL

follows:

Grand March and Circle,

McKinley

Quadrille,

Sj

Hobart
Boston Fancy

Contra,
Waltz

Quadrille,
Contra,
Waltz,
Contra,
Waltz and Two

Gen. Alger
Sherman
No Free Silver in Ours
Portland Fancy
Office Seekers

^

Ihe floor managers are W. G. Stevens
and J. M. Vogell; aids, Capt. R. B. Brown,
J.
Shepherd B. L). Perkins, 0. Fred
Jones, F. S. Perkins and Jas. F. Hooper.

»

Waltz and

Quadrille,
Contra,
Quadrille,

Hop.

Hook ani> Ladder Bali.. The annual
levee and hall of Belfast Hook and Ladder
Co. was held at Belfast Opera House last
Friday evening. Both the supper and dance
were well attended and
upwards of eighty

couples

on

the

floor

in

|

I

dances all tilled even to the last and at i
2 o’clock in the morning, there was |
no noticeable decrease in the number tak.
j
ing part. A few articles left over from the
were
sold
at
auction
or
otherwise
supper
The

REPUBLICAN.
For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.

For

Alderman,

ELMER I. RANKIN.
For Council men,

EMERY O. PENDLETON,
FRED E. ELLIS.
For School Committee,
ROSCOE BLACK.

For Constable,
GEORGE E. MICHAELS.
For Warden.
SYRENO P. GILMORE.
For Ward Clerk,
E. F. CARROW.

disposed of. A moon-stone and garnet ring
was given to the
person guessing nearest
to the
number of beans in a jar.
It
was won by Geo. A. Bailey, who guessed
(>40, within one bean of the correct number.
The ball was a financial success. Persons
who have not received their dishes sent to
the supper can have the same by calling at
I. V. Miller’s store.
The Shakers have made a discovery which
is destined to accomplish much good. Realizing that three-fourths of all our sufferings
arise from stomach troubles, that the country is literally filled with people who cannot
eat and digest food without subsequently suffering pain and distress, and that many are
starving, wasting to mere skeletons, because
their food does them no good, they have devoted much study and thought to the subject, and the result is this discovery of their
Digestive Cordial.
A little book can be obtained from your
druggist that will point out the way of relief at once.
An investigation will cost
nothing and will result in much good.

II HI
12

2
1-2
1 5-8
1-2
1 3-8
1
1-2
1 3-8
1-2113
1
1 5-8
1
11-2
2
11-4
2 1-2
1
11-2
l
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1 2
1 1 8
1-2
1 1-4
3
1
1
114
l 1-4
1 1-8
| 1
2 1-2
1
118
I
1
I
1-2
158
II
118
1
!
1 1-8

Tread.
1 f. S

11:1.
11

Si

|

'Oh

HI

Hi

1 1-2
114

II
a
S 1-2.
7 1 2

1 1-4
1
1 1-2
1 3-8

7
1)
S

per

>-•

7

1 1-S
3 4

Ii 1-2.
6 1-2
G 1-2
a, 1.2
Steel-hand
G 1 2..
G 1-2.
G 1-2
E2
7
Batavia .>teel-:-and
G 1 2
per
7
G 12
* *t tired,
G 1-2
G 1-2
6 12“

7-8
7-8
3-4
3-4
3-4
7 8
1 1-4
3 4
11-8
l 1-8
7-8
7-8
7-8

1

••

••

)

Set

•*

••

..

n+

'*

1 1-2
1
7-8

Wood hub, not tired. 1 2 set
i»
G 1-2.
6 1-2
Sulky Wheels, tired and handed.
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HARDWARE AT

i

BAILEY’S,52 n‘“^f’ast

1

formed, and with clear and distinct prompt- j
ing. The odicers of the company are as fol- |
lows: Capt., Frank W. Prescott; Foreman, 1
Thomas E. West; Ass’t. Foreman, A. W.

nearly

Ke.i.oh

4

t

vhe

Coombs; Clerk, F. M. Smalley. Chief Etigiueer Francis H. Welch was floor director.

3

WHETETLiS.

grand j
march. The supper was ample in quantity
and excellent in quality, and the music by
Sanborn's Orchestra was just what Belfast
dancers enjoy—late .pieces skillfully per- j
were

1

j

T. B. Re., d

U

Quadrille,
Contra,

Size

Spoke

Ml
B2

Sound Money
Lady of the Lake
Our Flag

Step.

No.
Sets.
1-2

■

.v

^ I

LOOK AT THE GOODS AND SaV E YOUR (TONE
B\ EIXINCi l P YOUK HEAR NOW, YOl SAVE
$2.00 ON THE. WHOLES.AI ! PRICE..

Pj
B

the laud of Burns and Bruce.

A

tor the wheels kept constantly on hand.
Examine tin- pi
list below and call and see the whee!> these are ill; \ \ji
he
sold to make r<>..p i-*r new _:o .d-.
TRADES, that must
MEMBER TIIE BRICES.

^1

B

I

IRON, STEEL AXLES, Etc.,

:

have received from the Belfast Printing Co. a copy of the card of dances of the
inauguration hall to be given in Town Hall.
Castine, this. Thursday, evening. Tin; order
of dances is highly appropriate to the in-

1.
2.
3.

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.

This is a grand chance for you to get up a farm team wnumi,
lix up your old carriage, etc.
While these last you an if
you want at TWO DOLLARS ($2.00, LESS ON SET TH.V
THEY COST AT WHOLESALE.

aV

Miss Cleora Haney
History of Scotland,
Miss Myrtle Miteheil
Recitation,
Miss Edith Pettingill
Song,
Trio, Mr. Maurice E. Davidson, Misses May
Fernald and Lillian Spinney
Sketch of Burns,
Miss Milly Beverage
Trip to Scotland, Messrs. W. A. Macomber
and F. 1’. Blodgett
Essay, “Ian Maclaren,'' Mrs. G. G. Winslow
The “Trip to Scotland” consisted of a
series of upwards of 80 stereoptieon views, J
shown by Mr. Macomber and explained by
Mr. Blodgett. They begun with a view of !
the Methodist church, followed in succes|
sion by a portrait of the pastor and views of
the steamboat wharf, the steamer Penobj
scot, the ocean steamer and various places

auguration of

■

j,

a

of wheels, which I always do, and thus save the frei j.
it no more to get the car here with the wheels.

sets

Scotland.

of interest in

ear

costs

spectators. The program included the following musical and literary selec-

President,

KEPUBLICAN.

a

a

number of

tions

NEW SPRING STOCK.

Pi..
As is my custom each year, shall load
in Ameshury wE;
for the Belfast trade about May the hist.
As earriaip
rtj riages
not stow closely in
is
it
to
car,
possible
put in large numb

We

Ward Four.

,M

of the wheels recorded below at $2
than cost per set to make room for

Bless

lm(>

An interesting engiven at the Methodist veslast Friday evening before a goodly

A Trip

For

BAILEY’S $
Grand Clearance Sale of Wheel: :
=

Any

hundred dollars for any case it tails to
Send for circulars and testimonials. AdF. J. CHENE Y & CO., T<>ledt». ().

Atwood A. Gilmore will go to Unity with
his orchestra to-day to play for the inauguration ball in Odd Fellows' Hall.

JOHN M. FLETCHER.

J
n

The Social Season.

REPUBLICAN

WHEELS.

one

gggr'Sold by Druggists, 75c.

would

sought

2,53

Alderman,

For

you

give him a vacation of three months,
during which time they would supply the
and
send him to Europe without expulpit
pense to himself, his salary continuing. Mr.
Shaw did not leave Dis little Maine chnrcli.
For a number of years prominent churches
in Massachusetts and elsewhere
earnestly

,

“

Men's Common Rubbers.

S2.63

LENDAL T. SHALES.

pleasant Sunday

two strangers enter the
church. In tlie afternoon he preached in a
school house a few miles away, and he observed these strangers there. In the evening lie saw them at the social meeting. On
Monday morning they called at the parsonage and told him the object of their visit to
China, Maine. They were members of one
of the prominent churches in New
York,
then without a minister. They said : “Rev.
M. B. Anderson suggested that we visit
you
and our church appointed us delegates for
that purpose. We listened to you yesterday,
end are empowered to extend to you a call
to become our pastor at a
salary of five
thousand dollars.”
In reply, Mr. Shaw
(then a young man little past thirty) remarked that he felt incapable of
occupying
so prominent a
pulpit, and that his health
was not equal to the strain.
The delegates

King Boots,

..

JOHN M. FLETCHER.

to

for two years, when it became
strong
enough to secure a pastor. For a number
of years he served the churches for
longer
or shorter periods at
Dexter, Houltou, Mon-

DRIVES.^

^

For Ward Clerk,
PERCY R. FOLLETT.

it

one

turns

in

welts, opera

$1.73

cure.

China, lie noticed
morning in summer,

Boots,

sizes 2 1-2 to 4, widths A,

For Constable,
GEORGE W. FRISBEE.

preach as his strength permitted. He organized the church at Fairfield and supplied

1

Kid,

LOT C.

Ladies’ Button

and Lace

of toes and lasts,

For School Committee,
GEORGE SHERMAN MILLS.

dress

son, Knox, Warren,
G reat success always

styles

Boots,

Skin

originalsold
for
to
$3.00
ly
$4.00,
our mark down price

For Councilmen,
WILLIAM K. KEEN,
CHARLES W. FREDERICK.

and

and

LOT B.

We have in this lot 200 pairs 300 pairs of

a

home.

--

REPUBLICAN.

In

his permanent

our

TUFTS.

The subject of this sketch was born at
Gorham, Maine, Oct. 2(>, 1814, an t died in
Waterville, Feb. 23, 1897. He entered Waterville College (now Colby University) in 1833,
remaining three years, and then went to
Dartmouth College, N. H., where he gradu-

there

j

hiver

■

In

officiating.

will j
James F. Moses, for M7 years the landnaturally be* a light vote; but we should i lord of the Robinson House,
Bucksport,
ike to see all those who are in sympathy died Feb. 24, aged 74
years. He had beeu a
with this movement endorse it with their sufferer from
rheumatic
aud
kindred
troubles for the past year or more, but his
ballots.
last illness was brief.
A widow, one son,
Frederick H., the well-known florist, and a
It is proposed to still further compli- daughter, Helen M., wife of Charles G.
Atkins, Superintendent of the United States
cate the casting of a ballot, already suflitish hatchery at Fast Orland are survivors
h ntly intricate under tlie red tape of the ef the immediate
family. The deceased was
a
man of strong
individuality and widely
Austialian fystim. by a law to regulate
known from almost half a century’s conWc* do not believe that there tact with the
-aucuscs.
traveling public. His genershould lie any moie legal obstacles to sur- osity and kindness were proverbial, and
Bucksport loses a prominent and publicmount Lcfoie a voter can
deposit the bal- spirited citizen. He was a firm believer in
the
'd of his choice.
principles of Free Masonry as a rule aud
The Australian ballot
guide, and was the last surviving charter
law, it judged upon its meiits, would be member of Siloam
Lodge, No. p:», of Fairj* moved tn m ti t statute books as a failfield, of which he was the prime mover in
its institution.
Although all his life a most
ure in the dirccticn of
refoim, while it radical Democrat, and greatly interested m
national
l as disiiauchhsed a large
matters,he conceived a most intense
percentage of
antipathy to the free silver idea and at the
otci.’-, ; lid e ntaih d unnecessary expense. last election voted for
McKinley and exIt was enacted because some of our peo- pressed profound satisfaction at the
triumph
of Republican principles.
Although not
ple did 1 ot i aw I he coinage of their conprominently identified with any religious
ditions; ai.d now, having been fairly sect he was a generous contributor to both
Congregational and Methodist church funds,
*M<d, it is nurd wanting. But if we as
well as to any aud all
worthy charities.
ha\e still get to endure the
Kangaroo Xcne ever left his door in hunger or distress,
M.-dcm do ict add to it further teclini- while voi’imes of good deeds that are
km yvn could he written and as manymore
alilies and regulations. One feature of I km yvn
only to himself, the donor, and He
’be pi ej (s(d iaw is that all who desire yvho notes even the sparrow’s fall.
The
funeral tu>k place last Saturday, Rev. Win.
1 aiticij ate i?. a caucus must register horsyth
and
the
j
remains were
officiating,
ibat j ui j < se ten days in advance. placed in the tomb at Silver Lake
Cemetery.
rl 1 at j 11 visit'll alone would
necessarily
Mrs.
Lucinda
T.
't l .n «ju:te a Li nibei fr< m the exercise of
Wilder, who died Jan.
24th m \ allejo, Calif., was a native of Castl cii light as citizens.
tine, Me., and the youngest but one of seven children, all of whom have now
passed
Town Elections.
over tlie river
except the youngest sister,
Jaiksin. Election March 1st. Moderat- who is ow a resident of the State of Delaware.
Her maiden name was Lucinda T.
or, D. I>. Gould ; Clerk, C. H. Gateliell; SeLittlefield. Her mother was a woman of
lectmen, < t<•., E. D. Tasker, J. Grant, C. H.
eminent,
piety, and passed away forty years
Hadley: Treas., C. H. Gateliell; School
Committee, H B. Ham, A. Croxford ; Con- ago. Mrs. Wilder was the second wife of
M.
H.
Wilder, a former resident of Machias,
stable and Collector, A. J. Webl-..
Centre Momvillk. At the town meet* Me., having made bis home there in June
1859, removing there from Cherry field at the
r g
1 e!<i Marcli 1st the following officers
time.
After residing in Macbias thirty-five
were elected: V. Thompson, moderator; C.
years
clerk
J.
Allen,
;
Longfellow, first selectman ; to be Mr. and Mrs. Wilder went to Vallejo
with their sou and her daughter.
J. Cli meat, second, and E. E.
J.
Hale,
third. It was voted by the town to sell the
< dice of
treasurer to the lowest bidder. N.
Mrs. Prudence Emery, widow of Joliu S.
I*
Benin tt bid it ( ff for $10 for the year
Emery, formerly of Sullivan, Maine, died
1807.
B. F. Foj-ter, C. T. Randall and Rev.
Friday, February 19th, at her home in BosT. R. Pentecost were elected school com- ton, of heart
disease, after a very few hours’
mittee and F. A. Cushman collector and
illness. Her sister, Mrs. A. S.
Cummings
constable.
of Sullivan, was with her at the time.
Mrs.
The town meeting held
Frank fort
life lias been a long and useful one
Emery’s
Monday resulted in the c hoice of the follow- and her death was a beautiful
ending to a
Hirers for the ensuing year:
ing town
beautiful life. Funeral services were held
Moderator, A. C Kenney; Clerk, A. W. on Monday and the burial was in Mt. Auburn
Hopkins; Selectmen, Assessors and Over- cemetery. Mr. W. O. Emery of Sullivan
secis of the Poor, A. W. Hopkins, E. B.
went to Boston
Saturday night to attend the
Thajer, F E. Trundy; Treasurer, Albert funeral. [Bar Harbor Record.
Pierce; Town Agent, J.T. A verill, Collector
f Taxes. Henr\ Page; School Committee,
Dr. Erskine, p. Hopkins; Constables, J.T.
Secret Societies.
A verill, Edward Parker.
Monroe. The town meeting was held
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
March 1st and the following officers were
Lodge, F. and A. M., will he held this,
elected: Moderator, If. II. Daw son ; JCIerk,
J. It. Meallej ; Selectmen, etc., A. H. Mayo,
Thursday, evening.
(’
W. Puree and Edwin Jenkins; Treas.,
M. W. Welch, Assistant Inspector, went
Co o. A Palmer: Auditor, A. F.’ Durham
School (’<•minitt.ee. H. R. Dawson, E. C. to Augusta Tuesday to inspect Iving DiviDow, W. 1'. Clark, A. D Colcord and David sion, U. It., K.
P., and install the officers.
Curtis; Truant Officer, H. R. Dawson ; Collector and Constable, James
Webber.
Money raised: Schools, $803; Roads and
Jlalf a crop of ice on the Hudson means
Bridges. $f.0(); Town Poor, $800; Inc. Ex- many dollars for Maine. In
fact, it is an
penses, $400; Highways, $3,000.
ice thing for Maine.
Morkii.l. The following town officers
w ere elected March 1st:
Moderator, Joseph
R. Mears ; Clerk, George Weymouth ; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor,
F. M. Adams, John Berry, A. J. Woodbury:
Treas, Silas Slorer; Collector and Constable, J. Ii. Mears; Auditor, J. R. Mears;
School Committee, T. N. Pearson, D. O.
Bow eu, N. L. Jackson, C. W. Achcrn, S. W.
Kendall. The selectmen report a net balance in favor of the town of $412 04.
Money
appropriated : Schoojs, wrhat the lawr requires; debts and charges, $150; textbooks,
$25; support of poor, $50; roads and
bridges, $800; W. H. Marshall Post, G. A.
ii $10.
Sfarsmont. The following town officers
were elected Monday:
Moderator, A. G.
In all the world there is no other treatment
Caswell; Clerk, A. L. Maddooks; SelectSO pure, so sweet, so safe, so speedy, for preAssessors
and
of Poor, J. P.
Overseer
men,
serving,
purifying, and beautifying the skin,
Wellman, L. C. Poor, C. S. Adams; Town
scalp, and hair, and eradicating every huAgent, J. P. Wellman; Treasurer, Otis I).
mor, as warm bath* with Cuticura Soap,
Wilson ; Superintending School Committee
and gentle anointings with Cuticura (ointfor 3 years, A. N. Jewett, A. G. Caswell;
ment), the great skin cure.
Collector, S. S. Bean; Truant Officer, S. S.
Bean ; Constables, S. S. Bi an, J. W. Farrar.
The following appropriations were made:
Town charges, $300; Contingent expenses,
$200; Support of poor, $800; Schools, $915.20;
School books, $50; Repairs on school houses,
no

$1; six for $5.
Lowell, Mass.

flood

people

With

Is the One True Blood Purifier.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co.,
t

lub in

eiation.

a

square
ticket.

natural sleep, perfect digestion, selfcontrol, vigorous health, and is the
remedy for all nervous troubles.

his city last week, and has
The funeral of Mrs. Phebe B. Stephenson,
given much ] ieasure to Miss Dyer's many
| yvhose death yvas
reported last week, was
riends here.
held at tin- home of her
daughter, Mrs. IL IL
Paul of Waldo, last Thursday.
Rev. C. H.
Theie is but one ticket to be voted at
Wells of Belfast officiated.
Four of her
i.e ity el* lion next Monday, and for the
daughters were present, Mrs. Paul, Mrs. L.
thst tune in many years it is a straight I-. ^
ing of Morrill, Mrs. J. F. Noyes aud
Republican ticket. Its candidates repre- Mrs. J. L, Larrabee of Belfast. The floral
sent no faction or feud, but were nomi- tributes included a
pillow of white roses and
nated to give the city a practical business- pinks, marked “Mother, anil a bouquet of
like administration, in which the best in- white roses and pinks from Mrs. Noyes aud
will have consid- ! Mrs. Larrabee.
terests of all our
nil g

To vote

1897.

true

Samuel (j. Parsons of Freedom died very
suddenly of heart disease Feb. 24th. lie had
been out for a short ride and when near
home met his son on the road. Not feeling
well he asked the young man to
get in and
drive back for him, but he died before reaching the house Mr. Parsons was a native of
Mootville, but had lived nearly all his life in
Freedom. He was a shoemaker by trade,
and followed that business
through iife. His
wife, formerly Hannah Douglass of Moutville, survives him, with oue daughter and
four sous, Mrs. Isabelle Howe of
Libertv;
Samuel G. of South Montville; Albert M. of
Belfast: D. Chester and Joshua of Freedom.
He leaves two brothers, Joshua of Jefferson
ami Jason of \\ innecook. The funeral was
held Saturday at noon, Kev. T. IL Pentecost

McCul-

March 8,

Palpitation of the Heart.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
that impure blood which is continually feeding the nerves upon refuse
instead of the elements of strength and
vigor. In such condition opiate and
nerve compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; gives

Bangor's three busy B.’s—Boutelle
Beal and Bass—keep up a buzzing?'
sleep
President

CITY OF BELFAST.
List of Candidates to be voted for in
several wards of the city of Belfast,

the ghastly
J
of cono

terror

Belfast National

j

sumption j
►

in

man

CAPITAL, S150 000

\

a

stares

1

SURPLUS

°F

H0REH0UN0

the

Open

a

\ and
cold, j TAR

It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by Hale’s Honey of Herehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

minute,

OKPOSITS

Office hours until Ha.

3
2

Telp

khone

Connection.

ol

8

p.

LIBERTY, MAIM

For Sale

m.

or

to Rent.

A

seven-octave, square

in

good condition.

MAINE.

i-<

A|>|

>

C. O. l’OUU,

13tf

To buy for cash, house of (> or 8 rooms in good
Children all hate to take Castor Oil, but location. Address, stating price,
not Laxol, which is palatable.
P. O. BOX 16, BELFAST.
j

c

at Lai

Attorney

j

m

From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to

SEARSPORT,

SOMCl'l t

ARTHUR RITCH

3
<

E. H. DDRGIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

from 9 to 12 A. M
1 to 4 P. M.

face who neg-

lects

Mai

Belfast,

NOTICE.
1

hereby forbid all persons clmppi

olf any wcod

on

my farm

on

the

Searsport, under penalty of the lav
GKO. W. O’

Belfast, Feb. 25,

3w8*

OF BELFAST.
Gospel Mission
good attendance,

the

it

a

rooms

Kings Daughters, will
\V. II. Decrow next Monday
e,

x

granted as follows :
etc., Emily S. Roberts,

been

]

hess"

!

by the Lillian Tucker

j.cra House next Monday
a week’s engage-

•

ginning of

$3,400 00

given free

VUrrUUiUU PRIZES
As
4 First

follows!

Prizes,

each of $100 Cash
“

Second
40Tlwd

•

HOW

TO OBTAIN

Prize Wall

$3 400 00

_’_U
Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00
THEM.

that they will
days. The work
nils is progressing and reuragiug.
ctors state

,!n

in

r

\
I

a

few

I

nominations by the Gover-

I

xving: Wm. H. Moody, LibHezekiah Hemenway,
.•f the peace and quorum.
t-eulaw shipped 14 head of
lighten Saturday. One pair

Waldo, girted
weighed 3,99b pounds.
Gurney

;i

of

7

force on Swan
hundred percent from Belfast, and Searswere

out

in

About

,i>

towns

eni

one

were

represented,

the spring meet of the
! eague of American Wheel.1 in Lewiston Memorial Day.
.aisuls appointed is George
that

Circle, Kind's Daughters,

■..i

i (rations for an interesting
tion with their anniversary
M

Howard's,
day evening.

|

on

summaries

reports, but

are

Bay

View

of quite

obliged

|

at.on until next week.

!

five
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We

reports from

beard from.
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mk.
The Children’s Aid
dge the receipt, of cash
foiiows:
From Miss H.

ib

|
;

from Miss O. A.

Abbott,

Cyrus Foss, To cents:
< l
Morey, Belfast, si,

Mrs.

o-d

;

to

Matthews,
Statistics, for a
Annual Report of the
Hon. S. W.

f Labor

!■•;

•nth

Labor Statistics

-trial and
M;

lie.

A

published
s

synopsis
m

of its

The Journal.

Chase of Auburn, one of
■>;rs "f the Maine musical
a -.I
from a visit t" New
Mine Nordica, and sa> s
in
J..'una is greatly :nter<1 and tins shown "her
loystate by offering to sing
•i
on
"»ice
that occasion.
t iser.
■
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Wrapper('oi) left hand comer)witli NUMBER
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in.
No.

of

PiStnc_

wiflfehvahere!“dM
Next

,to^’’.X"'1
',ddre.“9
the number ">;«
of ^ouponH
and

gent In,
1

NAME OF DISTRICT.

York City, Brooklyn, Louk
and Staten Islands, New Jersey.
1
1 NewYork state (outside ofN. Y. City,
33 I Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands).
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Ufary3 I land, West Virginia and District of Columbia._
-4L I The New England States._
'The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
1897 Pattern, m'f’d by Geo. N. Pierce A Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New Y ork. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.
—~~—

Mrs. Abbie B. Cox went to Boston yesterday to visit her brother, Dr. C. P. Bean.
Dow’s birthday, Mar. 20th, and the
anniversary of the W. C. 1. U., Mar. 30th,
will probably be observed
by appropriate
exercises by the Belfast W. C. T. U. A full
attendance is desired this afternoon to act
on the matter.
Neal

the Belfast
organized at the office of
as

Creamery Co. was
B. F. Dunton, Esq
Tuesday afternoon,
with the following officers and directors:
President, Edward Sibley; Treasurer and
Clerk, Ben D. Field; directors, Edward
Sibley, Ben 1). Field, Walter Cooper, Allen
C. T. Wilson, L. T. Shales.
The capital
stock is SI0,000; par value of shares S10.
Sell. S <i. Haskell, Capt. Richardson, from
Cienfuegos for New York, was tired upon at
night when off the Cuban coast, it is supposed by a Spanish cruiser. No harm was
done, and the schooner was not spoken or
beaded
Capt. Richardson has written for
The Journal “A Trip to Cuba and Homeward," which includes this incident, and his

j

j

THEY ARE THE BEST MADE AND
HANDSOMEST PAPERS AND CURTAINS ON THE MARKET.

supported by

large and capable com
Opera House every
a series of
entirely
Among the plays presented will
a

puny, will appear at the
evening next Week in

J. M. Fletcher has tendered his resigas chairman of the Board of Registration and Mayor Hanson has appointed II.
E. McDonald to iill the vacancy. The Board
will V»e in session to-day at from b a. m. to 1
Hr.

new

nation

plays.

he “Little Duchess,”
“Faetor^Girl,” “Crawford’s Claim,’’ “A True American,” “Blow
for

largest and most complete stock o£ these
two lines in town and the best room in the State to display them to our customers
n
Fine (White Back) Latest Style, 5 cents per roll,

Elegant Designs

in

Gilt Papers, with wide or narrow
borders,
8 to 10 cents per roll,

Window Shades

landmarks of Castine

is

Blow,”

>

and

a

on

Spriug Rollers, 17

50 cents.

to

Over 3 dozen patterns to choose from.

TIN-WARE CHEAP.

Early

They will measure from \\ to 2 yards in length,
representing Curtains valued from $\SO to
$2.^0 per pair, we shall sell the samples at

2 quart Handled Dishes.5 cents
*t
1
.3
••

Bake

Tins.’5

«<

Tin Spoons 5 cents per dozen.

25c

CABLE & JONES, Belfast.
At

a

mittee

on sea

The topic for the prayer meeting at the
North church this evening will be,
“Prayer
for the incoming
administration,” Tim. 2 :
Pet. 2:13-17; Rom. 13:1-9; Psalms (>7.
The Sunday services will be as follows:
Preaching at 10.45 a. m. with sermon by the
pastor, Rev. George S. Mills. The morning
sermon will be followed
by the communion
service. Sunday school at 12 m. The monthly business meeting of the C. E. society will
held in the vestry at 0 p. m. The committees will give their reports and there will
be a short devotional service. The members are requested to respond to the roll call
with scripture verses. At 7 p. m. there will
be the usual lecture by the pastor.
At
will

Hartford and Columbia
bicycles_The Belfast National Bank resumed business in its banking room last
week, although the improvements are not
yet completed.... W. L. Hall photographed
ed

a

number of

new

If you want to see an elaborate assortment
call at our store.
Our Print Wrappers at

75c will
]

All

and

Important
and

We make

Evening—The following selections from
Costa’s
Xaaman:
Triumphal
chorus,
v\ itli sheathed swords:”
chorus, Father
Almighty; duet, “1 sought the Lord.”
R.

Notice to the Ladies of Belfast

Vicinity:

big break in

prices of

tile

Every pair

warranted.

We have secured the services of a young lady who will tit
to our patrons.
Shall sell until further notice :

C.

Delegates to National Convention
Elected,
Over oue hundred delegates were
present
in Waterville at the 18th annual convention
of the Maine Department Woman’s Relief

gloves

Foster’s 7-Hook Dresden Suede, worth $1.25, for $1.00 per pair.
Foster’s 7-Hook Dresden Glace, worth 1,25, for 1.00 per pair,
worth 1,50, for 1.17 per pair.
Foster’s 7-Hook Lyons,
worth 1,75, for 1,42 pet pair.
Foster’s Mousquetaire,

Corps, Feb. 24th. The forenoon session was
occupied with routine work of the creden-

tials committee. The address <4 President
Belle J. Palmer and reports of the secretary
and treasurer were given in the afternoon.
They show an increase of thirty-eight members during the year and a total
membership
of 2032. The amount expended during the
year was 8971 09, number of veterans assisted, 102; number of families assisted, 243.
Amount in the treasury, 83,053.19.
Mrs.
Palmer’s address was an able and interesting
document, and we regret our inability to
publish it in full.
In the evening the delegates were tendered
a reception by Garfield
Camp, number one,
Sons of Veterans, and citizens. An address
of welcome was given by Col. I. S. Bangs,
past department commander, G. A. R.
At the session Feb. 25th the first* business
was the election of officers and the
delegates
to the national convention to be held at Buffalo in August. The officers elected Were
president,Mrs. Nancy Colby, Rumford Falls;
department president, Mrs. Addie V. Grant,
Biddeford; senior vice president, Mrs. Alice
Gilman, Oakland; junior vice president,

1

a

25Ceach

FOSTER’S KID GLOVES.

Officers and

....

fabric, will not shrink, ventilating and

one

hygienic, only

oratorio, “Xaaman.” This will he a service
of special interest and a cordial invitation
is extended to all.
Below is a list of music
lor the day:
Morning—Anthem, “Rock of
Ages,” Ryder; selection, “As down in the
sunless retreats,” alto solo and quartette.

W.

you

Boys and Girls’ E. Z. Waists,

sermon

National

surprise

BUY ONE OF OUR

the Baptist church next Sunday there
he preaching by the pastor, forenoon

Maine

each.

LADIES’ PRINT WRAPPERS.

1-4;

evening. The subject of the morning
will be, “The Mystery of godliness,”
Tim. 3:1(1, and at its close the ordinance of
the Lord’s Supper will observed. The suboffice hack a few feet to make more door ject of the
evening sermon will be, “Naaroom in the front of his shop and also to give
man the Leper,” and at this
service the
a better show window’. He lias lately receivchorus will render selections from Costa’s

magnificent, scenic production of “The Sea of Ice,” with marvelous
a tiling of the past.
This is
p. m., from •> to 5 and 7 to b p. m an 1 tothe members of the Girls’ Sewing School
scenic effects.
A continuous performance is
known in years past as the
morrow at the same hours except that there
last Saturday... .Carle & Jones are building
and built ill 1704 by Capt. Juwill be no evening session. They will also given from the rise of the curtain, every
a new office in their store and putting in
ries house has been occube m session while the polls are open on specialty, etc., being introduced entre-act.
new office furniture.
-• 20 "i
years by Mr. Parker
election day for the correction of clerical j Among the specialty artists is G. Paul
B. C. Dinsmore,
New Advertisements.
Smith, the foremost in rank of American
always had a large normal errors.
JJ Main street, announces his fourth annual
iev not less than a thousand
crayon artists, T. F Norton, comedian and
Steamer Notes. It is reported that the
.ts have lived there while takvocalist, Susie Goodwin, a clever dancer, mark down sale. A feature of the sale this
steamer Lewiston of the Boston and Banand the favorite singer, Mis3 Mary Horne, i year is special bargains in ladies’ boots, parcourse
at
the
normal
y«-ars’
line
has
been
gor
purchased by Captain Em- Another feature, which in itself is worth the ticulars of which are given in our advertisis owned by FI. H. Witlierson, formerly of the Morrison Steamboat
price of admission, is the wonderful magni- i ing columns. There are also a few special
Company, and others, and that the steamer scopic, which is
creating such a furore and bargains in rubbers-Carle & Jones, 21
i'Fire.
Thomas H. Marshall will
ply between Boston, the Isle of Shoals ! presents a series of
entirely new Edison ani. Main street, have received over six tons of
1
held a campfire at Memorial and other north shore resorts this summer.
mated pictures.
prize wall papers for 1807, and 2,000 window
.rsday evening, with a large atto
the
Boston
dailies
Despatches
say}
shades, for this season’s trade. They lead in
An excellent supper was served,
Accidents.
that as the result of the hearing at Bangor ;
Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall
quality, and quantity, and sell at the lowest
the following program was preconcerning the collision of steamers Castine i had one of his feet quite badly jammed
They also offer bargains in tin ware.
prices.
while
at
work
on
the ice last Saturday. He
and Silver Star, the license of Capt. Sinai_The attention of pensiouers is directed
"Pea>«.
Samuel Morse
lidge of the latter boat has been suspended. was at work at the elevator, when seme to the card of L. C. Morse, Esq., pension athi: Johnson Sisters
This does not interfere with the running of part of the machinery broke, allowing a
Frankie Staples
torney and successor to J. C. Cates. Note
Millie Patterson the Silver Star, as Ernest Gray, the purser, heavy weight to fall upon his foot. He will the dates on which he will lie in Belfast to
A. S. Stoney
has a master’s license... .The steamer Rock- probably be confined to tbe house several
attend to pension business-To those havMiss Eftie Clifford
land did not come down river from Bucks- weeks-Arthur Burns was thrown from
Mrs. Henry Staples
ing legal business in Liberty and vicinity
the
slide
at
the
Goose
Ri
ver
ice
houses
TuesThe Johnson Sisters
port last .-atnrday, having been disabled by
whose
we commend Arthur Ritchie, Esq
and
fell
to the ground, about 10 feet. He
Warren Gentner the bursting of her condenser pump. Re- day
card appears in another column. Mr. Ritchie
Wallace W. Shaw
pairs were mgde and she went to Rockland was knocked senseless, but soon recovered is a young man of ability and integrity and
W. H. Clifford
and
was
not
serious y
S Gilmore, J. W.
injured_Mrs. deserves encouragement-Bonanza barWilkins, Sunday, leaving there Monday on her reguFrancis Whitmore had a narrow escape
.born.
lar schedule... .The steamer Penobscot left
gains at Burkett’s big dry goods store this
from death by burning last Saturday. She
'••i-'".
The local icemen are Boston Tuesday afternoon at 5 o’clock, but
week. Call to-day. A big break in the
was cooking and by some means her
apron
h- the sun shines," so to
put into Gloucester on account of the storm.
of Foster kid gloves will specially inprices
or dress took tire.
She irst felt an unconiShe was in that port yesterday afternoon.
k early in the season was
j terest the ladies. Every pair warrantedfortable heat and stepped to the door to get
r "f the prospect of a
B. F. Wells, Sr., gives notice that he has
good
A New Electric Company. The certifiair, thinking she was merely suffering from
1.1 miu and at points farther
sold his stock of goods to Wells A Co., the
cate of incorporation of the Crawford Elec- the heat of the room.
The air from the door
»•" d*-< ided to cut
Mrs. B. F.
new firm being composed of
only enough trie Company was recorded in Waldo Coun- fanned the lire, which was
working unobhast week, however, there
ty Registry of Deeds Felt. *J(»Mi. The corpo- served in her clothing, and in an instant she Wells and B. F. Wells, Jr. Bills contractHarvesting on the Hudson ration is located in Union in Knox County, was
ed prior to March 1st must be paid within JO
enveloped in flames. She had the prested with only about half a
and all the original stockholders live in that ence of mind to dash
days to B. F. Wells, Sr., or at the store. Mr.
a basin of water over
-s and Maine was looked to
Wells thanks his friends and customers for
town. The purposes of said corporation are
herself which checked the tire until her husency. The Hudson slump the making, generating, selling, distributing
their patronage and trusts it will be.extendband came to her assistance. She received
trust" of New York to buy
ed to the new firm.
and supplying gas or electricity, or both,
prompt attention, and although badly burnlee Company’s big plant at
for lighting, heating, manufacturing and
ed is recovering and will hardly be scared.
The genuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
cer day.
The “ice trust” will mechanical purposes, in the towns of Union,
A Belfast Captain Imprisoned. One of
has already found its way into nine difbouse full, and several other
Warren, Hope, Appleton and Washington in our
enterprising sea captains, who has been ferent States in the Union, also the Doo.e
resumed work and will lill
Knox county, aud Searsmont, Liberty and
in Cuba and other countries where troublous
This will bring the total crop
minion of Canada, and strange to say, it
Montville in Waldo county. The capital
times were rife, and who was never arrested
scot river to over 200,000 tons,
is less than two years ago this brand was
stock is $10,000; par value of shares, $100.
in his life, was a prisoner in one of Belfast’s
or harvest.
Feb. 24th, tlie Bel- The officers aud directors are as follows:
placed on the market. The only cigar
churches awhile Sunday, and his wife was
(intracted for all the ice it
President, Irville C. Thurston: Treasurer,
made in Belfast that is stamped “BELincarcerated with him. They went into the I
oid since then large crews have
1 FAST.”
Avery F. Brown; Directors, Irville C. church while the
young people’s meeting
rk cutting and hauling.
On aeThurston, Joseph D. Thurston, Stephen W. was in
not knowing that the ;
progress,
and,
The Churches.
rapidly disappearing sledding, Jones, William V. Brown, Eldeu Burkett,
evening meeting was given up, went up
"ii the lower
bridge and the hills all of Union.
stairs and sat down to wait for the lat^r serThe Junior League of M. E. Church will
d of it, the work was kept up
Shipping Items. Pendleton, Carver & vice. The meeting down stairs closed and
i e Goose River ice is unusually
give a sacred concert at the vestry next
Pearl street, New York,iu a note
the captain and his companion soon began :
i-lanes 28 inches thick. Some of Nichols,140
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock.
to the liookland Opinion, expressing appre- to wouder why no one came up, and
why
>0 inches when taken out and
The Young People’s Christian Union of
ciation of the article in regard to sch. Win.
the lights were not turned on. In a few
'>00 pounds.
The ice is to be
the Universalist Church will hold its second
H. Sumner and her remarkably quick pass- minutes all was still below and the
b>re August and it is expected
worthy annual reception in the vestry to-morrow,
ages, which recently appeared iu that paper, | couple found themselves locked iu.
It was
'it >>f it will be taken
directly
Friday, at eight o’clock P. M., to which they
“We
with
that
Maine
vessels
some
time
before
say:
agree
you
they could attract the invite all their friends.
!->nd
and Maine masters beat the world. We are attention
of
a
passer-by, and some
|
School Piano. The exercises
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,serMaine men, and just a little proud to hail time longer before a key could be found and
u of the High school
to
mon by pastor at 10.45.
piano
Subject, As we
from the Pine Tree State.
We own in and
the prisoners liberated. They did not lose
Belfast were held at the High
Evening at 7 p. m., third lecgrow older.
control quite a number of schooners and courage, however, but went to the Opera
ture in course. Subject, The gaining of an
Friday forenoon. There was a ships, and every one of them has a Maine House and attended the
good citizens’
nice
of pupils and a number
income, and the avoidance of waste and exman for a master.
And there is not a black meeting.
The exercises were opened with
travagance.
sheep among them all. They are hard to
Supper to the City Council. City Sexremarks by the principal, R.
beat in making quick passages, are strictly
The meetnig of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
ton Henry C. Marden gave a complimentary
her winch the following program
honest and honorable, and attend faithfully
in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
banquet to the members of the City Council held
tiled :
and closely to business.
We trust that at the Revere House after the close of the evening at G o’clock. Topic, Opportunities
School
•stillion," Malloy,
when the Opinion has an opportunity to say
to do good : seeing them, using them. John,
"i. of the
City Government meeting last Monday evenpiano,
'Miss Helen Dnuton j a good word for Maine men, it will do so.”
Landlord Jones gave one of his best 4: 5-15; 1 Cor. 1): 19-22. Leader, Mr. Henry
ing.
tor The city,
The firm is composed of Messrs. B. F. PenArchibald. A cordial invitation is extendspreads, and flu* outgoing city fathers made
Norman Wardwell, Esq
ed to all young people.
dleton, B. F. Carver and W. V. Nichols.
over
the
viands
and
with
until
merry
cigars
Impromptu,’' by Schubert,
Sell. Leona arrived Feb. 25th from Portland
Miss Margaret Hazeltiue
Services at the Universalist Church next
past midnight. Following is the
'The opening of the piano,”
with corn for A. A. Howes & Co_Sell.
MENU.
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worPercy Sliorey Yankee Maid arrived Feb. 20 th from WeySt. Julian Soup
ship with sermon at 10:45, followed by Holy
>Hath Not Seen,” from “Holy
Cold Slaw
Queen Olives
Communion. Sunday school at 12:15, inby (Jaul,
School mouth with phosphate and plaster for L. A
Sardines with Lemons
'•. “The Voiceless,”
Kuowlton-Sch. John M. Fiske arrived Westphalia Ham with Jelly
Ox Beef Tongue
stead of the usual hour. Young People’s
Miss Myrtle Mitchell
Feb. 28tli from Portland with corn for L. T. Sirloin of Beef, Dish Gravy
meeting at six o’clock, led by Miss Inez
Prime Rib of Beef, brown Sauce
Duett,
Shales-Sch. James Holmes sailed MonYoung Turkey with Goose Filling,
Hanson. Subject, “Loyalty to Our Church.”
Ethel Barr and Carrie Kingsbury
Sauce
Cranberry
1
day morning with general cargo for Boston.
'Quotations:
Spring Chicken, Oyster Dressing
On successive Monday evenings, beginning
Essie Sanborn,
-Sch. P. M. Bonnie arrived Feb. 25th Fancy Roast of Oysters
Ellis,
with March 8th and continuing until Easter
rrank Wilson,
Cleora Haney.
Spanish Puffs, Brandy Foam Sauce
from Vinalliaven, and while hauling into
Ham Salad
(’ll Stickney,
Orange Triftie
there will be a series of devotional meetings
Emeroy Ginn.
the dock was swung against the wharf by Boiled and Mashed Potatoes
’i
Onions a la Cream
Marion Hayford.
irry Stimpson,
held in the vestry of the Universalist
Mashed Turnip
Hubbard Squash
Corn
-sie Patterson,
sch. Leona’s line and had her bowsprit and
Fred Tucker.
Chow Chow
Worcestershire Sauce
se
Church, the aim being to instruct friends
Harold Sibley,
Richards,
head stays broken. The Leona was anchorTomato Ketchup
Halford Sauce
and outsiders in the fundamental teachings
solo, “Silver Rhine,”
Pickled Cucumbers
Mixed Pickles
ed some distance out in the stream and had
Miss Lizzie Robbins
Assorted Cake Coffee Jelly with Whipped Cream
of the church on the great subject of relig'u1 on, “The
Bananas
Apples
Oranges
Singers,” from Longfellow, a line run to the wharf which was under
ion. The meetings will be of an informal
Tea
Coffee
Milk
Miss Helen Bird
water and Capt. Burgess did not see it until
u ks
to question, and will be made as
by Superintendent F. S. Brick, E. his vessel was forced by it against the wharf.
February Weather. The weather re- nature, open
?
her, R. p. Chase, John R. Dunton,
as possible.
The Bonnie has received a new bowsprit port of L. H. Murch shows the month of helpful
!> S.
Fernald.
Services at the Methodist
Episcopal
nK> “The Men of Harlech,” Welsh,
and is loading for Vinalliaven.The old February to have been not as cold as usual
March 7th, will be
School
ship C. C. Chapman, made over into a barge, and that there was less rain aud snow. Fol- church Sunday morning,
1
Dunton’s address of presentation arrived at Portland
the pastor to the
Monday in tow of the tug lowing is his summary: Mean tempera- as follows: Sermon by
-ry interesting, and included a history
Ice King. She brought 2,400 tons of coal for ture for February, 1897, 25.12°; mean tem- Sunday School at 10:45; Sunday School at
»
teaching of music in the school from the Maine Central-Sch. Olive Pecker is perature for February, 1896, 2150°; mean 12 m.; Junior League meeting at 3 30 p. ra.;
j
beginning to the present time, and the receiving a new foretopmast at Leighton’s temperature for 38 years past, 23 06°; liigh- Epwortb League meeting at G, leader Miss
ri
Is by which the
piano bad been pro- yard, Boston, to replace the one damaged on I est temperature for the month, 44° on the Cleora Haney, Topic, “Missions,” The Call
r"
b
losing with a graceful speech pre- a recent trip from Buenos Ayres for Boston. i 8th day; lowest, 3° above zero on the 16th to the Work ; Children’s aud Young People’s
’'"2 the instrument to the city in the She will be
opened and reclassed-Capt. I day; rain fell on 3 days and snow on 8 days; concert at 7. Tuesday evening at 7.15 a
,iame °f the school.
Mr. Wardwell, as a
Thomas G. Bartlett weut to New York last the amount of show fall was 10 inches; pre- short talk will be given by the pastor, fol•"ember of the school committee, responded Thursday to take command of sch. Charlotte
| cipitation, or rain and melted snow. 2.32 lowed by the usual prayer service. Thursday
•nH,y and happily for the city.
T. Sibley.
inches.
evening class meetings.
i

for Them.
WE SHALL OPEN THIS DAY,
1 Case Mill Samples of
Nottingham Curtain Lace,

We have the

hearing before the Legislative comand shore fisheries, held Feb.
Farmer’s Pride Grange, Lincolnville, will 25th, upon bill an act to repeal the statutory
meet next Monday evening, instead of Satprovision exempting Penobscot Bay and
urday, and will probably change perma- River and Belfast Bay from the weekly
nently to Monday. There will be a ball at close time for salmon, Joseph Williamson of
the Grange hall Thursday
evening, March this city presented the case of the remon4th, with music by Young's orchestra. strants, who numbered over eight hundred.
These dances are well attended and the The committee voted “ought not to pass,”
and this report was accepted by the House
grange is again in a flourishing condition.
On the 2d page ol this ween s Journal will of Representatives without opposition.
;
be found a portrait and sketch of
Chat. Yesterday, March 3, was Ash WedCapt. John
C. Beals, formerly of
Searsport, now of nesday, the beginning of the holy season of
Springfield, Mass., with a cut of the hark Lent_The sign over George A. Quimby’s
Caro, built at Bueksport and commanded by clothing store, Opera House block, was blown
him. Capt. Beals has sent us for examina- down Saturday night and somewhat damtion photographs of the valuable
paintings aged.... It was one year ago last Suuday
in his possession and referred to in the artithat a freshet carried away the bridges_
ele|ou the second page. P. S.;Since this item The cars of the passenger train have returnwas written news has been received of tile ! ed from the repair shop with a new coat of
death of Capt. Beals.
paint aim varnish aim a new sKy-iignt m tne
postal ear... .George T. Read is moving his
Beli astOpera House. Miss Lillian Tucker.

article will appear next week.

Come

SEE OUR DESIGNS BEFORE BUYING.

Erizes

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Feb
27, 1S1I7: Ladies—Miss Nellie Lampher, Miss
Lena M. Sanson, Miss Carrie E. Sherman.
Gentlemen—Mr. Samuel Billings, care Crosby Inn, Mr. Dennie Merritt, Mr. Geo. E.
Koliius, Mr. C. M. Titus.
corporation to be known

Iinrnest'nTimller
s°o fDoou^
$ie

pons from
district in which they
reside Will Enclt receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Pierce
Special bicycle, price$100.00.
The *** Competitors who Rend in the
m
vwexc
Aiaraent Number* of coupons from the district in which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’8 Gold Watch, price $25.
Competitions will Clone the Last Bay of
A!<acn Month during 1897, Coupons eceived too late
lor one month’s competition will be
put into the next.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer's stock will be disqualified.
Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
ut it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
LEVER BROS., Ltd., New York.

The regular session of Probate Court will
be hehl next Wednesday instead of Tuesday,
on account of the absence from town
of
Judge Johnson. Insolvency Court will be
held Wednesday as usual.

A

OVER 6 TONS.OF THESE PAPERS AND 2,000 WINDOW
SHADES RECEIVED FOR THIS SEASON’S TRADE.

wipSta.'

statin*

Papers

RULES

I

O?”Uat0enbc.S’f1^
sheet of paper
Compel-

JONES,

WRAPPF-RR And Window Shades.

Competitors to save as ninny SUNLICHT
1. Every month dnrimr i.vt
U the 4 d,str,ct9
SOAP Wrappers ns they.can collect. Cut
prizes will
nil the top portion or cue It-The 1
Competitor who sends in the
Worst IN timber of

b™awa?dedT/f,!£"•

|
I

&

1897.

$ 400 00

flOOs^igfifLBicjcles^.OOOioO
1,000.00

“$ 25 Gold Watches
Cash and Prizes given each month

CARLE

each month

W. Burkett,

George

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier.

L. A. KNOWLFON, President.

Deposits

Solicited

Mrs. Sarah Putnam, Dixfield; treasurer,
Mrs. Susan Merrick,Waterville ; department
chaplain, Mrs. Clara B. Leavitt, Skowhegan :
Dec. 1S04.
March 5, I*05.
INDIVIDUAL Feb. 2*, 1*04.
July 24, 1*01.
Mrs. Grace E. Howe, Lewiston; Mrs. Sarah
M. Woods, Bangor: Mrs. Mary Wentworth,
DEPOSITS:
$70,4*0.59
$*3,97*.53
$30,353.00
$59,lS0-20
Gotham; Mrs. Annie Cross, Bethel, execuDee. 13, 1*05.
July 11, 1*00.
July II, t *05.
I-Jp^ i”7
tive board; Mrs. Alberta Burnhafu, Bethel;
O
Uvt»!/
9
$100,S3*.17.
$172,003.10
$123,085.58
Mrs. Fiorina Davies, Winthrop; Mrs. Orilla
Ann
Whitcomb, Searsport, Mrs. Mattie
8183,869.99
Cr< ssey, Bethel, delegates to national convention; Mrs. Susan Merry, Waterville, Mrs.
our
to the\Comptroller
sworn
statement*
are
taken
These
from
figures
Julia Libby, Oakland, Mrs. Relief Yeaton,
Oakland, alternates.
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates,
In the evening there was a reception tendered to the Sons of Veterans at Elmwood

.i.i-ri
DEPOSITS ill the IXTRltEST DR!’ V' t r M !•' NT p lyable on I n n l 1- iw iu:-r.-->: ;•
r.
?h draw interior :: >m she ’rs
ary 1st ami July 1st. Deposits during the lirst three days of
s- mritif
of that m nith. This departm mt. *iT ;rs m u-h >jr at
dep< sit >r than S n in*rs Banks, in as
wu
the
much as every deposit is a to in. to t'i>' /• -it:, an all dap ><tts in our u ink are .r.
•.>
amount of our Capital Stork.
burst improvevauit Iku al
This Bank bein^ the latest established Bank m Wald * C<>unrv
an any other
ments in Fire an l Bur.clar-I*r.> >f work, thereby olferin:;•
<!••■’!/ to dep -i:bank in this county.
<ra
A.P -eir b-\ *s are ..
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT ftOXEv
locks, so thev mav he taken to and from the Bank if desired.
-•

by

the delegates, who had been so royally
entertained by them on the previous night.

•*

■

Among the resolutions adopted was one
extending thanks to Mrs. Palmer ami her

associate officers for their
nest efforts in behalf of the

faithful and

ear-

department.

the coming spring a naphtha launch
replace the picturesque scow, propelled
the
by
tide, which has for years done duty
as a ferry boat between West Sullivan and
Hancock. Suitable lendings will he built on
either shore, and there will be a waiting
room on the Sullivan side.
In
will

There has

probably

been

more

infringe-

“Jeweler

on

WEEK, COmENCINli

Monday,
FUNDED,

March 8th,

THE FAVORITE ACTRESS,
.n
•<.

LILLIAN TUCKER,

George C Goodwin & Co.

And her

STATE FACTS.

ALL

own

Company, presenting

CONTINUOlJS~PERFORMANCE.

A

Brown’s Instant Relief is having a very
nicesalewi.ii i. and we hear of no instance
where it has not given

Marvel of the

Century.

Perfect Satisfaction!
GEO. C. GOODWIN &

Wholesale Druggists,

Presenting Edison's Animated Pictures
performance.

I

at

Belfast this

Gaudies,

*

Koasted

Al l. A I' TIIK M)\\

Peanuts,

KST I’ltC KS.

HAYO & WHITE,
Qy

High Street, Belfast.
5

every

Prices, 10, 20 ami 30 cents.
Grand Saturday Matinee.
Seats in advance at City Drug Store.

Eyes
Examined
Free.

further interest there-

in, with the exception of hills due me contracted
before March 1, 1897. These bills must he paid
within thirty days and are payable to me or at the
store.
My friends and customers will please accept my heartfelt thanks for their former patronage, and hoping they will continue tlie same with
the new firm, I am yours truly,
B. F. WELLS, Sr.
Dated

at

THE LITTLE DUCHESS,

certify that I have this day sold ray
stock of goods to WELLS & C<\, the new firm
being comprised of Mrs. B. F. WELLS and B. F.
no

ALL FLAVORS

Pure

Opposite Amreican Express Office.

jyCHANGE OF PLAY NIGHTLY.

to

WELLS, Jr., and 1 have

SWKKI.

Monday evening, the Charming Comedy,

CO.,
Boston. Mas*

A Card.
This is

7

AM)

^CHOICE CHOCOLATES.

The wonderful

MAGNISCOPE,

o

FRF.SII

Freshly

NEW PLAYS
NEW SPECIALTIES.

READ WHAT THEY SAY

the People,"
California Oranges,

HOUSE,

OPERA
ONI!

to

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

75

!£~
YOUR
If it fails to benefit y**i! ‘T-ru;-'* I st-ieOyasdiiv. ti*d
the inside wrapper. Y.y a h-^uie. suld* by ai! deal

••

SAMUEL ADAMS.

the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
cigar than any other brand made in New
England. Did you ever notice how people try to imitate a good thing ?
ments

.,

day, March 1, 1897 —3t9

Mr.

FRED T. CHASE, Graduate

Optician, will give special

<

In every town. Good pay for good men. New
thing needed by every farmer, and endorsed by
the best
State age, experience and give refer

j ence.

Address

6tf

HILL,
Belfast, Me.

M. C.

39 Miller St.

atten-

tion to the scientific examination
of the eyes, and the correct fitting
<d
glasses without charge. We
have a complete stock <d all grades
of Gold and Steel Spectacles and
Eye Glasses at the lowest prices.

HI RAH CHASE &

SON,

Opp. Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

WORLD OF

THE

A Mirror of Fashion for

There

FASHION.

[Our New York Letter.]
is nothing in the world of

indicate hard times.

to

social affairs

are

A LETTER TO WOMEN

Dressy Women.

From Mrs. James Corrigan.
fashion

For seventeen years I have suffered.
Periods were so very painful that I
would have to go to the doctor every
month.
lie said that I had an enlargement of
the womb, and told my husband that X

All the great

being splendidly patron-

ized.

The Grand Opera season at the
Metropolitan has been a brilliant success

from all points of view.
The principal
theatres are better attended than they
were

tional

twelve months ago.
Even the NaCycle Exhibition at the Grand Cen-

tral Palace has drawn out

large

must

undergo an
operation, as 1 had
tumors

j

crowds.

life

Nothing

toilets of tho women, wherever you see
them- -at tin* opera, or theatre, along
Fifth Avenue, Broadway or Twenty-third
street, or at the more exclusive gatherings
in Ait circles.

Speaking

of the latter reminds

me

of

the American Water Color

Society's exhibition at the Academy of Design.
It is
the leading event of the kind here during
the year, and this spring attracts more attention than usual because public interest
lias been stirred up

by

recent

sales of cost-

The private view the other day brought
together some of the best people in town.
of

throng

note 1

saw

richly dressed women of
Ogden Mills, who aspires

Mrs.

succeed Mrs. William Astor

to

of the Foui

Hundred,

and is

heiself

Slate blue broadcloth with

\n

(Mrcmt'lj dapper Tailor-made gown of
sage green and fawn seeded mixture.

leadci

as

w

a

natty little coat trimmed

ith five grey f rogs of

darker shade.

a

an

by Tin-: Na

M;;<le

k

nal

Co., West 23ti Street, New York.

Cloak

expressive face pomp and glitter. Marie Antoinettes fairanywhere. She ly flooded the floor of the Waldorf ball
loom.
The dainty Austrian herself could
is noted for her excellent taste in dress,
always affecting quiet colors in her pri- not have looked lovelier than Mrs. Orme
go. but her
would attract attention

standards

vate gowns.
That afternoon she wore a Wilson did in her Marie Antoinette garb.
Mrs. Wilson, by tlie way, who as every
handsome slate blue broad-cloth skirt, I
plain and pressed as a tailor-built woman bodv knows, was Caroline Astor, is the

invariably

insists on; with

an

natty little coat, tight lit ting
with medium sized

leg

in

open-front
lie back,

leader of the
!

was

a

of

on

stiff double bow

chiffon,

of

She is

aiic.

ais

y<

as

ago

more

cliaimiiig,

was

witli

silver

sequins,

and

wane

wear,

generally

gives
fussy

an

the tailor-made gown. It
w lit re a more

air of distinction

The whole
off with amazing eclat.
wild over it. Nothing so gorge-

went

n

has been

bonnet of

of the

making

a

Lyceum Theatre,

who is

Mrs. Gould

more

ty-

striking

s

was

elaborate; and

even

of its simpliciShe carried the air of early spring iu
on

;

ccount

extremely dapper

tailor-made gown of
a sage green and fawn seeded
mixture,
with a perfectly plain skirt, flaring pretti-

an

ly at the sides and back.

The

jacket

was

closely fitting Eton,

open front, with
double levers reaching down at the waist;
the front rever being carried far enough
below the waist line to form a tab, on
a

which

three handsome buttons.
l'he novelty of the costume was the
belt, which was part of the jacket and
was
biought from the right under-arm
are

seam, going beneath the tabs and hooking
at the left under-arm seam.
By this clever

device,

the coat was kept well in at the
back and sides, giving an

exceptionally
jaunty effect. A stiff bosomed
shirt, long black satin tie, fawn gloves,
and a fancy green straw hat,
fairly smothneat

and

ered in

violets, made up the costume.
Miss Mannering attracted more attention
than some of the best pictures.
She was
an

animated water color herself.
Nelson Wlieatcioft, who has been

ing with Henry Miller in

play“Heartsease,”

has withdrawn from Hie cast to rehearse
for “Spiritisme,” the new play by S.ir-

dou,

about to be

bocker.

only

He is

a

but

$2

teacher of acting. He
is at the head of the Empire Dramatic
an

actor

Libby

Makes

as

it

wa>

for its

Industry.
an

Appeal for It.

a

a

j

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

and Operatic School, and about once a
month gives a pupils’ performance at the i
unless requested.
With The Journal furThe last one was a “professional 1 nis
* Empire.
ing all the local news, and much other
matinee,” to introduce his more advanced matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
students; and it was a rare chance to study supply the news of the world, political and
>

;

the coming spring styles.
The stalls were crowded with

general, with fashions, household science
ami mechanics, literaly and other departfavorites, and Miss Viola Alien was con- ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
it is a very taking combination at $2 a
Just now Miss all,
spicuous among them.
at any time,
|
Allen lias New York at her feet as Renee year. Subscriptions may begin

footlight

De Coc hero ret in “Under the Red Robe,”
that has made a great hit for Charles

now so

blue,

popured and

desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
and if

Frohman, following “Rosemary” at the
The Influence of Hedicines.
Empire. Naturally she was the object of
The idea formerly entertained by the avercuriosity and, as she promenaded in the age person was that medicines acted mysfoyer between the acts, was the cynosure teriously ; exerting a magical kind of power 1
that was not understood, but nevertheless,
of all eyes.
of undoubted potency.
To-day we know
a
woman’s
that
mental
medicines are only useful in supplying
reflection
Many
was,
that which defective constitutions lack.
no doubt: “Well, now7 1 know what to
Science has come into the field of medicine,
buy for my Easter gown.” Miss Allen is and with science has come Angier’s Petrotall and dark, with a figure just plump leum Emulsion, for the rebuilding of weak
or diseased lungs.
Soothing, healing and
enough, a clear white complexion and purifying, it strengthens and rebuilds by
She would not be supplying just the vitalizing and nourishing
eyes of deep blue.
elements needed.
Perfectly agreeable to
picked out for a beauty, as the ordinary take, and aids digestion and bowel action.

of eye:
>

Zipper/runt

Ih Carbonate Soda.
Harm Seed
Clarified Sur/ar
Wintin/recn f '/aror

(
j

bottle:

J

Aperfect Remedy forConslipa

lion Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions, Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

Lermond; piano solo, “The Last Waltz,"
P». Googms; dismission, “Resolved,
That the Crusades were harmful to Europe,”
affirmative, Jessie Kail, negative, Nettie
Haney; declamation, Kathleen Buckley;
vocal solo, Alice Forsyth; paper, •‘Eulalia,” Editresses, Florence Stover, Alice
Forsyth. The officers of the society are:
President, Grace Nichols; Vice President,
Jessie Hall; Secretary, Susan Googins;
Treasurer, Elizabeth Clary. The ushers
are Alice MeKeuny, Edna Grinnell, Ethel
Conant, Elizabeth Clary.

j

Susan

Tac Sinvle Signature of

:

Cnstoria in put
I
A
1
sold in t
.1- v
or
yon anything cl » n
is just as go«u and “w.'.l an -,
pose." ^ ’Sce tkut you get C-A’•

•>

is not

EXACT

CCPTOF WRAPPER,

Correspondence.
Register

Southwest Harbor, Feb. 22, 1897. Johnnie Allen, a lad some 12 years of
age, who
has been making bis home with Mr. L. A.
Clark’ in this place, he having no home, has
been detected in breakiug open letters belonging to James Parker, which were in-

boy’s care to be mailed at the
post office, and taking the checks and trying
to pass them. It is reported that he will be
sent to the reform school.
The steamer Merryconeag lias begun to
make her trips here every Saturday, which

Vessels.

Abominable
Catarrli

phia

for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
1 for New York.
Daniel Barnes. O C Arpe. sailed from
Zanzibar Dee 4 for Singapore to load for New
York or Boston.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore; passed
Anjer Dee If*
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Sbanghae Jan M lor li.olo and Delaware
Break water.
Emily Rood, D C Nidiol*, sailed from
Now York Nov 1M for Japan; spoken Do.
2M, lat. 22 S. Ion. M2 W.
Gov kobie, Nichols, sailed from Now York
Dee .-> for Melbourne.
Great Admiral. Rowoll, at Marseilles Jan
2M, to load for Now York.
Henry B Hyoo, Senhner, arriv od ;ti Hon.
lulu Jan l.j from San Francisoo for N York.
J osep 11 w s, P R Gilkoy, v Now York Jan
2‘J for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing. J N Pondloton, sailod
from Newcastle N S \S Feh 24 for llong

Kong Jan

much appreciated.
Miss Milliceut Temple and Mr. Samuel
Randall, who have been attending the High
school this winter, taught by Mr W. W. A.

are

Jam-Killer

JamKiller
Cramps,

NOTICE.

Licensed Auctioneer,

Water

SHIPS.

trusted to the

H. H. LAMSON,

Deep

of

Abner Coburn, J P Butnam, arrived at
New York Feh 1 from Hiogo.
A G Hopes. Daivd Rivers, arrived at New
York Fei) 11 from San Francisco.
A .J Fuller, '1' P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oet MO, from Philadel-

■

To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price £1 a year) will be sent, one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent

produced at the Knickervery busy man, and not

Miss Hildegarde Hawthorne, daughter
of Julian Hawthorne, contributes to the
March number of Harper’s Magazine a
short story in the mystical vein of her
celebrated grandfather.

WRAPP

Kcape of Old DrSAM EL PITCHER
Pumpkin Sped

j

ON TE

IS

d/x Senna
PocUlL Suits
druse Surf

jess;

remarkable for for-

Libby of Waterville wrote the
(ongressional ways and means committee
that he has sold in the liiighton markets
during the last 35 years over
IKK),000
sheep, it having been his life business to
ship live stock to the Brighton markets
lie wrote that
from the .State of Maine.
he is also an owner in three ranches in
Montana, on which there are aow 40,000
sheep. “As sheep and lambs occupy such
a close place in their interests to the human race,” wrote Mr. Libby, “deepstudy
should be exercised by your committee in
protecting these doubly useful animals,
It is conceded that sheep’s wool makes the
best and most perfect covering for the human race, and their flesh tlie most healthful and palatable meat consumed.
These
leading ideas certainly cnll for an increase
instead of a decrease of these very valuable animals.”
Jn the course of his letter Mr. Libby
states that the number of sheep in the
country has decreased from 50,000,000 in
1890 to 35,000,000 at the present time.
Mr. Libby says at the present rate of decrease it will not be long before mutton
will be too scarce and too high to come to
the table of the wage earner.
Another
idea he calls attention to is that sheep,
which are in demand in other countries,
can
be fattened on our grain, which
makes another demand to relieve the overloaded granaries of the West.
He says that no man can produce wool
at a profit in the United States at less
than 50 cents per pound on a scoured basis, and that the present low prices for
wool has completely depopulated New
England of these heretofore money-making animals, and the western sheep raiser
has learned the bankrupt lawr of this
country. Mr. Libby favored a duty of 15
cents a pound on wool.

very fine impression here in the
theatrical world. Her dress was as simple
as

as

Mr. L C.

Close behind Mrs. Gould—and iu strong
contrast to her—came Miss Mary Mannering, the young and beautiful new leading
woman

was

Our Sheep
Mr. I. r,

turquoise blue velvet, and lace.

sum-

!

j

costume

gotten designs revived

small

a

sixteen

has
its usual colored frontispiece, numerous
much
and
and
entertaining
illustrations,
Estes & Lauriat,
instructive matter.
publishers, Boston.

a

nor Mineral.

Not Narcotic.

Olga Nethersole, tlie.actress, has turned her attention to writing, and will give
advice of a practical nature to “The Girl
were expelled from school last week
Who Aspires to Elocution.”
Her contri- Heath,
fronted.
The revers, pockets and bottom !
bution will appear in an early issue of for playing euchre iu the school room durof the jacket, which was rounded at the The Ladies’ Home Journal.
ing school hours.
Mr. Clark Hopkins, w! o has been to the
And :
corners, had two rows of stitching.
In Harpers Magazine for March, Join harmony with this, she wore a plain seph William Collins has many things of Marine Hospital, Portland, during the winblue silk shirt waist, with white linen col- interest to say concerning the decadence ter to have his knee treated, has returned
of one of the most picturesque and adhome without
much benefit from
lar and a blue W indsor bow.
Nothing venturesome of American trades,the deep- the treatment. receiving
could have looked sweeter or more girlish. sea fisheries of New England. IncidentalMiss Mamie Spurting and brother of CranThe hat was rough blue straw, of the sail- ly he treats of the development of the canand packing industries, which have berry Island are attending the High school
ning
or pattern,
with large rosettes of green
told so severely against, the sale of salted here.
incline at each side, out of which blue cod and mackerel.
The article is illusA chapter <>f the Eastern Star has been
wings stuck deliantiy. She wore one of trated by Carlton T. Chapman.
organized here and is meeting at the Ma( aptain .Mahan,
the new green leather belts.
who recently spoke sonic Hall.
Foliowing are the officers: E.
with approval of the strengthening of the Webster
Violets aie more than ever iu vogue.
French, W. P. ; Mrs. Clias. E. StanAmerican navy during the past few years,
Futile hat brims are made of them.
ley, W. M.; Mrs. Henry Tracey, W. A. M.;
finds in the enforcement hy this country
Jewelled belts of every description are to of the M*mroe Doctrine, which he thinks Miss Blanche Brown, Freas. ; Mrs. l)r. L tMrs. W. R Keene, e< uiductorbe worn this spring. Gonsuelo Vanderbilt, may tend to complications with the Eu- j mout, Secy.;
ess: Mrs. Jennie Deliver, Asst. Conductora new and strong arguropean
powers,
Duchess of Marlborough, set this fashion
ment for strengthening it still further. To
Charles E. Stanley, ( Imp.; Mrs. Geo.
last season in London. There was a superb the March number of
Harper’s Magazine H. Gilley, Warden; Amos S. Brown, Outhe
article
contributes an
display of tlu se at the liradley-Martin !
suggesting a plan side Sentinel.
for defence by sea, which will doubtless
ball.
The Life Saving Station at Islesford has
be widely read and discussed.
had but one shipwreck this winter thus far,
W eekly ol February 27th conHarper’s
Compulsory Pilotage or Piracy.
tains two notable .features, in elaborate that of the English schooner which recently
descriptions and illustrations of the Con- went ashore near Baker's Island Light,
Our readers, the seafarers specially, will
gressional Library at Washington, and in loaded with grindstones. Every one is now
recall the arguments of Capt. John W. Kane
j an article by Thomas Campbell Copeland possessor of a grindstone, although there are
against compulsory pilotage, and we give
(unavoidably postponed from the previ- a goodly number of very large stones still in
below the protest of another shipmaster. ous
issue), giving a complete analysis of the hold.
During a recent heavy storm the
( apt Benjamin T. Howes writes from Phil- the vote hy counties at the late Presidenwreck was carried still further over the bar
adelphia, to tbeeditor of the N. Y. Maritime tial election, accompanied by a page of
tables and a full-page map graphically through Mr. Clias. Gilley’s tish weir, damagRegister:
Schooner Henry Lippitt, under my com- portraying the general results in each ing it about SI00.
mand, arrived here Jan. (5th, 1897, from State, especially with reference to the
Demerara. 1 needed no pilot and none of- Democratic anti-Bryan vote.
A Case he Knew: “I see in a recent book
fered their services; took a tug boat eighA feature of the Bound Table of Feb- the idea is put forth that mankind sang beteen miles off shore and towed to the
city. ruary 2:]d is the first instalment of a new fore it talked. What do
To my astonishment the Pilot Association
you think of it?” I
serial, “The Painted Desert,” a story of “Don’t
here sent in a bill for pilotage, #75 (X), they
know, but there is a fellow in >ur
the
Bad
Lands
of
Kirk
MonArizona, by
claiming a pilot boat was in sight, showing
block who is going to sing just before he
a Hag when my vessel
passed in by the roe, oue of the most popular of AmeriThis
number dies, some time, unless he quits howling
Capes. I consulted a marine lawyer and he can writers for boys.
said as the Pilot Laws now stood in Peun- includes also two short stories,
“Artiu, popular songs.” [Cincinnati Commercial
sylvana, vessels are obliged to stop and the Kurd,” by G. B. Burgin, and an in- Tribune.
wait fora Pilot if one was in sight, or in
cident of the late war between China and
other words a tlag by day or a light by night
articles
on
“Hunting Grisly
constitutes speaking a vessel with the pilots ; Japan;
Bears,” by Caspar W. Whitney, and on
all vessels have to wait or pay full pilotage.
“The
a
of
If such laws can be enforced against our
Inauguration
President,” by A.
Merchant Marine, its about time to give up Maurice Low, and a poem on Washingtbe struggle and sell what few ships we
ton’s Birthday, by Mrs. Margaret E.
have left in foreign trade for coal barges.
Sangster.
r
(PERRY DAVIS'.)
We read of piracy in the olden times, but
r A Sure end Safe Remedy la
there are craft’s cruising off all our ports
Holding fast to its literary traditions,
with Hags Hying saying to free born Ameri- the Atlantic Monthly for March contains,
r
every case and every kind
besides fiction, travel, reviews, and remicans and their property “Ye shall not enter
here.”
r
of Bowel Complaint Is
niscences, five articles on subjects of the
greatest public importance and timePowers* Hall, Pittsfield.
liness,—John Fiske’s comprehensive discussion of the Arbitration Treaty; WoodMonday afternoon, Feb. 22nd, the exer- row Wilson’s review of Mr. Clevt land’s
cises of dedication of Powers’ Hall, the new
and an estimate of him as
auditorium of the Maine Central Institute, politicle career,
This Is a true statement and
President; Professor Hadley’s clear statePittsfield, were begun. Governor Powers is ment
of
the
it can’t be made too strong
good and evil of trusts and
an alumnus of the Institute and subscribed
S3,000 towards the completion of the hall. It monopolies; Mr. Francis C. Lowell’s aror too emphatic.
ticle on the causes of the decline of legwas named after him, and he and his military staff were at Pittsfield to attend the islative bodies and some remedies; and a
It is a simple, safe and quick
dedication, which began at 2 p. m. Follow- true scholar’s explanation, by Mr. Irving
ing is the program:
cure for
Babbitt, of Harvard, of the right place
Bowdoin College orchestraMusic,
and use of the classics,—a defense of litRev. S. C. Whitcomb, Bangor*
Prayer,
Rheumatism,
Cough,
erature against the philologiaus.
Bowdoin quartette*
Music,
Colds, Neuralgia,
Colic,
Dedicatory address,
The Century for March is styled an “InRev. Roscoe Nelson, Connecticut, class of '93.
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
auguration Number,” and contains sever‘iov. Powers.
Response,
al features relating to the city of WashMusic,
Quartette.
Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.
of
committee,
Report
building
ington. The frontispieces are three porMiss Carrie E. I.ibby, '83.
traits from photographs by Cox specially
Original poem,
Keep It by you. Beware of
Alma P. Hayden, Haverhill, Mass '75.
taken for The Century—two of Major Mej
MissAddie Welch.’95.
Imitations. Buy only the
Reading,
Kinley and one of President Cleveland, j
Solo,
Mrs. Jennie L. Porter, Pittsfield.
Those of Mr. M« Kinley, taken December
Fivt -minute speeches.
Genuine—Perry Davis’.
Osh and 10th, show him in profile and in ;
Bowdoin quartette.
Music,
Sold Everywhere.
After the exercises the alumni held a full face, and are agreeable and vigorous.
meeting at the Institute and preparations I The profile brings out strongly the resemwere made for the grand reception in the
blance to Webster which has been so often
evening. This reception was given to the remarked. The one of President Clevegovernor and his staff by the citizens of land
gives a very interesting view of the
Pittsfield, and was a brilliant affair. Mrs.
Powers attended with her husband. The President at his desk, November 23, 180(5.
These
portraits accompany the opening To Whom it May Coxckkn
Bowdoin glee and mandolin club, and the
Whereas, several clergymen of the city have enarticle of the number, “Our Fellow-CitiBowdoin orchestra furnished music.
tered their earnest protest against fast driving or
zen of the White House,” in which Mr.
on Northport avenue on the Sabbath, allegracing
The Discovery Saved Ills Life.
C. C. Buel sets forth, in an authoritative ing that large numbers of people congregate to
Mr. G. Caillouette,
Druggist, Beavers- and entertaining manner, the official life witness said racing, to the great detriment of
moral and religious interests, and in violation of
ville, 111., says :“To Dr. King’s New Dis- of the President, social as well as politi- the
law.
I was taken wTith Lacovery I owe my life.
The paper is illustrated by numercal.
Therefore, I most earnestly and respectfully reGrippe and tried all the physicians for miles ous
made at the White quest the citizens of Belfast lo refrain from fast
recently
pictures
but
of
no
avail
and
was
about,
given up and
driving on the Sabbath, within the city limits.
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s House. Another Washington feature conI trust that this request will be regarded and
thus prevent me being compelled to order the
New Discovery in my store I sent for a bot- cerns “The Nation’s Library,” which is
tle and began its use and from the first dose the subject of articles by the Librarian, arrest of respected citizens.
notice is not to be considered as applying
began to get better, and after using three Mr. Spofford, and Mr. William A. Coffin, toThis
those who drive at ordinary rate of speed, but
bottles was p An l about again. It is worth the art
critic, and is impressively illus- to those who might use the street as a race course
its weight in gmd. We won’t keep store or trated
by drawings and reproductions of on the Sabbath.
house without it.” Get a free trial at KilE. F. HANSON, Mayor.
(Signed)
decorations in the Library, being the most
gore & Wilson's City Drug Store.
complete account on the subject yet printed.
A third paper, by J. B. Bishop, reRHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
counts “Inauguration Scenes and InciCure”
for
Rheumatism
and
Neudents”
of the past, and is attractively il“Mystic
ralgia radically cures iu 1 to 3 days. Its lustrated with pictures relating to the inaction upon the system is remarkable and
auguration of Jackson, William Henry
mysterious. It removes at once the cause Harrisou, Polk and Buchanan. There are
and the disease immediately disappears.
an appreciative
The first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents. also editorial articles of
tf7
P. O. ADDRESS,
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Bel- character on the outgoing and incoming
Presidents.
fast.
FREEDOM, MAINE.
Iy8.

the collection

sequins with three gray tips.
Over her arm she carried a Huffy little
shoulder cape—a combination of black,

perhaps

was

Opium,Morphine

tine program was rendered, each part
being given in an excellent manner. The
various numbers were: March; invocation;
reading of records; essay, Chivalry," Rosa

Mt. Desert

r;r

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful
and Rcst.Contains neither

very

Notes.

SiGNAT'UR-OF-

ness

who set the styles for the profession, don for promenade and afternoon

the old-time fashion plates in the
public libraiies <>i the city weie ransacked for models for unique costumes; and

a

season.

AYege tabic Preparation for As

similating iheFood and Rc? ula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

mixture of

All

reception toilet of pearl gray
moire-velour, the entile bodice covered
in

was

lyn, N. Y.; Sergt. Maj. Ralph W. Chandler,
Macliias; Orderly, Jas. A. Smith, Ashland,
aud privates, Jas. N. Carter, Pembroke;
Harry M. Levenseller, Eddington; Isaac
Libby, Oxbow ; Daniel E. Carey, Montville;
Kelsey S. Ordway, Patten; Wm. L. Wentworth. Ashland; Fred W. Hinckley, Milltown; Irving E Pendleton, Searsport; Clias.
E. Blodgett, Penobscot; Louis F. Farmer,
Verona; Henry L. Chandler, Macliias; Melville F. Francis, Friendship; Henry A.
Buck, Leo. S. Heywood, Connor A. Perkins
aud Walter H. Eldredge of Bucksport.
The Eulaliau society held a public meeting at the Franklin street vestry February
19th. There was a large attendance and a

THE

FAC-S1MILE

stylish

present on that occasion and made up
lier mind to surpass it.
And surpass it

the Edith Kingdon of Daiy’s
Could was exquisitely

miss of

it

THAT

lar—a

was

ten

of the

as

green, checked off with a smothered
white line.
The skirt fell to the boot
tops, and the coat was short and open-

matronly, but she did.

than slit*

beginning

society fad

commissioned officers were all in line.
The marching and the manual of arms were
under direction of Col. La Gross, Lieut. Col.
Ball and Capt. Haney. The students were
the

large checks

English beauty, the Countess of Warwick, better known to Americans as Lady
Brooke, and the especial favoiite «>t the
Mis. Bradley-Martin
Prince of Wales.

Mrs.

company.

gowned

tiifie

a

iiu.‘ less

nolle

the

a

SEE

cloth in

It outseen here for years.
the famous costume ball given at
Warwick Castle two winters ago by the

i’11*i gmiid look.eg dame was 31 ]s.
C'.jg. Gould, wife of tlie miilii-milliou-

and

Alpha Publishing Co., Boston..
The February number of Chatterbox

much of

!

coarse

shone

Av

News

tinues

as

entertain-

eye follow her with envy.
In fact, most of the well-known act-

ous

opera singer was resplendent in two tones
of red, as only a French women and a
Calve »■ ■■»111 d combine them.

Literary

an

Emery Hall, Wednesday evening,
Feb. 17th, aud delighted a large audience.
The membership of the battalion was
represented upon the floor by the staff
officers,
the commissioned officers and a picked
The saber
squad of seventeen privates.
drill was conducted by Col. La Gross, and
uient at

in profusion, and her frock was noticeble for its jaunty air. It was of the new

tow

enthusiastic patroness of the brush. Mme.
Emma Calve was there.
The celebrated

her in the centre

Seminary.

heavily stitched, and a huge picture hat
completed an outfit that made many an

came

!-y Tin: Naiioal Cloak C«-.. West ‘23d
Street, New York.

saw

mers, who attracted general attention.
Her fair hair hung loosely over her ears

would go unnoticed.
The Bradley-Martin fancy dress ball

M fie

1

The January numbers of Little Men and
Women and Babyland area little late, but
have lost none of their attractiveness.

beautiful

held in

resses.

and green, checked
smothered line of white.

matinees.

Among the girls of her party

the centre by a diamond buckle,
place
White gloves
was worn at the throat.

a

to

a

Daly's. This pretty Japanese musical
comedy is the best thing in town and conat

in

Stylish mixture of blue, red

of the Four

at

On this were
with a very pretty effect.
She
five gray frogs of a darker shade.
wore a soft blouse front of cream chiffon,
with strips of cream lace insertion let in.
A

set

group of bewitchinglv pretty young
misses last week at a “Geisha” matinee

single

each side running from the shoulder and making it cling closer to the waist

dart

youthful

Hundred, and delights to chaperone young

girls

of mutton sleeves.

The feature of the coat

off with

!

spells, backache all the
time, terrible pain in my left side, chills,
loss of appetite, and could not sleep
nights. After taking several bottles of
Lydia L. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, some Liver Pills, and using your
Sanative Wash, 1 recovered.
I can eat well, and every one that
sees me tells me I am a different person.
1 can do all my own work, sleep
well and feel well.
I am growing
stronger every day, and am able to go
out and enjoy a walk and not feel all
tired out when I return, as I used to 1
doctored for sixteen years, and in all
those years I did not feel as well as 1 do
at the present time.
I wish that every
woman that is troubled as I was, would
try that medicine. Oh! it is so good
to feel well, and it is all owing to Mrs.
Pinkham’s kind advice and medicine
—Mrs. James Corrigan, ~S4 Center St.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

throphist.

a

/

vomiting

ly } ivate olleetious, like that of Marshall
O. Roberts, the millionaire and philan-

In

or

Conference

The “Oak Hill Cadets” gave

represented by Albert Toothaker, Searsmont, Major; Jos. C. Chase, Bucksport,
Adjt.; Captains, Oramel E. Haney, Penobscot and George Louis Bradlee, Rockland;
Lieutenants, Thos. W. Fessenden, Fort Fairfield, Win. H. Hall, Belfast, Charles C.
Rowe, Masardis; Lester C. Gilman, Brook-

X was operated upon
twice, but it /
did not seem I
to do me any 1$
good, it made
me very weak.
I was troubled
with the leucorrhoea a
great deal.
I also suffered with the
sick headache,

the

as

of
death.

case

was a

depend

for their support.
shows this so strikingly

the

womb, and it

If there is any lack of money it is not
noticeable among those upon whom such
functions

in

East Maine

j

It is not reasonable to ecured of any disease, n<
constant and perseveri?..
ment, when that treatn.gether misdirected, and
bly reach tlie trouble.
This explains why th>
with catarrh meet with

couragemeut. Though

t!.-

take the usual treatment
sprays, washes, etc., and
the summer without muas soon as cold weatlu.
find themselves more linn!
of thedise;-han ever
could hardly be expected
treatin. nt had be.
g:ve
Any one whc ha> it.:
with catari'll will r<
is one of the m->st obstir;
it is ft-sy to see, tit ".vi-ir

Kong,

saih l from
May Flint, E :» P
San Fram isc Jan 24 for Honolulu and N. vv
York.
Pur.tan, A N Pdam-hard, sailed fnm San

deep-seated,

andtliatn.

y r ... lies t
the slightest effect tipkin1 \vn v. re
r e;:
remed'
tie w’dcli c"~
t lie
e
the di.i »
and forees it fr- -:il t
remedy is S. S. S. (Sv

:

mere

21 lor Hail.
Franoisc. N•
Reaper, t) C Young, arrived a! NVwimsW
tle N S
about Fob !M from Tagal I
Honolulu and New York.
R R Thomas, F G Nirhois, said'.I from
tml i;..st
Hong Kong J .i: 1M j.1
S.u-liem.ll i' l.au-aster, sailed from H >ug
Kong Jan M !'• New York
S D Car tot on. Amshuiw
Hot.g K.uig h
New York; pass*-tl St Holotia nr:
:
l.oi 'R
St Nicholas, t !• Carvel*, sa;.ed Iron: s, .title Foh l«i tor San Francisco..
State of Maine, 11 G t urtis, arrived at
Shanghac Foh h". from New York.
Tiliie. E Starlmck, Ebon Curtis, arrived at
Now York hon g from Bermuda, to iepa;i
Wm 11 Macs, Amsbury, sn od fi an Now
York Dot ;il tor Sail Fr.itn isn.•; spoken No\
20, lat 7 50 N, ion M2 H) W.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 pond letoo, am
ed at New York 1 ebb from Hong Kong
W
J Rotoh, Sewali C l.ancastor, Hong
Hong for New \ oik. passed Anjer Do. 20

~

■,

BARKS.

Adam W

Spies,

Singapore Dee
jer 1 >ec 27.

CN Mt-y*-rs,
11 for New York;

sm•

ird from

passed An

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Montevideo dan 20 for New York.
Carrie l, Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Savannah Feha from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
York Dec IP for Port Natal
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
for N e \v York.
EvieKeed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Feb 7 from Montevideo.
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Port Townsend Feb P for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas Dec P for Pernambuco
and New York
iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb IP fur Honolulu and Hong lvoiig.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers. \V m Meyers, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Feb lb for Pernambuco.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Jan 22
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 31 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Amsterdam Feb lb for Surinam: passed
Deal Feb 22.
Rose Innis, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Santos Jan 27 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Gar-

1.

<.

u<

■

!

\\

a

Atlanta, <ia., suite red n*m
catarrli. lie say s :
“I at tirst thought I had.
cold, and didn't give n:
tion to the obstructions
and throat.
This soon bee.
able, and began to so incrne, that I applied for tr-.a*:
was given the usual local ay
i
of sprays, washes, etc. The in
effect of the treatment was
me, but only for a short time
plication, and I could eas v
the disease was growing w
ily, and seemed to grow deep-’
my lungs; my nose and tin
constantly choked up, so tit .1
all the time hawking and sph
to add to it all, the disease
very offensive. I was unable .<
much sleep, being compelled
constantly during the nigh:.
ray throat and keep from cl i.
“I tried various treatments
relief, as none of the inedi. into reach the disease.
Final
one recommended S. S. S.. an
I had finished one bottle, I f< a
I continued the medicine, and
me permanently. I truly belie-,
is the only cure for catarrh,
abominable of all diseases.”

ontolo-from Sourabaya.

St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Barbadoes
Feb 24 from Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Boston Feb 17 from Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord,
New York Feb P for Montevideo.

I

Mr. H. P. Cook.
Mr. it

sailed from

SCHOONERS.

S.

c?.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York Feb 11 from Deiuerara.
Hattie McG Buck, II F Spmw 1, arrived
at Portsmouth, N 11, Dec P from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Fernamliiia Feb 23 f>u* Boston.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, sailed from
Brunswick Feb 22 for Bust,on
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boston Dec H) for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from \Yilmiugton, N C, Jan. 22 for Port Spain, Trimdad
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Jan 27 from Darien.
R F Pettigrew Morse, sailed from Boston
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R \V Hopkins, Hieliborn, arrived at Ciennfegos prior to Feb 1 from Baltimore.
Sallie l’On, W H West, arrived at Buenos
Ayres Dec 31 from Annapolis, N. S.
Tufa, A S Wilson, arrived at Mobile Feb 1
from New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Havana Feb (i from New York.

S.

is

unlike

all

<

tin

remedies, because it is me
mere tonic, and lt<>cs dinseat of all blood diseases, an.
most aggravated c;i^'s of C

tarrli. Kheumatism, 1-V.n
P.lood Poi r

n

Contagious
is 11n

Purely Vegeta

l

Books on blood and skin
will bom led free to any aSwift Specific Co., Atlanta,
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Hot

Kingman, art editor of the New
England Magazine, was in Bangor recently, and secured views to illustrate an his-

Water

Bottles

W. F.

SYRINGES,

torical and descriptive article on Bangor,
written by E. M. Blaudiug, editor of the
The article will apIndustrial Journal.
pear in one of the spring issues of the

Etc

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & C

magazine.

House for Sale

“I contracted a severe cold from wet and |
Doctors
Bronchitis followed.
exposure.
A story ami a halt house, pleasant'
failed to relieve me. Several of the members of my family had died of consumption, tine view ol Belfast hay; ten rooms .1
and 1 thought I was doomed. Dr. Wood's line cellar, city water in house; nice garO'
good cultivation, apple, pear. plum. st;.>
Norway Pine Syrup brought instant relief 1 etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. Unger, Union Corand perfect cure.”
Dll "
M. t
uer, Northumberland Co., Pa.
Or C. B HALL, Main St., Belfast.

j
j

j
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‘A man receives power and knowledge
from his time in the degree in which he
sutlers it to enlarge ami vitalize him; he
loses power and knowledge in the degree in which lie suffers it to limit his
vision and confine his interests.
“The Time Spirit is the greatest of all
teachers so long as it is the interpreter of
the Eternal Spirit; it is the most fallible
and misleading of teachers when it atThe imprestempts to speak for itself.
s'!' >n which lie day makes upon us needs t *
be tested by the impression which we receive from the year; the
judgment of a
decade must be corrected by the jmlgmeat of a century. To get even a glimpse
of the character and meaning of our own
time, we must, therefore, see it in its relation to all time; to master any study we
must see it in its true historical relations.
“History is full of corrections for the
mistaken judgments of the hour; and
from the hate or adoration of contemporaries the wise man turns to the clearsighted and inexorable judgment of posterity. In the far-seeing vision of a trained intelligence the hour is never detached
from the day, or the day from the year,
and the year is always held in its place in
the century. Such a man sees the crown
shining above the cross and afar off his
ear notes the final crash of that which at
the moment seems to carry with it the assurance of eternal duration.
He corrects
the teaching of the Time Spirit by constant reference to the Eternal Spirit, imparted in the long training and the wide
revelations of history."

Eulogistic words are out of place in recording such a work as this of Miss
Dyer’s—so generously and quietly performed for the larger life of women, and
the ultimate good comradeship and good
citizenship of intelligent men and women.
As one pauses to realize what this selfsupporting lady, with no home of her
own to call into service, has
accomplished
in a great
city by reaching forth such
hands of helpfulness to lonely, homesick
girls, thus saving them many a dire temptation, we are sobered by feeling how
much we have, surely, neglected in the
smaller opportunities of service that have
passed on, perhaps, entirely unrecognized.
Society women are not the leaders in the
demand for better morals and higher education in American life, but to the
working woman must be ascribed the
honor of advance work in the demand for
an all-around education.
To Miss Dyer the Christian women of
>.ew England—especially the
mothers,
whose girls she has loved and labored to
lead to a larger, truer womanhood—are
eager to accord the Master's loving benediction:
“She hath done what she
could."
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She Found Dr. Greene’s Nervura the Sure
Restorer of Health, Energy and Strength.
The Remedy All Should Use in the Spring.

A
There

Pilot
was

For
a

an

Emergency.

party aboard the boat aud

the members were telling stories about
civil service reform.
Everybody had told
of some preposterous questions
except the
old salt at the wheel,
lie had puffed his
clay pipe in silence aud listened. There
was a moment or two of
quiet after the
last story, and the old salt spoke
up.
“Never he-erd o’eivil service

regarding’

th’ pilotin’ business, didja?” lie demanded.
“Never did,” said two or three of the
party.
“Well, we got it,” said the old salt;
“got it had, too. You fellers been talkin’
about fool questions, what d’ja think o’
this here one that was‘asked me when I
war up t’
pass.
They says t’ me, they
“Now assume there war a
says:
fog
thicker*n any fog there ever was,’
they
says;” n’ surposin you war iu command ’n’
you suddint he-erd a whistle dead ahead,’
they says, ‘TT then,’ they says, ‘you heerd a whistle on starbbord bow 'u' then
you be-erd a whistle on your port quarter
u' then you heel'd a whistle on
your
starboard quarter '11' then you he-erd a
whistle dead astern,’ they says, ’n’
you
couldn’t see nothing,’ what wouldja do?’

they says.”

The old salt puffed at his pipe and
gave
the wheel a couple of twists.
Everybody
was silent.
The old salt puffed a full
minute before he said a word.
Then he
asked:
“D'ye know what 1 said to ’em?” He
took two more puffs and made some remarks about the wind and the possibility
of reaching the city in two hours.
Finally be asked again; ’D’ye know what I said
to ’em?”
“What did you say?" asked one man.
“I says to’em,” said the old salt:
“I
says to em, ‘I’d go below,’ I says, ‘n’
cuss,’ 1 says, ‘caus I don’t think 1 could
do nothing better under them circumstances,’ I says, ‘n’ d’ye know they marked me a hundred fur that answer t’
that there fool question.
That’s what
they done. They says that’s the only
thing a sensible man could do under the
circumstances, they says.” [New York
Sun.
Burklen’s

A mini

Naive.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rlieuui, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Riles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 25 cents
money refunded.
For sale by Kilgore ft Wilson.

per box
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lie blockade of Buenos Ayres
clipper bark laden with flour was titted out at Boston with the express purpose of running in.
The late Augustus
Il -menway was her supercargo.
After a
led...us voyage she arrived off Buenos
Ayres, and found the blockade too close
to run in. and was compelled to cruise off
and on, waning for a chance in her favor.
While thus lazily recommitting, she spoke
a vessel iron
Valparaiso, which reported
a ta.mine the.re.
Mr. llemenway at once
decided to try Valparaiso.
The captain
hesitated; he said bis vessel was not
adapted to double Cape Horn in the dead
of winter; bur young Hemetiway assumed
the entire responsibility, and the captain
yielded. She bad a favorable slant round
the Horn, and reached Valparaiso in safety, where her cargo was sold at high
prices The Chilians were so grateful for
the timely relief that they loaded the
bark as deep as she could safely swim
with copper ore, and all concerned in the
venture made a fortune.
Later, Mr.
He men way opened a trade with Valparaiso in copper, wool, nitrate, etc.,
by
which he became one of the richest men
in Boston.
[Harpers’ K >uncl Table.

During

Maine Matters.
Joshua G. Rich,
the well known veteran hunter and
trapper, died at his home in Bethel Feb. 17th.
Mr. Rich had been in poor health t.-r a
long time, being subject to a serious heart
trouble. He was about 77 years old. For
many years lie lived in the Rangel ey
Lake region, when that section was an
unbroken wilderness.
For several years
past he lias lived in Bethel, where lie has
done a very successful pension business.
He had been a trial justice for some tinn-.
He leaves a widow and several
grown-up
children.Ernest Wood, tlie guide who
is accused of killing his fellow guide, Herbert Burnham, on the north branch of the
Penobscot river, above Moosehead lake,
has been located in a camp in the Moosehead lake region, and will no doubt be arrested.Dr. E. A. Thompson of Dover
has offered a building for a library costing not less than $5,000 and to endow the
library with $10,000 if the town will purchase a lot. Steps to incorporate a library association have been taken, and the
town will probably accept the proposition, but nothing definite can be done till
the holding of a town meeting this
month.It has been decided not to hold
any annual convention of the State Letter
Carriers’
Association this year.Fly
Rod’s log cabin being built in the woods
at Ebeme for the purpose of the Spoilsman’s Exposition at New
York this
month has been named by Mrs. F. E.

Boothby

of

|

TEA. COFFEE AND NERVES.

1

Everybody in England drinks tea; morning,
; noon and night, and nervous diseases are consequently on the increase there. In this country we
drink more coffee than the English do. with plenty
of tea besides; and nervous diseases are on the

a

increase here too. Both these universal beverages are bail. They break down the health of
hal ituating people to the effects of the poisonous
principles they contain. Tl •* recent introdu tion
of Grain-O, the new food-drink, de-igned to take
the place of coffee ,ami why not te r.’ is the beginning of a needed reform, Grain () is made
in pure grains, is harmless,
nutritious, palatable. good for youi g ami old, and rhctip; onefourth the cost ot coffee. Try it fairlv and vou
will drink no more coffee; and have better
rest
and sounder health as one of the rewards.
Packages luc. and 2f>c. of any g.ocer.
An experiment
w
ill pay.
; that
1 up;

i

j

...TIIK...

SIM S SIBLEY CO.
JOBBERS OK

CRAIN.
FEED.
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
Importers

Portland, Mooselookmeguntic,

Ix Brief.
The Wakefield Rattan Company, manufacturers of all kinds of rattan
furniture and goods, is to he merged
with Hey wood Bros. A: Co. of Gardiner,
Olga Xltukilsole.
Mass., the most extensive chair manufacA new corporation
Olga Nethersole is beyond (juestion tin* Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy turers in the world.
will he formed, capitalized at $<>,000,000
greatest English speaking, «. motional actress ami have found it, a most strengthening and which will
do business all over the world.
invigorating tonic aud restorative. When
of the present day. Everyone who witnesses
weak, tired, nervous or run down, or when ....The cause of total abstinence lias rethe tremendous expenditure of nervous l annot eat or
sleep well, I have found it a ceived a great boost in Albany. Governor
energy incident to her wonderful perform- a sure restorer of energy and strength to Black aud wife have
given their first pubances, realizes the excessive nervous strain
the body.'
It you feel weak, tired, nervous,
lic reception and established the new rule
ami tension incurred and the consequent irritable and
nerveless, if you do not eat or “No wine in the Executive Mansion".A
loss of nerve force and physical strength.
sleep well, if you wake tired mornings, bill lias been introduced in
No one, therefore, is more capable of know- with dull
the low tifeeling head, no appetite, tired
ing what most quickly restores and recu- and without energy or ambition to work, if ll ouse of the Idaho legislature legalizing
perates loss of nervous energy and power ! you have headache, neuralgia, rheumatism, glove contests.
The license is fixed at
than she, and no one is more competent to female
complaints or liver and kidney dis- $5,000, but it. was put so high with the exadvise those whose nerves are weak, who ease,
at
once
this
g«-t.
great restorative, Dr. pectation that it would be materially reare ill, out of order or run down in nerve or
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
duced.The bill which submits the rephysical strength, just how to he restored to It, will surely make you well. Dr. Greene’s
peal of the glove contest law to the voters
health and Vigor.
She, tells everybody to
Cathartic Pills are the most perfect pills for
at the next general election has passed the
use Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
biliousness and constipation. Dr. Greene,
remedy, for she knows that this grand medi- | .'>4 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., the success- Nevada Senate. It is not likely the bill
h'ine is the best thing in the world to make
will pass the assembly.President and
ful physician in curing nervous ami chrome
people well and strong
diseases, can be consulted personally or by Managing Receiver Clark of the U. P. lias
Miss Nethersole says:—“I have used Dr.
letter.
contracted for 20,000 tons of steel rails.
Of this amount 15,000 tons are for the
If the system is fortified by Hood’s Sarsa- Union Pacific and
Infancy and Childhood.
5,000 for the Oregon
parilla, which makes rich, red blood, there Shore line. It is the impression that the
The habit of drinking daily a quantity is little danger of sickness.
work is given to the Carnegie plant and
of water is one that is valuable in many
“John, what are you going to do?” “I am that the pricers close to $17 per ton.
ways. Its importance is seldom sufficient- going to hitch the horse t • the sleigh aud
drive him over to the park aud back.
He
Fish and Game.
There is yet one
ly emphasized. It is not enough that the needs exercise.” “Aren’t
to
you going
branch of winter fishing still r.nmenaced
child should take an occasional glass of
church?” “No; it’s too cold.” [Chicago
the
law.
This is the ^el fishing.
The
by
the babe should be giveu a Tribune.
| water, or that
eel fishermen form colonies by themselves
; spoonful as a rarity.
But the habit of
Thousands suffer from Catarrh or cold in near by the smelt fisher colonies.
I water-diinking is essential to the well-beThere
the head and have never tried the
I ing of every child.
popular is alw ays an active market in eels and they
Most children will ocremedy. There is no longer any
as
sell at profitable prices. The eel fishercasionally ask for water at meals, or will a 10 cent trial size of Ely’s Cream excuse,
Balm can
men isn’t saying a
take a swallow of ice-water when they see be had of your
word, but he keeps a
druggist or we mail it for 10|
watchful eye and a listening ear turned to
! others drinking, or will
enjoy water with cents. Full size 50 cents.
all this talk of fish laws, for he knows not
or fruit, or
ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.
jelly or sugar, or flavor|I lemon
when the man who wants law may spot
ed with tea or coffee; but water pure and
A friend advised me to try Ely Cream
him
for a victim.
lie sits and he smokes
simple it seldom occurs to a child to de- Balm and after using it six weeks I believe
mand, or to a mother to offer, although of myself cured of catarrh. It is a most val- his T. D. comfortably, while through a
I all foods this one is the most important, uable remedy —Joseph Stewart, 624 Grand hole in the ice floor of his canvas shelter
he prods at the bed of the cove.
When
! and no other contributes so directly to tlie
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
his probe finds an eel he knows it by the
health and growth of the child. The tini“Mr. B. is so well read.
He repeated an
I est baby should be given a teaspoonful of exquisite
quotation last, night.” “What was “feel,’’and some days his catch is much
! water many times during the day; and if it?” “I can’t give you the exact words, but more than lie can carry alone.Large
lie said he’d rather be a something in a some- shipments of salmon eggs are being made
at night it takes water from a nursing-bottle, it will require during several hours no thing than a something else in a something from the government hatchery at East
else.”
[Tit-Bits.
Orland to various Maine lakes and ponds
other nourishment. A child two years old
You make no mistake when you buy Dal- which it is proposed to stock. Last week,
may with advantage drink at least a pint
of water every twenty-four hours, and a ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild 150.000 were sent to A .L Darling of Enchild from three to four years old will not DALTON’S FAMILY pills.
Everybody says field, for Cold Stream lake, 40,000 to the
and “what everybody says must be true.”
Rangeley Lake Guides Association, and
infrequently consume a quart of water iu so,
the same time.
“Somebody must be cultivating the 50.000 to Green lake, on the Mt. Desert
All water ted to a child should have widow.” “Yes.”
Any way, her weeds have branch of the Maine Central, winch is
said to be as good salmon water as the
been boiled, and must he kept in a bottle disappeared.” [Detroit Journal.
State affords.
or carafe that can be
closely stoppered. It
For Over Filly tears.
should neither be warmed nor cooled, but
l’oMTK'Al. Points.
As Old and Welt Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
James II. Kvle
should be given to the child at ordinary
Winslow's SoothingSyriij- lias been used for was ie-elected Feb.
Istli United States
as it stands in the
living- ov« r fifty years
| temperature
millions
of
Senator from South Dakota by thesolid
mothers for
by
room. It should
always stand within sight their children while teething, with perfect
Republican vote and the few Populists who
of the infant, and within reach of an older success. It soothes the
child, softens the stayed by him. Most of the
populists desertchild.
Where it is necessary to go down gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
jI stairs or into
ed him, hut enough remained to give him
another part of the house in is the best remedy for Diarrtnea. Is pleasthe
number
toelect.
lti an interant
required
to
tbe
taste. Sold by druggists in every
order to obtain a drink for the child, it
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- view Senator Kyle denied the report that
usually has no drink at all except at such tle.
Its value is incalculable.
lie made any deal with the Republicans.
Be sure and
times as its thirst becomes intense.
It is ask for Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and He declared that he is a Populist still, has
not necessary or advisable to
give water to take no other kind.
not changed his principles, and that the
a child during
meals, but at other times it
Money is very welcome in these days. A Republicans came to him solidly because
may safely be allowed to drink as often
man who had to leave his
c-tiice, and was ex- they thought Senator Pattigrew was
and as much as it will. It may even be
pecting a caller to pay him some money, left against him, and they wished to humiliate
encouraged to increase the amount, if the this notice on the door:
“I havegone out for
Pettigrew.Governor Bushnell of Ohio
water that is used has first been boiled half an hour.
Will be back soon
Have has given our an official statement that
and is of the proper temperature.
We been gone twenty minutes already.” [Titwhen Mr. Sherman goes into McKincannot of course force a child to drink,
Bits.
ley’s cabinet lie shall appoint Mr. Hanna
nor is it pleasant to
over-urge such aneBelief In Six Hours.
his successor.G. W. Smalley, Ameri| cessary operation. But by having water
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases can correspondent of the Loudon Times,
always at hand we may make drinking relieved
in six hours by the “New Great definitely affirms McKinley lias offered the
easy, and by providing a pretty cup, or South
American Kidney Cure.” This new post of ambassador to Great Britain to
making some merry play, we can go remedy is a great
surprise on account of its John Hav and the offer has been acceptfarther and make the drinking of plain
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in ed.
water really attractive until the habit is
the bladder, kidneys, back and
every part of
firmly fixed, when it will regulate itself. the urinary passages in male or female. It
relieves
retention
of
and
water
Winterport’s Grand Ball.
pain in pass[Harper’s Bazar.
ing it almost immediately.
If you want
The band concert and masquerade hall
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Reunion of Natives of Maine.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Bel- held in Union Hall, Winterport, on Washfast, Me.
1 y 27
ington’s birthday, by Warren Post, No.
Wokcesteh, Feb. 23, 181)7. The naA lady, when showing a gentleman over ti(>, G. A. R., was one of the pleasantest
tives of Maine, to the number of 120, bad
their annual reunion and banquet at the her grounds the other day, was asked by and most successful of the many such
him:
events held in that town in years
Lincoln House this evening.
,1. K. Green
past.
“Does not this plant belong to the begonia The concert was
presided at the after-dinner speaking.
by the Winterport cornet
family?”
hand.
Severance’s orchestra furnished
The principal guest was Atty.-Gen. Hosea
“The begonia family!” answered his hosmusic for the hail. There were 40 couples
M. Kuowlton, who made a speech ou pubtess, bridling iip. “Certainly not. sir! It. is
lic questions.
O. W. Norcross of this ours, ami always lias been!” f Household in costume and, after the unmasking, U7
couples. Two hundred spectator’s tickcity, the contractor, read a paper on the Words.
ets and 100 supper tickets were sold. The
material resources of Maine, and other
English Spavin Liniment removes all hall was held
for the purpose of raising
speeches were made by the Rev. A. C. Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and BlemHamlin of Buckfield, Charles A. Middle- ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs, money to replace the dead trees in Memomas, president of the Maritime Provinces Splints,
Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles, rial park, and enough was realized to reAssociation of this city, and Drs. Gunni- Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Goughs, etc. place them and leave sufficient to make
Save $50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted improvements that are much needed there.
son, Conrad and Harris.
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
The committee which had charge of the
known. Sold by A. A. TIowes & Co., DrugThe cruel newspapers are publishing
arrangements consisted of Capt. Benjagists, Belfast. Me.
Iy27
min Atwood, Capt. C. (). Clifford and
the horrid story that a swTeet girl graduate
in a neighboring town read an essay on
“Eve,” asked Queen Elizabeth, “were you Frank Bussey. The floor managers were
really a hundred and ten feet tall?” “Yes, G. P. Rich, Fred C. Atwood and James
physiology, in which she said: “The hu- your
Majesty,” said Eve; “but then, you Bulan. The members of the Women’s
man body is divided into three
parts—the know,” with a glance at Elizabeth’s shoes,—
head the chist and the stummick.
The “You know, dear, we had smaller feet in Relief Corps assisted in the dining room,
and the post desires to thank them for
head contains the eyes and the braiDs, if those days.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
their aid, and also the inhabitants of WinThe chist contains the lungs and a
any.
terport, Bucksport, Frankfort and Dixpiece of the liver. The stummick is demont for their liberal
voted to the bowels, of which there is five
patronage. Among
the members of the post who took a promand
sometimes wand y.’’
—a, e, i, o, u,
inent part in preparing and serving the
supper were Captain Marshall, QuarterBayard to have a Bust.
master Eaton,
For Infants and Children.
Lieut. Eveleth, Junior
Vice Page and Comrades Howe, Bahhidge
The London Chronicle says that the
TSl
f»oaud
Grant.
/J
American residents at London will shortly
present to the United States Ambassador
Something to Know.
Bayard a bust of himself, the work of an
American sculptor.
It may he worth something to know that
the very best, medicine for restoring the
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
Teacher. “Tommy, if you gave your little tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor
City, Iowa, says: “l bought one bottle of brother nine sticks of candy and then took is Electric Bitters. This medicine is purely
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two away seven, what would that make?”
vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve
doses of it did me more good than any mediTommy. “It would make him yell.” centres in the stomach, gently stimulates
cine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
[Harper’s Bazar.
Co. Druggists, Belfast.
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
]y8
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
Skin and blood diseases, causing all sorts digestion, and is pronounced by those who
CiLSTORIA.
of
dire
human
disasters
to
are
have tried it as the very best blood purifier
liappiuess
The faela on
simile /Oy
easily and quickly cured by Burdock Blood and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or
//
e7er7
to
from
a
common
Ritters,
the worst 81 00 oer bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
signature/
pimple
wrapper.
Of
/
scrofu lous sore.
Drug Store.

Djalers in the finest

CARTERS

of Salt.

quality

f

o

Anthracite and

■ iTTLE

Tiver

Blacksmith
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

^ PILLS

33. 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

1,1

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

eurotl I>y these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, !
Indigestion and Too Ilearty Eating. A per- !
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drovsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tongue !
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

SAIL

?

c

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obsta1 es to marriage,
Restores tlie

AND

Tents,

j
!

j

/entire nervous
/ system and stops all

Fin & Mirim Ini. Co

Springfield. Miss.
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I:
ill 1X40.
I.
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V
i>.\
President S. .1. H \u Senvury.

.500.6fl0.00.
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Stocks and boi ii Is owned «y the
paitv. market value
l.oiui.- stMiired by eo In : iwals
( ash in tlie eompanj's
priimipal
lice-and in bank.’
Interest dm-and aeerued
Premiums in due
nii»- of
.,i
tion.

i

1

34,1•ihh)0

(8,050 oo

mi-

2,778.20 1
S*i,7""

00
u<)

"t

135,420 00
•'•".234 52

...

j

*

272.050 17

Aggregate of all the admitted

as-

of the eompain at their actual value..
.-4,1 "5,374 75
LIABILITIES DEC KM BE It 31, 1,S’.IC
Net amount of unpaid hisses and
claims..
155.050 87
Amount required iosafely re insure
all outstanding risks
1.5.e-,455 no
All other demands against the
m:
pany, viz. commissions. et<_
54.531 3
sets

diseases and restores
to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two cent
Mention this paper.
stamps.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

j

|
I

j

|

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

Total

amount of liabilities, except
1. r 5 0,044 oo
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash
i><».«>on n< >
Surplus beyond capital1'...
885,430 00
..

MlCH.1

*£ -Jt S'

!

Aggregate amount of li ibilities, in.8 1.1 "5,374 75
cluding net surplus
Policies written at current rates.
5w7
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, VV interport.

Union

Doctor

>

We.

M"\.

i

development

The

,(V.

>

full vital power,
Cures all wasting

|

of
(

1 SOI',
Tb at estate owned by the
mp iny.
unincumbered. .>
Foans on bond and mortgage first

refreshing
sleep. Cures 1mpotence and restores

KALAMAZOO.

Springfield

Belfast,

ASSETS DK< KMHKIC

restores

I

DEALERS IN

twninys, Fart ('on es.
Dark, Vorttaije, Faints,

Plo. 31 Front St

;

vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia ami

as

Ship Chandlers. Ship Brokers,

jI

Great RESTORER

MAKERS,

And Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,

NERVE-LIFE

& Surety Company

Casualty

<>f St. Louis, M
Incorporated lK'.rg, and
commenced business in 1833. C. I*. L:
Pres i>. L. t 'lauoy. Secy
Capital paid up in ra>h, $250,<'00.00
,.

1

I have tried calomel and
1 all the remedies that are now
| in use by the profession. Still
you

are

not cured.

When I

w is a
bo; ,ny mother used to
\ give r.i “L. F.” Atwood’s
or two doses
f Bitt a
i invari.i: Iv cured. Our drugr

1

gists always keeps

i

lpottle. and 1
f all right when
a

1

They

cost
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them, (let

know
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net
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Aggiegate

Net amount
claims

(

See that he
only
L F.”
kind, the

i

Total

required

anio

a special
power to
promptly allay the inflammation,
relieve the harassing cough,
cleanse the poisoned membranes
and strengthen the weakened

..

uu.iwnt of lia1 ilities,
net surplus.

.>425.1 74 51
25i
40.7 I 1 35

in$715,885 K(»
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Diuggi'st CATARRH
generous

10 CENT
TRIAL SIZE.

wiia:

01.

PIKE AM)

PRICE.

Druggists.
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(*i

Notice.
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a
Wan a
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by <;eu K Johnson, .Indue
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i«t Insolvency for said C.-iu;
-d Wald ...main-; the
e-ralc i.f THOM AS < <»Ui\ MCKKHSnN
ta-\ in said County
« !;alahe an I n-..i vent1
l)«‘!’“,r, on «*t it ion ot -aio 1- •!..? winch petition
was hlcil on the 1 <st!. day <■! I'euuiiiv.A i>
ls;i7i
to which
date inn re-i >>i. claims iiu..in-

\-\i'l'.'iary.

was

issued

pit fed that the p.,\nicni .d any d. u t., ,,r by
said Debtor, a dtlm transtcr and
iv
-n
any
p 1‘opei y by him an- I.. r-1 i. 11 11 ,.s
ih.it a
I’-'ftMina <d the creditors o| -aid Dehior
mp.vo
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.»j'
his csiate will lie held at a Court
>I In- hem
be holdeii at the I’robaie Ofliee m said P.eltasr.,
the loth day el .March, A. i» IS!*7, at two
Mek
in the afternoon.
Civ. n under my hand the date lirst above written
SAMI i:i,(. NOKTOX.
Sherilf. as Messenger « the Court ot
Insolvency
lor said County of Waldo.
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E’y's Crf am Bs'm
cocaine,
any other

injurious drug.
It is quickly absorbed.

Gives Relief

labilities. except

POOR & SON,

'il

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO.. BOSTON.

no
nor

3.27,r.77 (>1
K34 50

..

desired. V-.u
pay for every tin
AT THE LOWEST

and assists stomach and bow-1
action.

contains
mtreury

1

one

compounds, it is perfectly agreeable to take, promptly digest _-d,

Pamphlet

:m.no

t-in-cro

M e till prescript.•»i.- ex.. n|
they are written by the physician, and never substitute a
cheapet or inferior drug for the

EMULSION

<

and

m--,.-

-aleh

Medicine.

It possesses

a

ol

5 s.s5 st>

K'.h;

Honest

ETROLEUM

Druggists 50c. and $1.00.
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FRED ATWOOl).

AIMCIER’S

Unlike Cod-Liver

>? I

31. l

capital sto. lv and net mii pi iCapital actually paid up ;n ea>h
Surplus..
cluding

The inflammation,soreness, ugh,
purulent discharges, alteration t
voice and weakness which accompany this disease find immediate
help in

for

unpaid

ailoiiistaii.ling-n.sk>
All other demand.-
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Amount

Aggregate

free.

at actual \aluc..

mI

l

L

nerves.

assets

m a in i.rn f.s i>i:<
1

you’ll be
come again

I

35 cents
gives you the right
Avoid imitations.

_

CASTORIA

Blockade Venture.

A

WEEK.

after the first Rangeley Lake. Miss Crosby spent several day in the woods where
the camp is being built.Nathaniel Hanson of
Woolwich has the plans for a
house boat, which a Boston party wants
built.
These plans call for a boat 50 feet
long by 20 feet in width, with a cabin 40
feet long and as wide as the boat.
This
craft will hive regular state rooms, b ith
kitchen
and
room,
dining room. Theie
will he a mast 00 feet long and sail enough
to carry her along at a fair rate of
speed.
To build such a craft would cost about
$1,500 to $1,800.The Maine and Montana Live Stock, Land and Wool
Company
has been organized in Augusta for the
purpose of engaging in general business
of dealing in land, live stock and agricultural products.
Capital stock $100,000,
of winch $100,000 is paid in.
President,
Isaac C. Libby of Waterville; treasurer,
Charles II. Merrill of Waterville.

bet:cr wording of
her working
of the study of history could be
formulated than in this statement by another.

iv women.

■

Says Dr, Greens's Nfmira Is Far Above

theory

labors tor her

;

OLGA NETHERSOLE

N

icm

ng.

than was

1 he records from 1894 90 are a succession of enthusiastic successes in
their
development of interest and membership,
and show that in (ive years of its existence it lias
officially recorded an attendance of 4,272.
As these young women discussed in
i,ome ftttd business
surroundings this
Berkeley Temple work of Miss Dyer’s,
the desire of others was awakened to receive like benefits, and this resulted in
the formation of two other
evening classes
lor wage-earning women—one in the Congregational House, the other with the
Friendly Workeis' Club; so that last season
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
evenings were given by her to this ini
portant work besides the leading at Berkeley Temple of a large normal teachers’
Bible class on the Sabbath.
Could you have heard these young ladies, after days of exhausting nervous
business duties, discuss the text of the
Monroe Doctrine, bimetallism, the recent
bond issue, proportional representation,
and subjects of kindred dignity with an
earnestness and intelligence which would
do credit to any college class of political
economy, you would understand why Miss
Dyer says: “Mv working girls are
my great enthusiasm, since association
with them is such an inspiration.”
Representative women in Newton, Boston Highlands, Winchester and Brookline are also enjoying her leadership in
the study of general and current history,
in morning classes, and are as appreciative of her great helpfulness as were ever
“her girls,” —one element of which is her
genius in leading a subject to a white
heat of intensity—and then as suddenly
dropping it to urge her students to develop it by personal research.
Besides the reviews of current history,
she plans this season in these morning
classes to have as a background for substantial study solid topics, among which
are
“Causes of Unrest in America,”
“(irowth of Democracy in England,”
“Present Day Problems in France,” and
“New Phases of the Eastern Question.”

editor of the

as

Kr->

larger

anticipated.”

Hfr Asnjrr Has Hon".
WHmon. An In*
u„a tns t onne
'Kfii h of Her Life.
I

at once.

HEAD
thl'SV^Lr^COLD'N
Alla\s

Inflammation. Heals and Protects the'
Membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 1< c., at Druggists
or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York

The Nose and Throat.

Small Farm for Sale.
SPICER PLACE
the Belmont
THE•oad,
mile from Be fast post office,
on

No. li-lO Newbury
(Near Corner ok Faihkikld St.)
corner

one
is oflered for sale. It contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of
apples and
pears, with blackberries and o her small fruits.
Good two-story house;
buildings new. Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM.*
U4*’
Swanville, Maine.

TRUfS
p

Pin WormT" V

Elixir.

Best for COidren

BOSTON.

et,

MASS.

Hours, lii to ii. Other hours
;>nlv.
October, 1896.-1 y45*

by appointment

James Pattee & Son,
Fire. Life

am.

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE nASONIC TEMPLE
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

SEARSPORT

Trundy returned from

A. E.

Prospect Ferry. Capt. Rufus Harriman
and Mrs. Alma Harriman arrived home
from Newr York last Saturday.Miss
Blanche Wilkins of Castine is visiting Miss
Edna Ginn.Miss Alma Kingsbury of
Frankfort visited Miss Orianna Harding
last Friday and Saturday_Mr. Herbert
Mixer of Somes ville called on Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Harriman last week.

LOCALS.
Fri-

Boston

day.
M. Harris of Boston spent Sunday

F.

in

own.

Marks and Mrs. Perkins
friends in Penobscot.
Mrs.

The tov»

warrant

n

which

is

are

visiting

posted

con-

fifty-one articles.
Sidney Sargent is at home from Kent's
short vacation.

on a

Tyler Crockett and J. F. Closson
ing friends in Waterville.

are

visit-

E. L. Savary is loading sell. Columbia
with kiln wood for Rockland.

POWDER
Absolutely

Sell. A. J. Whiting made a round trip to
Rockland last week in twenty-nine hours.

Capt. and

Mrs. J. P. Butman

Pure

arrived by

from New York last Friday evening.

train

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healrhfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder eo.,
NhW YORK.
0

R. Gilkey and daughters left by
Monday to join Capt. Gilkey in New

Mrs. W.
train

York.

Lucie,Capt. J.T. Erskine,arrived
Barbadoes Felt. 24th, 4b days from Port
Natal.
&

Bark St.

at

Ship Gov. llobie, Capt. Amos Nichols, arrived at Melbourne Feb. 2bth, S2 days from
New York.
Fred W. Kersey and son Gerald «>f
Malden, Mass., are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
Mrs.

Fred L Whitcomb has been reappointed
agent of the American express and will
have bis office at the same place.

Capt. 1‘. 11. Gilkey, wife and daughter,
left Monday for New York to join ship Josephus, which is loading lor Shanghai.
Monthly contribution at Cong’l. church
next Suuday morning.
Communion in the
afternoou at bO. Communion at the Harbor on the following Sunday.
Manners' Lodge, F. and A. M., conferred
he third degree Tuesday evening. Visitors
present from Pownal Lodge, Stockton
and Excelsior Lodge. Northport.

were

Springs

On account of the numerous cases of inat the Harbor there were no services
at the church iast Sunday.
It is said that
nearly every house on the shore road has
uenza

one or more cases.

Capt. John C. Beals died suddenly at his
home in Springfield, Mass., Saturday night.
His remains will be brought here for burial,
f A sketch of Capt. Beals, in type before his
death, wiP he found

the _'nd page.

on

Journal.]
Twenty-eight members

of Sears

Ed.

Lodge,

I.

O F visited Garfield Lodge at Winterport Monday evening and witnessed the conferring of the third degree by the crack deThe Odu Fellows
go e team of hat lodge.
arc very enthusiastic over their reception.
W tii the advent of the electric road we predui the fraternity among the brethren of
these lodges wiU he improved and they will
i>e much more neighborly than in the past.
On account of the severe snow storm the
party remained over night. Landlord Bolan
brew open his house for their convenience
and showed i..
every attention.
O.

The

Methodist annual supper
of the

iui account

to

storm

was

deferred

Wednesday

even-

-Mth, when it came off to the satisconcerned. The tables were
bountifully laden and tastefully adorned,
;tx:d r.he viands were excellent in quality
and .-kii'uily prepared. But the event of

ing, Pel).

f:n

lion

of all

unquestionably the entertainment—an old fashioned singing school.
c oder, Miss Bessie Merithew, asTlra’ n
si sled hy Frank H. Park, Esq was well up

the

evening

i

was

without

goes

<

h-wus

.s

unique

and well

The
drilled, and in

mention.

Prospect Village

Miss Mary Mudgett
visiting
interpurt, tli« guest of Dr.
and Mrs. Webber.
Mr. ami Mrs. Geo.
Ward gave a party to their many friends in
is

in \\

tii lent

■

s';

no*

r«

Friday,

a

prayer

made by Alfred Jones of China.... Henry
Carr is

having his hay pressed for market.
Bailey is at work for John Cain
Fitting his tire wood....The Ladies’ Sewing
Fred

Eliza Nelson’s last week.
eighty
present and a tine time
was enjoyed by
all. The proceeds of the
evening was 87 15.
Circle

met

at

About

were

Rev. I). Brackett delivered
very interesting sermon at the Centre
Church Feb. ‘28th-Rev. Alonzo Bradford
!<f Milo is visiting friends in town....Mrs.
Lee Shubert and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Pitman
were the guests of Mrs. Addie
Higgins Feb.
;>rd-Mrs. Lottie Files and
Mrs.., M. E.
Pitman visited Mrs. Dora Philbrick last
Mrs. Etta Harmon visited
Thursday.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, last Saturday_
Miss Jennie Ward wsited Mrs. L. B. Higgins, last Thursday-E. L. Bartlett is
teaching school in Halldale_A. H. HigThorndike.

a

come.

Jedediali

nity.

Varney supplied the

Chase & Sa/v bo r/n s
Package Teas

....

Orange

aker,

croft this

week,

as

witness in

...Miss Lutie Hunt of

private school

in court.

Unity has opened

Green's

at

a east-

a

Corner.The

Templars held a social at their Lodge
rooms last Friday evening.
Quite a numGood

Hussey

who

made

remarks-Mr.
here to take

very appropriate
Morse, who came
his father, James G.

some

Willis

care

of

still here and will settle up the
business and take care of the property before he returns to his home in Lowell, Mass.
-Betsey, wife of Daniel Dickey, died Saturday morning. She had been an invalid
many months and suffered greatly_Daniel

Morse,

is

Curtis,

who has

lived

for

years this
last week from

some

side
a

..

..

last Thursday.
Appropriate exercises were straw at this station-The Brooks annual
arranged by the pupils for the last day of town meeting will be held at Yankee Blade
school. The program was as follows: Rec., Hall next Monday, March 8th. The finanHorace Cunningham; reading, F. Percy cial standing of this tow*n is now good_C.
Partridge; rec., Jennie Crockett; readiug, S. Brackett of Pittsfield, formerly in busiHerman Partridge; rec., Elmer Eames; ness here in Brooks, made us a visit last
reading, Jacob Eames; original poem, Laura week-The new house of Joseph Ellis is
Wagner; rec., Charlie Tanner; reading, Er- up and covered in. Joe is a hustler and
vin Harris; rec.. Eddie Jacobs; rec., Clif- don’t
you forget it. Few men at his age
ford Staples. After the program Mr. Nickwould have shown the pluck that he has exerson thanked the pupils for their kindness
hibited. He has at times paid the heaviest
to him, as he had never enjoyed a term of

...

I

business from home ports rather than make the
voyage in ballast to America to accept, the prevailing quotations here. Vessels bound hither
from distant ports are offered reservedly, owners
and consignees anticipating higher rates as the
season and year advances. There is little or no
inquiry for bairel petroleum tonnage, but as
suitable vessels are scarce, there is no special
change in rates, the range being 2salts as to size
of vessel and port. Naval store
freights from
the south remain quiet. Tonnage is wanted to a
moderate extent for lumber in the River Plate,
hut as shippers oppose an advance in rates,
vessels are rather difficult to obtain. From the
East and Provinces $8aS‘.» would be paid to
Buenos Ayres and Rosario, and $11.75£$l2 from
the (tulf to Montevideo and Buenos A vies. Some
few orders are here from Brazil and other South
American countries, but shippers’limits are in
most instances below the ideas of
owners, hence
important operations for the time are at a pause.
There is considerable iuquirv for coal, lumber
and general cargo to West. India and Windward
Islands, but the bids submitted, as a rule, are regarded as too ow for profitable returns, hence
most owners ar»- opposed
to their acceptance.
Some litt e sugar continues to offer hack from
south side Cuba and Sr. Domingo, with further
business reported at lir/12 cents from the former
to Nor b o! Hatteras, and <2.oH and
port charges
from the latter to New York. The
coasting lum
her trade shows no improvement.
Owners ,,re
free to complain <d the unremunerutive returns,
yrt in the face of this sutlicimit tonnage others
upon tlie basis of old rates to meet in full shipper> req ire incurs. There i> more inquiry for coal
tonna e to the Eastward, and rates are somew tut
firmer in consequence.

pulpit Sunday, as Rev. E. S. Burrill was not
well enough to preach. He is gaining slowly.... The primary school began Monday
meetings here this week and next. ...A with a full attendance, Myra Lil by, teachFanners are improving the snow.
goodly number from here attended the Odd er
Fellows banquet in Winterport Monday- There was never such large quantities of
pulp wood, bark and cord wood hauled to
evening.
Orloff.
Pekoe. Koh-i-noor. Seal Brand.
this station as now... .Mr. G. Clough is failSouth Montvillk. La grippe is having
Formosa [
Ceylon
English
Japan.
Dr.
Cook is gaining-Miss Ida
quite a run in town... Mr. D. C. Gilman ing...
and India.
breakfast.
Ooloong. j
a progressive whist
Whitehouse
entertained
lias gone to Haverhill, Mass., and it is exat her home last Saturday night. It was
Most Economical, because Purest and best.
Look for the Tea
pected lie will return with a bride-Mrs. party
a
very enjoy able affair. There were seven
BoK on Uracer's
J. F. Hazel of Chelsea, Mass., arrived SatOne
round makes over 200 Cups.
tables. No prizes were given. Ice cream
Qounter.
urday and it is expected she will supply the
and cake were served-Mrs. E. R. Conner
pulpit next Sunday if her health permits..
of Belfast, was in town last Saturday and
John W Prescott sold one dozen potatoes !
If alldale. Mrs. J.
F. Hazel arrived
closed to do the best for the interest of the
on friends-Mr. and Mrs.
last fall for juite a good price notwithstand- Sunday calling
from Boston last Saturday and preached at town: and how well they succeeded was
A. Nye returned to their home m Malden,
its unanimous acceptance.
ing the fact they are very low. He sent them j
the church Sunday morning-*A Free High amply proved by
Bartlett went to
Everyone was well satisfied, as the report
to the firm he got the seed of and received a ! Mass., Monday-Lena
school was started in this district last week showed the money of the town had been
to
visit
friends.
Feb.
liotli
Skowbegan
premium of SnO.
with Wales ft. Bartlett and H. F. Erskine wisely and economically used ; so economiin fact that the bonded debt of the
1 he Cascade House ami
viNALHAYKN.
Monroe. Caleb lvnowlton, a veteran of j
teachers-Mrs. Mary A. Thompson, who cally
town had been reduced during the year
1
were
Viualhaveu
Store
destroyed by has been in Lowell,
Drug
the late war, died Sunday night, aged 49
several
Mass.,
weeks, •$1,|><X); also that during the last three years
tire early Monday morning. Both were in
He has been a great suffer for years
arrived home last week_There is quite an the bonded debt of $(>,100 had been reyear.
and for the past two winters it was thought one building, owned by J. P. Ambrusl, amount of pulp wood being hauled from duced $2,200. This was very gratifying indeed, and the members of the board may
which became a total loss. Nothing was
he could not survive the cold weather. He
this vicinity to Thorndike station_Mr.
justly feel proud of their stewardship for
saved from the burning building, and F.
died of consumption and a severe heart
and Mrs. A. M. Monroe of Thorndike were the town. Mr. F. A. Dickey’s report as town
Warren Smith, proprietor of the Cascade
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. White last treasurer was equally meritorious and was
trouble. He leaves a wife and three chilwith his family barely escaped with
acknowledged by all to have been the best
dren to mourn their loss_The drama, House,
week....J. E. Hall returned from Boston
report of that kind for the past ten years.
The losses are about §5,000,
their lives
last Wednesday.
And so well did it meet the approbation and
“Golden Gulch,” will be played again here
on building, §1,400 on contents of the
§2.000
of the citizens that they rewarded
This week at Town Hall, followed by a farce.
Stockton Springs. Mr. C. F. Staples ar- approval
him by a continuance m office, which was no
Cascade House and §1,000 on stock of the
....Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dorr are spendrived home Friday after a trip to Westboro, doubt a veiy
gratifying compliment to him
Viualhaveu Drug Store, of which Patrick
and one which we all knew was most deing a week in St. Albans, their old home_
Mass., Providence, It. I., Stony Creek, Conn
was
of
Rockland
proprietor. and New York....Mrs. Jennie
serving, as a very
The young folks expect to have a dialogue Me Namara
majority of the
Staples goes voters feel that he islarge
the right man in the
Messrs. Smith and McNamara were partly
at the Grange next Saturday.... Mr. and
to her home in Rockland Thursday, after a
and feel reasonably assured that
right
place,
Mrs. Charles Gould from Minnesota are vis- insured, but it cannot be learned that Mr.
year here with her father, T. M. Richardson. if he lives, his next report a year hence will
the builditing his lather, Greenleaf Gould. Mr. Gould Ambrust bad any insurance on
....There will he a hall at Denslow Hall equal if it does not surpass this one. The
present hoard of selectmen, with the exof
Vinaland
Sanborn
will return after a short visit, hut his wife
ing,...Lane, Libby
Thursday evening, March 4. Music by ception of Mr. Hills, are new men. They
will remain for her health.... Albert Dur- haveu have secured a large contract tor
are
orchestra-Mrs.
Edith
Fletcher
young men, but are well qualified in
Berry’s
boneless tisli from Boston parties, which
ham is spendiug a few days in Bangor to be
their respective
way to perform
goes to Portland this week to meet her every
near his wife, who is at the hospital.
She will take more than they usually get of daughter, Mrs. Charles Harriman of Liver- duties, and Mr. Hills may thank his stars
for having such worthy and exemplary
is very comfortable.. .Among the latest
large codfish during the season.
pool, Eng., who arrived there last Friday- young men as associates, and likewise
victims of the grip are George Palmer,
Islesjjoko. Last. Sunday evening at the Mr.
Daniel Thompson of Prospect has we believe the young officials feel that
they, too, ought to congratulate themFranklin Chase, Frank Barden.... Daniel
Baptist church, Rev. Geo. K. Tufts gave an bought the house formerly owned by the selves
on having such a valuable and exCurtis, an old resident of this town, died address upon the life and labors of the late late Mrs. Esther Ellingwood.
perienced leader, as they wend their way
last Saturday night. He leaves a wife.
B. F. Shaw, D. D,, whose funeral took place
the intricate meshes of the
along
through
Freedom. The Ladies’ Circle meets at
town official business.
It was nearly half
in Waterville, on the previous Friday.
A
Troy
The town officers are settling up
the room opposite the Post Office, which past one when the lasj article was voted on,
business preparatory to the annual meeting, synopsis of the address appears in another
and the motion to adjourn was carried.
A
have been fitted up for that purpose, Thurscolumn. Dr. Shaw and wife made many
vote of thanks was extended to the moderawhich occurs Monday, March Kth.Mr.
day, Mar. 4th....Dirigo Grange is in a nour- tor for the able and
impartial manner in
J. E. Pierce is at home for a short vacation warm triends during their last summer vaishing condition, has taken in members at which he had performed his duties, and
from Gloucester, Mass., where he has a posi- cation at lslesboro. The doctor's addresses
each meeting. Saturday a class of twelve having expressed his thanks m return, the
at the social meetings w ill not soon be fortion on the electric cars.... Dr. and Mrs. M.
meeting was closed.
Taking everything
were instructed in the first, degree.
A large
into consideration it was a mighty good
T. Dodge attended the dedicatory exercises
gotten. The people will long hold him in
of
number
members were present meeting. Everything passed oil smoothly
visiting
has
of
of Powers Hall at Pittsneld last week....
memory.. .The Baptist church edifice
and a fine program by Bro. Clements’ side and harmoniously, ami everybody went
Mrs. Wm. Merrick of
Winterport visited late undergone extensive repairs. The roof was listened to. This finished the contest away feeling well satisfied with the result
of their work.
her -parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Whit- has been newly shingled and the chimney
and in a \v<
the judges give their decislast week.... Charles Moore is in Fox- taken down and built upon the outside of

of the Pattee Hill, died
painful sickness of cancer of the stomach.
-Mrs. Beujamin Hussey, who was called
here last w eek by the illness of her mother,
returned to her home in Vassalboro last
Saturday. She was accompanied by her
niece, Miss Alice L Dow, who is to become
a student at Oak Grove
Seminary... .Miss
Grace E Dow and Miss Iuez M. Forbes
have returned home from their second term
at the Castine Normal School. They will
not attend the next term as they wish to
gins is in Unity this week packing apples
teach the coming summer.Miss Edith
for Peter Harmon... .Mrs. It. S. Higgins has
Forbes, who has been at work in Mr. Dow’s
received news that her little grandson, j
store, is visiting friends in Monroe..
Almon Parker Higgins of Gorham, Me., is 1
Fred W. Brown, Jr., who recently returned
dangerously ill with appendicitis.... Mr. from the hospital, has pitched into his law
Wilbert Dolloff received a “pounding’’ one
business again with renewed vigor, showing
evening last week—lots of pounds and sev- that he lost no braius by the amputation....
Mrs. Bertha Palmer
eral dollars in money.
Mrs. Mittie Gowen and daughter Gertrude
ailed on Mrs. Dora Philbrick last Thursday
have returned to Water* iile, where Mr.
.Town meeting next Monday, March 8tli.
Goweu has business ai. present_Mrs.
Mr. Fred | Charles Jlogau of Thorndike last Sunday
Noriii Stockton Springs.
Nickerson, Superintendent of Schools in j visited her friend, Mrs. Eliza Leathers, who
Stockton Springs, closed a successful term is on the invalid list-C. B. Sampson of
Freedom has been buying some hay and
of free High school in the Roberts’ district

school more than this one. Then remarks
About twenty viswere made by visitors.
itors were present and all went away feeling that it bad been a pleasant ami profitable term for the pupils of the High school.
.The Centre District Sunday school meet
at the schoolhouse every Sunday afternoon
as usual. All are invited to attend-Elder
Rice of Prospect Ferry held a meeting at
the Centre schoolhouse last Monday evening_Mrs. Edward Clifford, Miss Jessie
Marden and Mrs. Gertie Ridley are suffering from severe colds-Miss Blanche Wilkins of Castine visited friends in town last
week... .Miss Addie Crockett arrived home
from Castine Normal School recently.

society,

Frankfort and Prospect last week. A good
time was enjoyed by ail.Mrs. Hattie
Grant is very sick....W A. Mice will hold

ailed the days of yore.
S' vela. s.*ieetions were worthy of special
ber from Dixnioutand Thorndike were presmention, and notably the solos of Albert j
ent....Mrs. Isa Call has been quite sick
Kane. Edward Porter, ami the banjo solo of
with la grippe, but is now much better_
David Kaic*: also the duets by Mrs. Carrie :
Mr. Leva Harding, who was sick at the time
S.raver ami Miss .Jennie Curtis, ami by
of his wife’s death, is so far recovered as to
Fieddit Park and Miss Ida West; and the
be able tu attend L<> business.... Lev. E. S.
male
ijuartette, Messrs. Kane, Porter, | Burrill
was unable to preach last Sunday
St• veils and 1 >utch, gave an excellent seleeand llev. Jedediah Varney supplied for him.
t on
These several parts were, all heartily }
Brooks. The funeral of Mrs Abbie Lane
encored. The master spirit in the whole en- |
was held at the Friends' Chapel last Friday
tcrtainmeiit, wlio planned and drilled and j
Friend Jedediah
Varney of
brought all to perfection, was Miss Hannah morning.
Unity
spoke
very feelingly of his acquaintC
who
at
the
Colcord,
presided
piano.
ance cf more than
tift.y years with the deAmount of money taken about one hundred
ceased and her husband, who had died but a
dollars. [c>. h. v.
few days previously. He called attention
to her quiet, honest, Christian life, and her
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Her
unselfish, self-sacrificing character.
fidelity as a wife and mother, as specially
Mr. and Mrs. James Dinsmore
Palkkui
shown during the recent years of care and
went to Somerville, Mass., some two months
sorrow, deserved the highest commendation.
ago to visit her folks. She was taken sick
From the theme, “Blessed are the dead that
and died, Feb. L’Jud. Mr. Dinsmore returndie in the Lord” he gave a very excellent
ed last Thursday with the remains. Services
sermon.
He was followed by Omar G.
were held at the house
and
a

Swan
Mr. George Ordway is very
sick at the present writing.. .Mr. Pliilbrook
of Frankfort lias been a guest in the family
of D. W. Billings for a few days past-C.
R. Nickerson spent Sunday in Hampden
with bis sister, Mrs. S. D. Greeley_Miss
Carrie Wallace of Hampden is stopping with
Mrs. W. E. Darnm... .Mr. Andrew Nickerson and daughter Mamie are the guests of
Mrs. Abigail Nickerson. Her sister, Mrs.
Laura Truudy, who has been stopping with
her, has returned to her home in Searsport...
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Billings will entertain
the L. A. S. Thursday, March 11th. It is to
be a grand opening of spring millinery and
every' lady is to bring two paper hats or bonnets exactly alike.
If you belong to the society, come; and if you don’t belong to the
ville.

aius

Hill

Sch. A. W. Ellis, Newton Creek to
Portsmouth,
phosphate, $1.25 and loaded.
Fkeioiits. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co., New York, reports for the week ending
Fel». 27th
Inquiries are yet quite numerous lor
medium and large tonnage suitable for
long
voyage trades, hut the offerings are of an exceedingly meagre character, and the indications (lo not
point to any early improvement in the situation.
Advices from Europe are to the ellect that coal
and lumber heights to Australii, far
East, etc.
continue quite active, and rates are being obtained
that are certainly attractive.
Foreign owners
have been solicited for tonnage from this side
hut in nearly every instance they “turn down”
the offers made them, preferring to entertain tlie

any man in Brooks-The ladies of
the Woman’s Relief Corps will furnish dinA. R. Hall towu meeting day,
ner at G.
March 8th, for all who wish at 20 cents
each. A good dinner will be furnishedMiss Marie Hobbs and Mrs. Nellie Mosrnan
of Geo. G. Davis, W. R. G., attend ed the
convention of the W. R. C. at Wat erville
the past week, Miss Marie Hobbs as delegate, Mrs. Mos man as Past President. The
Woman’s Re lief Corps is now numbers over
tax of

140,000 members.

the

been

house.

put

Inside
up,

a

the

ceiling has
tinted in soil

metallic
walls

colors, the pulpit platlorni lowered and
modernized, an elegant new pulpit taken
the place of the former desk, and other
improvements made. Rev. Geo E. Tufts
supplied the church during the past

has

fifteen months.

WiNTERPOKT. Capt. Wm. Chase-, one of
the oldest citizens of the town, died Feb.
20th at the home of Ins son, Win. Chase, at
White's Corner, having reached the advanced age of D4 years.
He had been feeble for
some time, but the immediate cause of his
death was pneumonia... .Mrs. Henry Webber of Cambridge has arrived to visit her
grandfather, Mr. Lord, and other friends in
town.
We are very glad to say that Mr
Lord continues to improve... .Misses Hattie
Moody and Blanche Shaw are at home from
Castineon a vacation... .There w as an alarm
of fire at Dr. J. H. Baker’s Monday forenoon,
but the water was turned on and the fire

ion..

the

.Threi

past

vivals

mouth—a

have

son

come to

this

!:n-c

Smnil, and daughters to Fred Nichols audio
Frank Danfortli.Mrs. P. W. Ayer is expected home this week.... Rufus Ayer is at
home.
Fifreeii members of Freedom Lodge
attended the County Lodge at Belfast_
People seem to be improving the sleighing.
A large quantity of logs are being brought
to Bunion's mill.

NORTH PORI

NEWS.

Joseph Witherle of Belfast was in
the first of the week visiting his many
friends.

Mr.
town

Representative I\ C. Hurd spent Sunday
and Monday at home, and was present at.
the town meeting.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Jasper

Petit

to the home of Dr.

Drink water of LinSunday, the guests

Manan to

be

—

——-—

now

Ml IP

Mrs. William Hopkins, who has been at
with her husband all winter, returned
for a visit last Thursday.

the Waldo for the present... .Mr. Taylor,
the apple tree man, is with us again_
Representative Martin has been detained at
home for

the past few weeks

on

account of

Blanche
Moody is visiting friends in Gardiner.. .All
the mills are being well stocked-Cattle
and sheep are being sought after. Oxen are
selling at advanced prices and sheep are in
brisk demand. Veal calves are not as high
as
they were. Skidmore and Baker paid
£23.75 for one a short time ago. It is needless to state that they did not get that for
him in Boston.
sickness

in

Morrill.

his

family-Miss

home

Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Bowen
celebrated the 25tli anniversary of their
marriage at their home last Friday evening,
Feb. 2(>th. Sixty-two of their relatives and
friends met with them in honor of this occaA short programme was rendered
sion.
during the evening, consisting of singing;
by Mis. Elder; poem by Mrs. E.
poem
Dunbar
of
Alfred, who was unable
to be present, and the poem was read
by Rev. H. I. Holt; poem read by
Sabina Morey, writer anonymous. After
the reading of the poems Dr. T. N. Pearson
with a few remarks presented the couple
with a nice plush base-rocker and cut glass
and solid silver pickle dish from their
Brother and Sister Grangers; a parlor lamp
from Mrs. Elder, the mother of Mrs. Bowen;
a base rocker and a variety of silver wrare,
too numerous to mention, from their relatives and friends. Mr. and Mrs. Bowen responded in a very happy and pleasing manRefreshments consisting of sandner.
wiches, cake, coffee, confectionery and apples were served during the evening.
That Mr. and Mrs. Bowen may be spared to
celebrate their golden wedding is the wish
of their many friends.

Monday, March 1st, occurred our annual
tow n meeting. The day was (dear and crispy,
filling everybody with new life and causing
a large attendance at the meeting, while the

duties that called them there were performed with a snap and a dash that was really
refreshing. At ten o’clock Mr. F. A. Rhodes
called the meeting to order, read the warrant and called for the election of a Moderator. Mr. J. R. Hurd was quickly nominated, elected, took his oath, and then proceeded to business and the following officers
were chosen for the ensuing year: Town
Clerk, F. A. Rhodes; Selectmen, Assessors
and Overseers of the Poor, Oscar Hills, W.
H. El well and D. C. Greenlaw ; Town Agent,
Oscar Hills; Town Treasurer, F. A. Dickey;
Collector of Taxes, J. W. Knights. Of tiie
school committee, the terms of Mr. L. C.
Hudson Brown had
Duncan and Mr.
expired. Mr. Duncan was re-elected. Mr.
serve
to
Brown
declined
longer and
was
elected to fill
F. A. Rhodes
Mr.
the vacancy. The report of the selectmen read by the chairmen, Mr. Hills, was
accepted. It was an admirable report and
showed that considerable labor and pains
had been taken by the board the year just
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South Tllotnast on. Feb. go,
William Calderwo I. a native ol \..;h Havii.
son
ol Elisha C. and Penelope K.
'••■•ierv.
d.’
aged 1‘* years.
CuxMNiiiiAM,
In R
klaml, F«
< unningh mi. aged 70
years, * months ami m davs.
(‘it"sn\. In ilampden Centre. 1-4 b. .g .\lron
Leslie, s< 11 of Phi aimer and Louisa ;-o-b \. aged J
10 months and 15 tiny
H husky
In Portia ail, Fob g;?. San .:e! s Mersey, aged 57 years, 1! niontlis ami .: <i
.Iordan. In Boston, F. •!
.H.ii k M
u>w t
of Eben D. Jordan, aged 7! ye irs.
Kki.i.i.r. In Rockpor, 1 ei. -J4. Susan R 1
ler.
aged 71 years. t‘> months and 74 ,t
Lkland. In Bar Ha- ».r. B b |
Abrab, n I :
Lola ml, iged 54 years, c, m mtlis ami I., oavLani-hki;, In Buek-| ort. Feb
lienrvS.I.anpher. aged ss years, 5 n.oaths ami 4 l.,vs
Mo-Ks
111 Biiekspol :. I-Vb J J .lai U- I Mo-e-,
aged 7i years ami m >ut lis.
Parsons
In Freedom. !•'•. b. g|, Samuel G Barsons. aged ill year- ami 5 uiontbs
Richardson. In Eden. Feb l~ .! .],n Ri
I
n ison, aged 74 years, 11 mom bs and .G nays
Rorinson. In Ellsworth I’eb.
Mrs yi,, y |.
Robinson, aged 7'.* years and 8 mm it G,
Trundy
In Surry, Fel
14. Mr- l.-mreiii F.
Trundy, aged 84 years, 7 mouths and 5 day
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Amboy, March 1. Ar, soli. Win. H. SumPendleton, Fernandina.
Philadelphia, March 1. Ar, sell. Young Brothers,
Boston, and old for Boston.
Brunswick, (Ja., March 1. Ar. sells. .Etna, Chipman, New York; Levi Hart, Dodge, do.
Fernandina, Feb. 28. Ar. brig H. B. Hussey,
Portland; March 1, ar. brig Jennie Hurlbert,

j

Providence, March 1. Ar, sobs. D. D. Haskell,
Norfolk; Gov. Ames, Newport News.
KORKHi N

TOU TS.

Belfast

Price

Current.

FOR THE JOCRNAI

Product Market.
Price /',ti,i Prod ueer.
20 a 30 H;iV, p ton. 1 O OOa 1 2 OO
Apples, p lui,
3 1 2 a t
4
dried, p lb.
dillide*. (- lb.
1 oo« 1 2d,I.anil
da
Beans, pea,
p !!,.
2da4<»
medium, 1 OOa 1 1 o.Lamb Skins,
2d .Mutton, p II..
4 ad
vd'wevesJ 1 da
Butter, p lb,
1 0 a 20|< )ats, p 1m, 2.2 11.. 2d so
dad 1-2!Potatoes,
3<>a3d
Beef, p it..
lb
4 « I 1 2
Barley, p lui.
1 oa 12 >• raw. p ion, d ooa d on
Cheese, p lb,
lOa 12i'l'irkey, p lb.
Ida IS
Chiekell. p lb,
doa d, fallow.
1 1-2 a 3.
CalfSkins,
da 7
14 a Id |\ eal, p It
Duck, P lb.
14 Wool, unwashed. 12a 13
Eggs, p do/,,
S« lnjWood, hard, ddn,. ;, no
Fowl, p lb,
13a 1 d Wood, soft,
3 00«3 do
Geese, p lb,

Jan. 1H.

In port., bark

Alice,

Natal, Feb. 1. in port, brig Havilali, Richardfor New York, to sail 2d.
l’ernambuc.i, Feb. 22. Ar, brig Telos, Yeazv,
New York
Hong Kong, dm 19. In port, bark Fred I'.
Litchfield, Hardy, for Callao; Feb. 22, in port,
hark Coloma, Noyes, for San Francisco
(.'ohm. F«d). s, Ar, sch. Thos. W. Hyde, Carver,
•Jacksonville.
Macoris, Feb. s. Ar, sell. Man L. Crosby, l’erth
Amboy; 12, sld, sch. belle Hooper. Hall. N. York.
Turk's Island. Feb. 15. Sul, sch Mabel Jordan,
lialano, Fliiladelpltia; 16, sld, brig Harry Smith,
Costa, Boston.
Barbadoes, Feb. 22. Ar, bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, from Pernambuco for Cienfuegos and
North of Hatteras.
Hiogo. Feb. 23. Ar, ship Susquehanna, Sewall,
son,

Fliiladelpltia.
Melbourne, Feb. 26.

Ar, ship Gov. Robie, New
York.
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 17. In port, sch. Sallie I’On,
from Annapolis, N. S.; 1). 1L Rivers, from Fortland, Me.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Charters. Ship Gov Robie, Newcastle, N. S.
W., to Hong Kong, coal, 8s. Sch. Mary E. Fainter,
London to Philadelphia, chalk, 5s. 9d. Bark Her
bert Fuller, New York to Fort Elizabeth, general
cargo, 24s., option Fort Natal, 25s., £15 gratuity*
Sch. Mabel Jordan, Turks Island to Fhiladelphia>
salt, 5 12 cents. Sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Baltimore to Cienfuegos, coal, §1.50, and back North
of Hatteras, sugar, 11, 12//13 cents; it outward
voyage only, §1 90. Sch. Herald, Trinidad to Hastings, asphalt, §1.90 and towage. Bark Mannie
Swan, Cienfuegos to North of Hatteras, sugar, 11
dev, 12 cents. Sell. Florence Leland, Brunswick to
New York, lumber, §4.37 1-2, Bridgeport, §4.55.
Sch. .Etna, same, option of Sound port, §4.50.
Sch. Mary A. Hall, New York to Key West and
Velasco, general cargo, p. t. Sch. Melissa A. Willey, Brunswick to New York, lumber, §4.37 1-2.
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Wellington, N.
Swain, for Boston.

Know Mon

Lewis i

He will sell you PlLLSBURY'S if you insist.

CORRECTED WEEKL\

.■

And now >>ii suggestion t> tin
fendanl. at tlu* time ot -en me
an inhabitant ol tlnsState.an 1 1
or attorney within the same, th.i
tate have been attached in this.,
had no notice of said suit :u
Ordered, that noiice ol tlu1 pem
be given to the said defendant
attested ropy ot this < >rdor
struct ot the plaintilVs writ. th■
ively in the Uepubliear I
printed at Mel last. in t he «
last publication to hi.* not in--, h
the next term ot this ( oui r,
fast, within and for the « mm:
third l ues-lay ot April, 1may then and there appeal m
suit, il he shall see cause.
Attest
TICKS ’ON

Portland.

Mobile, March 1. Cld, sells. Tofa, Cienfuegos;
Methebesec, Mayaguez.
Portland, March 1. Ar. bark Thomas A. Goddard, Boston; sell. Mary E. Palmer, Whittier, Bal-

*

Supreme

January I'erm, I8i>7

that be is simply “ talking
up a brand that pays him
a little better profit—that’s
all.

ner,

timore.
12. Drinkwater, of sell Kitty Lawry, made the first shipment of wood to
Rockland last week, receiving only 82 75
per cord, which is not, to say the least, very
profitable business to engage in. When one
dollar per cord for carrying, and about 75 or
80 cents per cord for chopping, is deducted
from the 82.75 the benefit accruing To the
poor fellow who ships is very small indeed,
and we think it would be better for him to
bang up bis axe until a reasonable duty is
secured upon kiln wood that will give some
encouragement to the farmer to engage in
the bifid ness.

(’apt. C.

perplexities.
making

our

it

one,

PORT OF BELFAST.

sea

Rhodes went into the woods and cut about
12 cords of. lire wood, and hauled the most
of it to his door.
Mr. Rhodes deeply appreciates and feels most grateful to his friends
for their kindness, as he has been confined
to his house all winter, and only able by the
greatest exertion to do his chores, it was,
indeed, a most noble and generous act on
the part of his friends to so kindly remember him in his long illness and he extends
his most sincere thanks to all.

We know
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that

■

soon

at

our

means

plund, aged

extinguished, doing very little
Those persons interested m erecting a
Feb. 25. Sefis. Leona, Lane. Portland; P. M.
damage-Mr. W. B. Rich of Bangor spent steam saw mill at the Cove were greatly en- Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Feb. 211. Sell. Yankee .Maid. Perry. Weymouth.
to build, by the town exempting
couraged
with
liis
Sunday
sister, Mrs. C. M. Chase_ the mill from taxation for
Feb. 28. Sell. John M. Fiske, Nutter. Portland.
ten years.
Most of those reported ill last week are reSAILED.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ledbetter of Yinalcovering, but there are a number of new
Feb. 27. Seh. Yankee Maid, Perry, Rockport.
who have been visiting Mrs. L.’s
haven,
March 1. Sell. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
cases.
Among them are Mrs. H. J. Webber, father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. A. J). Harlow, Mrs. John McGee, Mrs. Crockett, returned home last Friday.
a merica n
eorts
New York, Feb. 24. Cld, sell. Herald, Lowell,
1\ C. Rich and Mr. George Grant_Mr. R.
Mr. S. S. Chapman, mate of soli. Mary B.
Georgetown, Deni.; 25, cld. sell. Isaiah K Stetson.
G. Campbell is very dangerously ill with Wellington, went to New York last Thurs- Trask,
Cayenne; 27, eld. barks R. A. C. Smith, Port
day to see about getting the vessel ready to Elizabeth and East London; Matanzas, Hvatiaa;
pneumonia.
business about the first of March.
begin
March 1, ar, sell S. G. Haskell, Richardson, CienLiberty. That hideous monster La Grippe
luegos.
Capt. Alonzo Batchelder of sell. Helen
is again getting in its horrid work among us.
Boston, Feb. 24. Sid,sell. J. Manchester Haynes,
took his vessel to Rockland last Friday Mathews, Baltimore and Cienluegos; 25. ariscli!
Nearly half of the people of this vicinity are where she went on the railway to be calked
Puritan, Sargent,, Keyport, N. J ; cld, sell. Vale
now or have been its victims.
Dr. Whjt- and locked over preparatory to loading Rockport and Baltimore,
Baltimore, Feb. 24. Cld, sell. Daylight, Boston.
cornb made twenty-fi ve calls in one day_ stone for New Y’ork.
Pensacola, Feb. 23. Clcl, sell. Abide C. Stubbs,
Miss Madge Thompson of Centre Montville
Whitney, Kingston, Ja.; 25, eld, soli. Susan N.
The town opened its purse quite liberally
Haskell, Boston.
and Miss Frankie Shib.'es of Knox Station last Monday and appropriated 8200 for the Pickering,
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 23. Cld, seh. Melissa
Methodist Camp tiround and 825 for the Trask,
Atwood, Jacmel, Hayti.
visited friends in this village last week....
Satilla River, (Ja Feb. 21. Sid, sell. Olive T.
Temple Heights Association. Mr. Staples
Mrs. Louise Clough and son Charlie, who of Belfast was voted ten dollars for
injuries Whittier, Whittier, Philadelphia.
Savannah, Feb. 25. Cld, bark Carrie L. Tyler,
have occupied the L. C. Morse house for the received to bis horse.
New York.
Mrs. Clough
Last Thursday afternoon a large, number of
winter, vacated March 1st.
Darien, Feb. 24. Ar, sell. F. C. Pendleton, BurSavannah.
will return to Boston and Charlie will board the
neighborhood friends of Mr. F. A. gess,
Perth
wras

public

and

DIET).

1

colnville were in town
of Mrs. Arietta Chapman.

about all

ATWuni.-CKEA.MKK.
Ill Waldoboro. Feb. 15,
Wallace Atwood of Union and Eva I\ Creamer of
Waldoboro.
Bain Snow, in Tompkinsville, Staten Island,
N- V
Feb. ia, Hugh Alexander Bain of New York
City and Miss Helena Luella, elder daughter of
Capt. and Mrs. Israel L. Snow of Rockland.
Cani>aok-Eat«»n. In Deer Isle. Feb. la. Eben
C. Candage and Mrs. Rose L. Eaton, both of Deer
Isle.
Cai.i -I'arkma\. In Burnham, Feb. «'. by Elder
T. Lord, Charles G. Call of Troy and Miss Ettie X.
Parkman of Cnity.
Dikk Corny. in Green’s Landing, Deer Isle,
Feb. In, Melvin Duke and V. Maud Colbv, both of
Deer Isle.
Drinkwater-Patterson. In Xorthport. Feb.
14, Jasper Drinkwater of Lincolmille and Bessie
Patterson of Xorthport.
Fkrrin Smit h. In Camden, Feb. 18, Rufus L.
Pen in and Della M. Smith, both <d Camden.
GarrettWnan■. IniMeriden, ( dnn,, Feb. 11.
at the bride’s home, by Rev. F. W
Harmon. Trueman F. iarreit of Vitialhaven, Me., and Julia A.,
widow uf the late John Wight ol Meriden.
Horn Houston
In Belfast. Feb. _-4, at the M.
L. parsonage, by Rev.
G. Winslow, William
Holt of Belfast and Miss Margaret E. Houston of
Exeter. X. H.
I’!•:ask- H aki>i n<.. In J£urnlntm, Feb. *, by Eide'
T. Lord. Elmer L. Pease and Miss rfentiie M. Harding. both of Detroit.
S.m 11 ii-K iT.iii.i:
In Searsport. Feb J4. by R,\.
<» H. Fernald, !>. D.. Charles F. Smith and Miss
Wilhelmina E. Kelbert, both of Searsport.

vertised for sale on an execution in favor of j
(Jordon Bennett of the New York j
lierald and will he. sold at auction the com- j
1
ing week. Unless new parties take hold ..f
the property it. isn't likely that. Petit Manan
he heard of as a summer resort in the
It will resume its former natural
state as one of the best sheep pastures on
the coast.
A large quantity of lumber at
Petit. Manan point is advertised forsale by
the receivers of the defunct com any. There
is to he a general
cleaning out of personal
property and tin* affairs of the eompan> art
to be settled.
It is believed that the men
who built the roads will not get their pay.
There must he a great deal of litigation before anything definite can be learned as to
the result.
| Bangor Commercial.
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long residence in the
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Knowlton. In Hitch's Landing, Deer Isle, pel
l.>, to Mr. and Mrs. .John Knowlron. a daughter.
1,1
.Kucksport, Feb p.i, t«. Mi ami
Mt>. Hugh .Vlc\ eigh, a daughter
< >oi ru.
In Thomaston, l-'eb. 2;>. to Rev. and Mr».
NN NN Ogier. :i son.
Rifu:\
In South I nion, Feb. 22. to Mr ami
and Mrs. Clarence
Ripley, a daughter.
Soepk. In Orland. Feb. 17, to Mr. ami Mrs
Dennis R. Soper, a son.
Stanley. In Cranberry Isles. Feb. 12. to Mr.
and Mrs. Arno P. Stanley, a .«,on, Enoch a
Timmas. In Eden. Feb. 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Thomas, a
daughter.

Sold at Auction.

rivalling Newport is
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Tells
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Boakhman. In Camden. Feb. 21, to Mr.
Mrs.,1. Everett. Boardman, a sou.
C'-i.nv. In Bucksport, Feb. it;, to Mr, am. Mrs.

The famous pr<u»ert\ at Petit Manan which
one expected
would develop iuto a
resort

So,

BOKJN.

every

summer

—
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V»Oa 1 on
Beef,corned, p lb. 7«8 Lime, p bbl,
Butter salt. 14lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
3q4 j
3a4
37 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bu,
CITY Of- BELI
Cracked Corn, p bu. 37 oil,kerosene.gal. 12a.13
3 1-2qd
Corn Meal, p bu,
37 Bollock, p lb,
Notice is hereto given tlu
Ida Id! Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p lb,
the city of Belfast have been
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Blaster, p bbl.
duly posted, to meet at the wa>
3
Codfish, dry,-p tb
5of Kye Meal, p 11.
respective wards, on londav ~lan
a
7d
To
dad Shorts, p cwt,
Cranberries, p qt,
da d 1 -2 o’clock in the forenoon, to give
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 a 12 Sugar, p lb,
a Mayor of said city, A Idem
35
4
7d
T
1.,
Salt,
Flour, p bbl,
p
dO.qd
Councilinen, a member ot the >
2a 3
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 dOq2 00 Sw'eet Botatos.
Constable, a Warden and a W o
8 a D Wheat Meal,
Lard, p lb
3q3 1-2 award.

The p ills will close
Boston

Produce Market.

Boston, March 1,1807. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter
Northern cream, choice, 21 a 22c;
dairy, north, best 17 a. 13c.
Cheese—New, northern,choice, 12a 12 l-2c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 20.a22c; Eastern, Ide.
Beans—North,' small pea, $1 lOql 15; yelloweyes, §1 15«1 20; red kidneys, §1 loal 30.
Hay—Fancy, §10 ; good, §14 50a§15 50; lower
grades, §10^.14.
Rye straw-, 17§ q§l8 ; oat straw, §8 50.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, P
bush, 43@45c; choice rose, 40.a43c.
Apples—Baldwins, P bbl, §1 00;q§l 25; Tolman
sweets, §1 25@1 75; Kings, §1 50@2 00.
—

noon.

Belfast,

at
C.

March 1, 1897.
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Attention Pensio
Having purchased the origiua
estate

of .C

C.

Cates, for tin

e.

pensioners having claims pendi;

who may wish to present clainm
increase of pensions, I will be .1
shoe shop,.127 Main street, opposiu
March 22 and 23, 1897.
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